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Abstract
On-land transport/storage of fresh ﬁshery products (FFP) for up to 3 days in ‘tubs’ of three-layered polyethylene ﬁlled with freshwater and ice was compared to the currently authorised practice (ﬁsh boxes of
high-density poly-ethylene ﬁlled with ice). The impact on the survival and growth of biological hazards in
ﬁsh and the histamine production in ﬁsh species associated with a high amount of histidine was assessed.
In different modelling scenarios, the FFP are stored on-board in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) and
once on-land they are ‘handled’ (i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) and transferred to either tubs or
boxes. The temperature of the FFP was assumed to be the most inﬂuential factor affecting relevant
hazards. Under reasonably foreseeable ‘abusive’ scenarios and using a conservative modelling approach,
the growth of the relevant hazards (i.e. Listeria monocytogenes, Aeromonas spp. and non-proteolytic
Clostridium botulinum), is expected to be < 0.2 log10 units higher in tubs than in boxes after 3 days when
the initial temperature of the ﬁsh is 0°C (‘keeping’ process). Starting at 7°C (‘cooling-keeping’ process),
the expected difference in the growth potential is higher (< 1 log10 for A. hydrophila and < 0.5 log10 for
the other two hazards) due to the poorer cooling capacity of water and ice (tub) compared with ice
(box). The survival of relevant hazards is not or is negligibly impacted. Histamine formation due to
growth of Morganella psychrotolerans under the ‘keeping’ or ‘cooling-keeping’ process can be up to 0.4
ppm and 1.5 ppm higher, respectively, in tubs as compared to boxes after 3 days, without reaching the
legal limit of 100 ppm. The water uptake associated with the storage of the FFP in tubs (which may be up
to 6%) does not make a relevant contribution to the differences in microbial growth potential compared
to boxes.
© 2020 European Food Safety Authority. EFSA Journal published by John Wiley and Sons Ltd on behalf
of European Food Safety Authority.
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Summary
Following a request from the European Commission, the EFSA Scientiﬁc Panel on Biological Hazards
(BIOHAZ) was asked to provide a scientiﬁc opinion on the use of ﬁsh tubs compared to ﬁsh boxes for
transporting and storing fresh ﬁshery products (FFP) upon their arrival at the ﬁrst on-land
establishment.
In Term of Reference 1 (ToR1), EFSA was requested to compare the impact that transport and
storage of FFPs in on-land establishments in tubs, when compared to currently authorised practices
(ﬁsh boxes), could have on the survival and growth of biological hazards and the production of
histamine in ﬁsh species associated with a high amount of histidine. The ToR2 was to estimate the
impact that transport and storage in tubs have on the water content of the ﬁsh meat compared to
boxes and on its consequences on the survival and growth of biological hazards.
It was clariﬁed that the tubs are composed of three-layered poly-ethylene (PE) and ﬁlled with
freshwater and ice while the boxes are composed of high density poly-ethylene (HDPE) and are ﬁlled
with layers of ﬁsh and ice. Fish are expected to be kept in tubs for a maximum of 3 days, with an
exceptional maximum duration of 5 days.
The FFP should have been transported on-board using tubs ﬁlled with fresh or seawater and ice.
Upon the arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment, the FFP may be gutted and/or ﬁlleted before onland transport/storage as whole, gutted or ﬁlleted ﬁsh. The assessment compared the following
conditions:
i) Baseline or current condition: the FFP are unloaded and transferred to boxes with ice, where
they are kept during transport and storage on-land until dispatched and/or marketed;
ii) Alternative condition: the FFP are unloaded and transferred to tubs with freshwater and ice,
where they are kept during transport and storage on-land until dispatched and/or marketed.
Good practice with handling ﬁsh catches as well as the use of enough ice and re-icing was
assumed. It was also assumed that the initial status of the ﬁsh (e.g. intrinsic characteristics, conditions
on-board, hygienic status) was common for the two conditions, and thus, the relative impact during
the on-land transport and storage in boxes or tubs would be equivalent.
The relevant biological hazards were identiﬁed from the literature, considering their ability to cause
human illness associated with FFP and to grow and/or survive on FFP within the temperature range of
3°C to 7°C. The hazards of interest may be present on the ﬁsh surface, ﬁsh meat or intestines. The
relevant biological hazards for growth on FFP at refrigeration temperatures < 7°C are Aeromonas spp.,
non-proteolytic Clostridium botulinum and Listeria monocytogenes, while those relevant for survival (no
change or reduction) are pathogenic Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus, Vibrio spp.
and Nematodes (Anisakis spp.). The relevant histamine-producing bacteria in FFPs are Enterobacter
spp., Morganella spp. and Photobacterium spp.
Due to the scarcity of data on ﬁsh temperatures comparing both conditions, heat transfer modelling
was used. The temperature of the ﬁsh surface was considered the main impacting factor. Two
processes were considered:
i) the capacity of maintaining (i.e. ‘keeping’) the temperature when ﬁsh from tubs on-board are
transferred to either boxes or tubs for transport and storage on-land, assuming no change of
the ﬁsh temperature during such transfer, and
ii) the ‘cooling’ capacity when the ﬁsh is handled (e.g. gutting and/or ﬁlleting) after landing,
which causes an increase of the ﬁsh temperature to 7°C, and are then transferred to either
boxes or tubs for transport and storage on-land (i.e. ‘cooling-keeping’).
In an ‘ideal’ scenario with proper practices and assuming that the initial ﬁsh temperature is 0°C and
the ﬁsh is in perfect contact with ice in boxes and with a perfect mixing of water and ice in tubs, the
temperature of the ﬁsh surface would be equal for both types of containers and equivalent to the
temperature of melting ice (i.e. 0°C) throughout the transport/storage period.
Only two experiments using lean small ﬁsh (plaice) provided ‘observed’ time–Temperature (t/T)
proﬁles of ﬁsh upon storage/transport in both type of containers. The ﬁsh temperature ﬂuctuated and
relevant differences were observed depending on the location of the ﬁsh within the containers, which
can be related to the distance from the ice layer as well as to the container walls. Overall, the median
ﬁsh temperature was about 1.0°C higher when transported/stored in tubs compared to boxes, but
after the short initial cooling stage, ﬁsh temperature never exceeded 3.1°C during the subsequent
storage/transport.
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The heat transfer model predicted ﬁsh surface temperatures under reasonable foreseeable ‘abusive’
scenarios of the outside temperature where temperature is mostly at 2°C but including some abusive
peaks up to 6°C, assuming that in boxes, ﬁsh are surrounded by two layers of ice, and in tubs, ﬁsh are
in water below an ice layer without mixing. The model provided satisfactory outputs when compared
with observed data, for both types of containers. The model was then applied to generate the ﬁsh
surface t/T proﬁles for both processes using both type of containers under the same conditions of
transport/storage, considering the size of the ﬁsh (e.g. small ﬂat ﬁsh such as plaice vs. bigger ﬁsh with
a broad oval cross section, such as salmon) and their fat content (1–4% vs. 10–20%). The fat content
and the dimensions of the ﬁsh have only limited impact on the t/T proﬁles as compared to the impact
of the initial ﬁsh temperature and outside temperature of the chilling room where tubs and boxes are
stored, or transported. The ﬁsh surface temperatures depend on the location of the ﬁsh within the
containers, with ﬁsh located in positions more distant from the ice (the centre between ice layers in a
box and the bottom of the tub) and closer to the walls of the container being the worst-case scenario
(warmest). It is important to note that, at earlier stages of storage, ﬁsh cools down faster in boxes
than in tubs. Later, as the ice melts, the capacity to keep the temperature low is less in boxes than in
tubs, which can be related to the insulating properties of the tubs.
The impact of the transport and storage of FFP in tubs and boxes on the water content of the ﬁsh
meat was assessed through review of the available published data in the scientiﬁc literature as was the
impact on the physico-chemical characteristics of the FFP relevant for microbial behaviour. From
available data on water and salt content of ﬁsh, the water phase salt (WPS) content was calculated.
FFP stored/transported in tubs with fresh water and ice may increase the water content from 0% to
6%, causing a reduction of the WPS concentration (%) ranging from 0 to 0.019 units in comparison
with the FFP transferred to boxes.
The impact of the ﬁsh temperature on the growth or survival of the identiﬁed hazards during the
transport and storage of FFP in tubs in comparison with boxes was assessed applying available
predictive models for speciﬁc pathogens and histamine accumulation. t/T proﬁles from observed data
and predicted through heat transfer modelling were used as input. The impact of the WPS change due
to potential water uptake upon storage of FFP in tubs was assessed by changing this input factor in
the predictive models. The impact of other factors (e.g. pH, initial concentration of histamine
producing bacteria, lag phase, oxygen availability, internalisation) was considered in the uncertainty
analysis. When no predictive models were available for a particular hazard, its behaviour was assessed
using the evidence obtained through the literature review.
Under an ‘ideal’ scenario described above, there is no difference in the growth potential of
Aeromonas spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum and L. monocytogenes in FFP when transported/stored
in tubs compared to boxes as FFP temperature is maintained at 0°C throughout the storage/transport.
Under ‘reasonably foreseeable abusive’ scenarios (referred to ‘abusive’ scenarios), the initial ﬁsh
temperature when transferring the FFP to the tub or box needs to be considered. If the initial ﬁsh
temperature equals 0°C (referred to as ‘keeping’ process), the growth potential (log10 increase) of the
relevant hazards (i.e. A. hydrophila, L. monocytogenes or non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum) is up to 0.12
log10 units, 0.17 log10 units, and 0.27 log10 units higher in tubs than in boxes after 2 days, 3 days, and
5 days, respectively. Instead, if the initial ﬁsh temperature is equal to 7°C (referred to as ‘coolingkeeping’ process), the difference in the growth potential (log10 increase) of the relevant hazards is of a
higher magnitude compared to the ‘keeping’ process mainly as a result of the poorer cooling capacity of
water with ice (in tubs) compared to ice (in boxes). More speciﬁcally, for A. hydrophila,
L. monocytogenes, and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum growth, the log10 increase is up to 1 log10 units, 0.5
log10 units and 0.5 log10 units higher in tubs than in boxes, respectively, after 3 days of storage/transport.
An exceptional duration of the storage/transport of 5 days would result in a limited additional increase
(≤ 0.1 log10) of the differences in the growth potential of the relevant hazards between boxes and tubs.
Under the conditions of the assessment based on the ﬁsh t/T proﬁles that may occur under ‘abusive’
conditions of transport/storage of FFP, no substantial differences in the magnitude of reduction of
pathogens between boxes and tubs are expected.
As for growth of the histamine-producing hazards, under the ‘ideal’ scenario, there is no difference
in the growth potential of M. psychrotolerans on FFP and on histamine accumulation when
transported/stored in tubs compared to boxes. Under ‘abusive’ scenarios, when the initial ﬁsh
temperature at transfer to the tub or box equals either 0°C or 7°C (referred to as ‘keeping process’ or
‘cooling-keeping’ process), the histamine formation due to the growth of M. psychrotolerans can be up
to 0.4 and 1.5 ppm higher, respectively, in tubs compared to boxes after 3 days. After the exceptional
maximum duration of 5 days, the maximum difference can be up to 16 ppm and in any case the limit
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal
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of 100 ppm histamine as deﬁned in Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/200510 is not reached. Though
it was not possible to quantify the temperature-dependent growth and histamine production by
Enterobacter spp. and Photobacterium spp, for the present assessment, these two histamine-forming
bacteria are considered less relevant than M. psychrotolerans because they have a lower histamineproducing potential.
As the t/T proﬁle is only slightly affected by the size and fat content of the ﬁsh, so is the associated
growth potential of the relevant hazards. The location of the ﬁsh within the container impacted the t/T
proﬁle and thus the associated microbial growth.
The foreseeable decrease in WPS due to the uptake of water when ﬁsh is stored/transported in tub
(in water and ice) has a negligible impact on the growth rate of all identiﬁed biological hazards and,
consequently, on the growth potential of relevant pathogens, and on the histamine formation in FFP
stored/transported in tubs compared to boxes.
In principle, any condition leading to more growth (log10 increase) of the relevant hazards would
increase the public health risk. A higher histamine accumulation in tubs compared to boxes would be
increase the public health risk, only if the threshold benchmark dose is exceeded. Quantiﬁcation of the
risk to public health associated with the storage/transport in tubs compared to boxes would require a
quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA), including an exposure assessment taking into account
subsequent steps of the FFP supply chain including the consumer handling and consumption habits as
well as the dose–response relationship for each relevant hazard. Such a model is not available, and its
development was beyond the scope of the present mandate.
Several recommendations for the sector for limiting the growth of pathogens when using tubs ﬁlled
with water and ice are included, such as using precooled tubs made of insulating material and with a
lid. To ﬁll the tubs with sufﬁcient water at a temperature as close to 0°C as possible and with enough
ice on top to cover the whole surface of the tubs, making sure that all ﬁsh are below the ice layer, as
well as to keep the temperature of the chilling room close to the melting ice temperature throughout
the whole period of storage and transport. During transport and storage, with an absolute maximum
duration of 5 days, it is recommended to re-ice if needed and to circulate water inside the tubs to
achieve uniform temperatures within the container. At last, tubs have to be transport and stored (as
for boxes) in a cool environment.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Background and Terms of Reference as provided by the requestor

In accordance with Annex III, Section VIII, Chapter III point A of Regulation (EC) No 853/20041,
when chilled, unpackaged [ﬁshery] products are not distributed, dispatched, prepared or processed
immediately after reaching an establishment on-land, they must be stored under ice in appropriate
facilities. Re-icing must be carried out as often as necessary.
The same point A states that containers (ﬁsh boxes) used for the dispatch or storage of
unpackaged prepared fresh ﬁshery products stored under ice must ensure that melt water does not
remain in contact with the products. However, whole and gutted fresh ﬁshery products may be
transported and stored in cooled water on board vessels. They may also continue to be transported in
cooled water after landing, and be transported from aquaculture establishments, until they arrive at
the ﬁrst establishment on-land carrying out any activity other than transport or sorting.
The industry claims that ﬁsh boxes are keeping the upper ﬁsh cool, while the bottom ones are
pressed together and the required temperature is difﬁcult to reach in those conditions, as the ice
prevents full surface contact. In addition, the use of ice boxes causes mechanical damage to the ﬁsh
and enhances the formation of bacterial ‘slime’.
According with a study published by ILVO (Research Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food)
an internationally recognized scientiﬁc institute part of the Government of Flanders,2 commissioned by
the Flemish Fish Auctions, the preservation of ﬁsh in tubs (large plastic containers measuring
1 9 1 9 1 meters (or 1 9 1 9 0.5 meters), ﬁlled with ice and water) was excellent and even slightly
better than in ﬁsh boxes (polystyrene boxes3 where the ﬁsh is placed under ice, normally used by the
industry), but storage in tubs also affected the water content of the ﬁsh. The temperature differences
and ﬂuctuations proved limited in tubs. Based on this research, ILVO formulated recommendations for
the use of tubs.
The study demonstrated that, during a shelf life experiment, a temperature difference within the
same tub of up to 2.8°C was recorded. The threshold level of 4°C for the ﬁsh temperature was never
exceeded despite some ﬂuctuations in the ambient temperature. Although the ﬁsh in tubs reached
slightly higher temperatures than the ﬁsh in the boxes, this had no effect on the quality of the ﬁsh.
The sensory and chemical analyses showed that plaice in tubs even had a longer shelf life than plaice
in boxes. Although the microbiological parameters were also better in the tubs than in the boxes,
these differences were not signiﬁcant. Transport did not affect any parameter. The storage in tubs did
have an effect on the water content of the ﬁsh meat. This effect was evident already after 2 days of
storage: ﬁsh in tubs clearly had higher water content than in boxes.
EFSA is asked to provide a scientiﬁc opinion on the use of “tubs” compared to ﬁsh boxes for
transporting and storing fresh ﬁshery products in on-land establishments. In particular, EFSA is
requested:
Terms of Reference (ToR) 1: To compare the impact that transport and storage of fresh ﬁshery
products in on-land establishments in “tubs”, when compared to currently authorised practices (ﬁsh
boxes), could have on:
a) the survival and growth of biological hazards.
b) the production of histamine in ﬁsh species associated with a high amount of histidine.4
ToR 2: To estimate the impact that transport and storage in tubs have on the water content of the
ﬁsh meat compared to currently authorised practices (ﬁsh boxes) and its consequences on the survival
and growth of biological hazards.

1.2.

Interpretation of the Terms of Reference

The term ‘ﬁshery products’ as deﬁned by Regulation (EC) No 853/20041, Annex I, comprises all
seawater and freshwater animals (except for live bivalve molluscs, live echinoderms, live tunicates and
live marine gastropods, and all mammals, reptiles and frogs) whether wild or farmed and including all
edible forms, parts and products of such animals. In Annex I, ‘fresh ﬁshery products’ (FFP) are deﬁned
1

2
3
4

Laying down speciﬁc hygiene rules for food of animal origin. Regulation (EC) No 853/2004 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 laying down speciﬁc hygiene rules for on the hygiene of foodstuffs. O.J. L. 139, 30.4.2004, p. 1–55.
https://pure.ilvo.be/portal/files/4784279/ILVO_mededeling_221_Qualitubfish.pdf (as assessed on 19.12.2018).
The study has used high-density polyethylene (HDPE) boxes instead.
Family Scombridae, Clupeidae, Engraulidae, Coryfenidae, Pomatomidae, Scombresosidae.
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as unprocessed ﬁshery products, whether whole or prepared, including products packaged under
vacuum or in a modiﬁed atmosphere, that have not undergone any treatment to ensure preservation
other than chilling. However, as the current mandate is restricted to unpackaged FFP, with packaged
FFP being beyond the scope of this assessment. It was clariﬁed that the speciﬁc FFP to which the ToR
apply also include ‘prepared ﬁshery products’, in particular unprocessed ﬁshery products that have
undergone an operation affecting their anatomical wholeness, such as gutting, heading and ﬁlleting.
The FFP considered in the assessment are derived from the marine and land-based environment.
The assessment focuses on the EU/EEA regarding the transport and storage of unpackaged FFP
(referred to as ‘FFP’ throughout the rest of the document) from the ﬁrst on-land establishments
onwards using ‘boxes’ (as authorised practice) in comparison with ‘tubs’ (as alternative practice) until
they are marketed or processed. The terms ‘box’ and ‘tub’ encompass plastic containers (Figure 1)
made of different materials and with different dimensions depending on its use on-board or on-land.
Tubs are large containers which are usually ﬁlled with ice and seawater (only on-board) or ice and
freshwater (on-board or on-land). Boxes are ﬁlled with layers of ﬁsh and ice.
The tubs to be considered for on-land use are composed of three-layered poly-ethylene (PE) and
are ﬁlled with ice and freshwater. The boxes are composed of high-density poly-ethylene (HDPE) and
are ﬁlled with layers of ﬁsh and ice. Polystyrene boxes are not to be evaluated, as the focus of interest
is mainly on business to business transport. Fish were expected to be kept in tubs for a maximum of 3
days. However, the absolute and exceptional maximum duration considered was 5 days.
It was clariﬁed with the requestor that FFP transported on-board using tubs (ﬁlled with fresh or
seawater and ice) should be considered for the assessment, so the use on-board of boxes (with ice) is
beyond the scope of this opinion.

Figure 1: Example of a ﬁsh box (white) and a tub (red) (Source of picture: Visfederatie, 2020)
It was agreed with the requestor to assume that the freshwater and seawater as well as the ice
(made either from fresh or seawater) used to ﬁll the tubs and/or boxes comply with the legal
standard. Thus, when either potable water or clean seawater are used, according to their deﬁnitions in
Regulation (EC) 852/20045,6, they should not be a source of microbiological contamination of the ﬁsh.
The growth and survival of spoilage microorganisms as well as quality traits (e.g. sensory, commercial
value etc.) are also beyond the scope of this mandate.

5

6

Regulation (EC) No 852/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the hygiene of foodstuffs. OJ
L 139, 30.4.2004, p. 1–54.
Potable water is deﬁned as water meeting the minimum requirements laid down in Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November
1998 on the quality of water intended for human consumption, while clean seawater is deﬁned as natural, artiﬁcial or puriﬁed
seawater or brackish water that does not contain microorganisms, harmful substances or toxic marine plankton in quantities
capable of directly or indirectly affecting the health quality of food.
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The term ‘impact’ of a given condition on the growth or survival of a biological hazard (including
accumulation of histamine) was interpreted as the change of the concentration of the hazard, e.g.
microorganism log10 concentration change or histamine concentration change. Subsequently, the
requestor clariﬁed that in case of any evidence of a different survival or growth of biological hazards in
FFP submitted to the alternative practice in comparison with the baseline, to indicate if this could
represent a potential risk for public health.
ToR 2 is considered implicitly included in ToR 1 as the output of ToR 2 is needed to answer ToR 1.
Therefore, as the two ToRs are interlinked, it was agreed to combine the conclusions for both ToRs.
Based on the interpretations described above, the following assessment questions (AQs) were
formulated in order to address the ToR.
AQ 1: What is the reduction potential (i.e. log10 decrease) or growth potential (i.e. log10 increase)
of relevant biological hazards when FFP, initially stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on
board, are subsequently ‘handled’ (i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) at the ﬁrst on-land
establishment and then transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared to being
transferred to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration
of 3 days with an exceptional maximum duration of 5 days? Is there a potential increased risk for
public health as a result of using tubs compared to boxes?
AQ 2: What is the magnitude of histamine accumulation in ﬁsh species associated with a high amount
of histidine when FFP, initially stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on board, are then ‘handled’
(i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) at the ﬁrst on-land establishment before being transferred to
freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further transport and
storage on-land for a maximum duration of 3 days with an exceptional maximum duration of 5 days? Is
there a potential increased risk for public health as a result of using tubs compared to boxes?
AQ 3: What is the contribution of the water content change of the ﬁsh meat on previous AQs
outcomes when FFP, ﬁrst stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on board, are ‘handled’ at the
ﬁrst on-land establishment and then transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared
to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration of 3 days
with an exceptional maximum duration of 5 days?

1.3.

Additional information

1.3.1.

Additional background information

1.3.1.1. Previous EFSA scientiﬁc opinions and reports
In 2015, EFSA published a report on the assessment of the temperature conditions, including a
possible tolerance, to be applied for storage and transport of packaged FFP, gutted or entire, including
some parts of them, at retail level where icing is not possible. The main temperature-dependent
hazards identiﬁed were histamine as well as the psychrotrophic Listeria monocytogenes, Clostridium
botulinum and Yersinia enterocolitica. It was concluded that it is possible to store packaged FFP at
refrigeration temperatures above 0°C (e.g. 3–5°C) and still be compliant with the current EU and
international regulated microbiological criteria. For this, the storage time and the concentration of CO2
in the packaging headspace need to be adjusted accordingly. The report provides several scenarios
equivalent to storage at 0°C, consisting of combinations of storage temperature, shelf-life and CO2
concentration in the package (EFSA, 2015).
Also in 2015, EFSA published a scientiﬁc opinion of the Panel on Biological Hazards (BIOHAZ) and
the Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain (CONTAM) on the minimum hygiene criteria to be
applied to clean seawater and on the public health risks and hygiene criteria for bottled seawater
intended for domestic use. It was concluded that the comprehensiveness of the sanitary survey, the
stringency of microbiological criteria and the need for treatment depend on the relative exposures
associated with the different uses of seawater. For uses with low exposure to microbiological hazards,
a basic sanitary survey and microbiological criteria based on the Directive 2006/7/EC7 are considered
appropriate. For uses with a higher exposure, a more comprehensive sanitary survey, mandatory water
treatment and microbiological criteria based on Council Directive 98/83/EC8 with an additional criterion
7

8

Directive 2006/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 February 2006 concerning the management of
bathing water quality and repealing Directive 76/160/EEC. OJ L 64, 4.3.2006, p. 1–37.
Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998 on the quality of water intended for human consumption. OJ L 330, 5.12.98,
p. 1–32.
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for Vibrio spp. are considered appropriate (EFSA BIOHAZ and CONTAM Panel, 2015). Low exposure
could be considered when using seawater to ﬁll the tubs on-board, while high exposure could be
considered when seawater is in contact with prepared, processed and/or ready-to-eat (RTE) ﬁshery
products.
In 2017, EFSA assessed the incidents of histamine intoxication in some EU countries that were
linked to consumption of tuna and were notiﬁed through the Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed
(RASFF). All incidents of histamine intoxication were evaluated to highlight common factors in the food
distribution chain that potentially contributed to the human cases, and to verify the possible correlation
upstream in the food supply chain through the food business operators (FBO) involved. Due to the
nature of histamine and the conditions that favour its production, it was concluded that it is likely that
several concurrent factors have occurred in several stages along the food chain. It was recommended
to maintain adequate chilling rates, carefully manage the cold chain and ensure hygienic conditions at
each step of the supply chain of this product (EFSA, 2017).
1.3.1.2. Legal background
According to food safety requirements of the Regulation (EC) 178/20029, food shall not be placed
on the marked if it is unsafe, i.e. if it is considered to be injurious to health and/or unﬁt for
consumption (e.g. due to spoilage) taking into account the normal conditions of use at each stage of
production, processing distribution and the consumer.
Regulation (EC) No 853/20041 lays down speciﬁc rules on the hygiene of food of animal origin for
FBOs and supplements Regulation (EC) No 852/20045 on the hygiene of foodstuffs. Section VIII of
Annex III of Regulation (EC) No 853/20041 deals with ﬁshery products. It states that clean water may
be used for the handling and washing of ﬁshery products and the production of ice used to chill ﬁshery
products. It supplements the requirements of Annex II, Chapter VII to that Regulation stating that
clean water may be used with whole ﬁshery products. When clean water is used, adequate facilities
and procedures are to be available for its supply to ensure that such use is not a source of
contamination for the foodstuff.
Regulation (EC) 852/20045 deﬁnes ‘clean seawater’ as natural, artiﬁcial or puriﬁed seawater or
brackish water that does not contain microorganisms, harmful substances or toxic marine plankton in
quantities capable of directly or indirectly affecting the health quality of food. ‘Potable water’ means
water meeting the minimum requirements laid down in Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November
19988 on the quality of water intended for human consumption; ‘clean water’ includes clean seawater
and freshwater of a similar quality.
Relevant information from the Chapters in Annex III, Section VIII of the Regulation (EC) No 853/20041
is summarised here. Chapter I states that vessels designed and equipped to preserve ﬁshery products for
more than 24 h must be equipped with holds, tanks or containers for the storage of ﬁshery products at the
temperatures laid down in Chapter VII (see below). Holds and containers must ensure that melt water does
not remain in contact with the products. In vessels equipped for chilling ﬁshery products in cooled clean
seawater, tanks must incorporate devices for achieving a uniform temperature throughout the tanks,
reaching, after loading, not more than 3°C and not more than 0°C within 6 h and 16 h, respectively, and
must allow monitoring/recording of temperatures.
Chapter II deﬁnes the requirements during and after landing. It speciﬁes that, when it is not
possible to refrigerate them on board vessels, FFPs shall be refrigerated as soon as possible after their
landing and stored at a temperature close to that of melting ice. It also states that FBOs displaying
FFPs for sale must ensure their refrigerated storage.
Chapter III deﬁnes the requirements for establishments, including vessels, which handle ﬁshery
products. It states that:
• Where chilled, unpackaged products are not distributed, dispatched, prepared or processed
immediately after reaching an establishment on land, they must be stored under ice in
appropriate facilities. Re-icing must be carried out as often as necessary. Packaged FFPs must
be chilled to a temperature approaching that of melting ice.
• Operations such as heading and gutting must be carried out hygienically and as quickly as
possible after the products have been caught or landed. The products must be washed
thoroughly immediately after these operations.
9

Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2002 laying down the general
principles and requirements of food law, establishing the European Food Safety Authority and laying down procedures in
matters of food safety. OJ L 31, 1.2.2002, p. 1–24.
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• Operations such as ﬁlleting and cutting must be carried out so as to avoid contamination or
spoilage of ﬁllets and slices. Fillets and slices must not remain on the worktables beyond the
time necessary for their preparation and must be wrapped and, where necessary, packaged
and must be chilled as quickly as possible after their preparation.
• Containers used for the dispatch or storage of unpackaged prepared FFPs stored under ice
must ensure that water from melted ice does not remain in contact with the ﬁsh.
• Whole and gutted FFPs may be transported and stored in cooled water on-board vessels.
They may also continue to be transported in cooled water after landing, and be transported
from aquaculture establishments, until they arrive at the ﬁrst establishment on land carrying
out any activity other than transport or sorting.
Chapter V states that FBOs must ensure that the limits with regard to histamine are not exceeded.
These limits are deﬁned in Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/200510 as food safety criteria (FSC) in
two different types of ﬁshery products placed on the market during their shelf-life:
• In ﬁshery products from ﬁsh species associated with a high amount of histamine (particularly
ﬁsh species of the families Scombridae, Clupeidae, Engraulidae, Coryfenidae, Pomatomidae
and Scombresosidae), out of n = 9 units comprising the sample, c = 2 units may have a
histamine concentration between m = 100 and M = 200 mg/kg, none may be > M, and the
mean value observed should be ≤ m.
• The second type comprises ﬁshery products from the same ﬁsh species that have undergone
enzyme maturation treatment in brine. Out of the n = 9 units comprising the sample, c = 2
units may have a histamine concentration between m = 200 and M = 400 mg/kg, while
none may be > M.
Chapter VI states that containers in which FFPs are kept on ice must be water resistant. Chapter
VII states that FFPs must be maintained at a temperature approaching that of melting ice during their
storage while Chapter VIII states that this also applies during their transport and reiterates that melt
water must not remain in contact the FFPs, when kept under ice.
1.3.1.3. Fresh ﬁshery products, production and supply chains
Fish can originate from aquaculture or be caught in the wild either from the sea or from freshwater
environments. Fish exist at the ambient temperature of their environment, so their initial temperature
is generally above 0°C. Seawater and freshwater temperatures vary signiﬁcantly depending on many
factors (e.g. season, latitude, depth, freshwater sources or oceanographic currents) and EU waters
range from ~ 4°C (north) to 25°C or higher (south) (EFSA, 2015).
The handling of ﬁshery products on-board depends on the ﬁsh species and aims to assure the
ttir et al., 2010; Matis,
quality of the catch ﬁsh to be marketed (Huss, 1995; Mai et al., 2010; Valtysdo
2017). Small ﬁsh, such as herring or mackerel, are stored without bleeding or gutting, while bigger ﬁsh
such as cod or salmon are bled after slaughtering and gutted as soon as possible thereafter (Borderıas
nchez-Alonso, 2011; Matis, 2017). However, a delay of up to 24 h for gutting can be applied for
and Sa
bigger ﬁsh provided that they are rapidly chilled. As stated by the current regulation (see
Section 1.3.1.2), ﬁsh, which are bled or gutted, are washed before being stored on-board.
Cooling and careful handling at all stages of the ﬁsh supply chain are key factors to assure good
quality, maximum shelf-life and high value of ﬁshery products. Additional factors which can affect the
quality of the ﬁshery products are ﬁshing season, area, ﬁshing and handling equipment, nutritional
status and age, rigor mortis as well as handling before and after processing. Once the ﬁsh are caught,
they are chilled to achieve a temperature close to that of melting ice. The chilling methods used
include immersion in ice slurry, refrigerated seawater (RSW) or ﬂake ice. For instance, ﬂake ice is
widely used to reduce the temperature of fresh ﬁsh down to ﬁnal levels slightly above 0°C; slurry ice
(a mixture of small ice crystals suspended in water) is often used for superchilled products because it
allows the product temperature to be reduced to just below the initial freezing temperature (0.5°C to
2.8°C) (Stonehouse and Evans, 2015; Laguerre et al., 2018). The resultant temperature gradient
brings the ﬁsh surfaces in contact with ice close to 0°C relatively rapidly, while the core temperature
drops more slowly. Factors which may affect the rate of cooling include the ratio of ﬁsh to ice, contact
of ﬁsh with ice, the size and the initial temperature of the ﬁsh, the type and temperature of the ice,
10

Commission Regulation (EC) No 2073/2005 of 15 November 2005 on microbiological criteria for foodstuffs. OJ L 338,
22.12.2005, p. 1–26, as amended by Commission Regulation (EC) No 2019/229 of 7 February 2019.
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the type of containers (including their insulating properties), the temperature outside the container
and, for longer ﬁshing trips, the frequency of re-icing (Huss, 1995; Shawyer and Pizzal, 2003). Onboard, the stowage can be in ﬁsh boxes or tubs with ice, in ﬁsh tubs with a mixture of seawater or
freshwater and ice and also by other means such as on shelves in the ship hold covered with ice or in
RSW/chilled sea water (CSW) tanks (Stonehouse and Evans, 2015; Laguerre et al., 2018).
As a consequence of the heat transfer from the ﬁsh to the ice, the ice melts. Whilst the
temperature of slush-ice mixture arguably approaches that of melting ice, the efﬁcacy of icing to
maintain the cold chain is optimised by replacing melted ice (re-icing) and removing water (melted ice)
in contact with ﬁsh, making use of the drainage holes on the containers. Melted ice replacement also
helps to remove organic matter and some of the microbial contamination carried by the water (Huss,
1995; Adams and Moss, 2006).
FFP going directly to the ﬁsh processing plant are kept in the same container from the catching
ground to the processing plant. Otherwise, after landing ﬁsh is usually sorted and transferred to new
containers (boxes) in ﬁsh auction centres. Throughout the subsequent distribution chain, transport and
storage of FFP on-land are carried out in ice and away from water (from melted ice) whilst in boxes.
Tubs made with insulating material are also being used to keep ﬁsh in ice (Seaﬁsh Fact Sheet, 2008;
Margeirsson et al., 2010; Margeirsson, 2012).

1.3.2.

Approach to answer the ToR

A conceptual map of the conditions to be addressed in the current assessment is depicted in
Figure 2. Upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment, the conditions to be compared in the
assessment include:
i) Baseline or current condition: the FFP are unloaded and transferred to boxes with ice, where
they are kept during transport and storage on-land until dispatched and/or marketed; and
ii) Alternative condition: the FFP are unloaded and transferred to tubs with freshwater and ice,
where they are kept during transport and storage on-land until dispatched and/or marketed.

On-board transport in tub with
fresh/sea water + ice
On-land transport in tub with
fresh/sea water + ice
‘Handling’ at first on-land
establishment

On-land storage and transport in
ice box (BASELINE) or in tub with
fresh water + ice (ALTERNATIVE)

On-land processing, storage and/or
display at processor or market

Legend

Whole fish
Gutted fish
Fish fillet

Figure 2: General ﬂow diagram of the transport and storage of fresh ﬁshery products
For the present assessment, either whole or gutted FFP are transported on-board using tubs ﬁlled
with freshwater or seawater and ice. As ﬁsh ﬁlleted on-board are always frozen, ﬁsh ﬁlleted on-board
is out of the scope of this assessment. Once on-land, the FFP may be gutted and/or ﬁlleted at the ﬁrst
establishment before the on-land transport/storage as whole, gutted or ﬁlleted ﬁsh in boxes with ice
(baseline) or in tubs with freshwater and ice (alternative condition). Good practice when handling ﬁsh
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal
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catches as well as the use of sufﬁcient ice and re-icing was assumed. It was also assumed that the
initial status of the ﬁsh (e.g. intrinsic characteristics, conditions on-board, hygienic status) was
common for the two conditions, and thus, the relative impact during the on-land transport and storage
in boxes or tubs would be equivalent.
To address the AQs to answer the ToRs, the following steps were undertaken:
1) The relevant biological hazards (including histidine-decarboxylase bacteria and the
consequent histamine accumulation) were identiﬁed from the literature, considering their
ability to cause human illness associated with FFP and to grow and/or survive (either no
change or reduction) on FFP considering the temperatures encountered during transport
and storage in boxes and tubs. The hazards of interest are those that may be present on
the ﬁsh surface or within ﬁsh meat or intestines.
2) The temperature of the ﬁsh surface was considered to be the main factor impacting the
growth and/or survival of the identiﬁed hazards during the storage and transport of FFP in
tubs as compared to boxes. Due to scarcity of data for ﬁsh temperatures in both conditions,
heat transfer modelling was used to assess:
i) the capacity for maintaining (i.e. ‘keeping’) the temperature when ﬁsh from tubs onboard are transferred to either boxes or tubs for transport and storage on-land,
assuming no change of the ﬁsh temperature during such transfer, and
ii) the ‘cooling’ capacity when the ﬁsh handling (e.g. gutting and/or ﬁlleting) after landing
causes an increase of the ﬁsh temperature which are then transferred to either boxes or
tubs for transport and storage on-land.
3) The impact of the transport and storage of FFP in tubs and boxes on the water content of
the ﬁsh meat was assessed through literature and subsequently, its impact on the physicochemical characteristics of the FFP (relevant for microbial behaviour) was assessed. From
available data on water and salt content of ﬁsh, the water phase salt (WPS) content was
derived.
4) The impact of the ﬁsh temperature on the behaviour (growth or survival) of the identiﬁed
hazards during the transport and storage of FFP in tubs compared to boxes was assessed
applying available predictive models for speciﬁc pathogens and histamine accumulation
using as input temperature proﬁles from observed data and predicted through heat transfer
modelling. The impact of the WPS change due to potential water uptake upon storage of
FFP in tubs was assessed by changing this factor in the predictive models. The impact of
other factors (e.g. pH, initial concentration of histamine producing bacteria, lag phase) was
considered in the uncertainty analysis. When no predictive models were available for a
particular hazard, its behaviour was assessed through literature review.
5) For the quantiﬁcation of the potential risk to public health, a quantitative microbial risk
assessment (QMRA) model would be needed, integrating the level of exposure of the
relevant hazards due to the consumption of FFP and a dose–response (DR) relationship for
each considered hazard. Such a QMRA was not available and its development would require
the collection of a large data set and information which was out of the scope of the present
mandate. Consequently, the potential risk to public health was not quantiﬁed, but factors
that would need to be included in such assessment were described.

2.

Data and methodologies

2.1.

Hazard identiﬁcation

The listing of the biological hazards (including histidine-decarboxylase bacteria and the consequent
histamine accumulation) associated with FFP was based on the scientiﬁc opinion (EFSA BIOHAZ and
CONTAM Panel, 2015) and report (EFSA, 2015) summarised in Section 1.3.1.1 and considered hazards
potentially present in FFP, including ﬁshes, crustacea, cephalopods and sea urchins. Bivalve shellﬁsh
were not considered as they are sold either live or frozen. For the selection of hazards relevant for FFP,
the compiled list was screened considering ﬁrst the evidence of these hazards to cause human illness
(i.e. report of human cases or outbreaks) associated with ﬁshery products that had not been further
processed (e.g. salted, marinated, smoked etc.). Cl. botulinum was included in the screening for its
potential for growth under anaerobic conditions that may occur in speciﬁc niches within ﬁshery
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products. For Cl. botulinum, evidence of human illness associated with products other than canned ﬁsh
was considered.
The hazards complying with this ﬁrst criteria were then evaluated for their ability to grow and/or to
survive in raw ﬁshery products, considering a temperature range of the ﬁsh (from 3°C to 7°C11) that
encompassed the reasonably foreseeable temperatures in boxes or tubs during storage and transport,
including temperature increases associated with ‘handling’, such as gutting and/or ﬁlleting. In literature
screening of the ability of the hazards to grow and/or to survive in raw ﬁshery products, growth and
reduction were considered relevant when an increase or decrease ≥ 0.5 log10 units was reported. This
criterion was deﬁned in agreement with the reliability (circa 0.5 log10) generally attributed to
quantitative enumeration methods on the basis of early studies (Jarvis et al., 1977; Kramer and
Gilbert, 1978), and conﬁrmed by the analysis of measurement uncertainty (median: 0.6 log10 CFU/g)
associated with microbiological methods for speciﬁc organisms count (Jarvis et al., 2007). Furthermore,
the threshold of ≥ 0.5 log10 units was considered conservative compared to other values (i.e. ≥ 1.0
log10 units) in some instances adopted as a measure of signiﬁcant variation in food microbiology.
Other physio-chemical parameters (such as pH and WPS) relevant for growth and/or survival were
not considered at screening level. Compared to EFSA (2015), additional analysis was performed to
consider the survival (as no change or reduction in the concentration) of the hazards. The strategy for
conducting the literature searches and screening is provided in Appendix A.

2.2.

Description of the conditions of the assessment

The baseline condition (i.e. box ﬁlled with ﬁsh in ice) and the alternative condition (i.e. tub ﬁlled
with ﬁsh in freshwater and ice) for transport/storage were compared by assessing (i) the temperaturerelated processes regarding the initial ﬁsh temperature; (ii) the type of ﬁsh and (iii) different potential
scenarios as described below and depicted in Figure 3.

“SLOW” FILLETTING

“SLOW” GUTTING
AND/OR
FILLETTING

“FAST”
FILLETTING

“FAST” GUTTING
AND/OR
FILLETTING

TRANSFERRING

On-board and on-land transport

‘Handling’ at first on-land
establishment

On-land storage and transport until
on-land processing, storage and/or
display at processor or market

‘(COOLING)-KEEPING’
process
Lean small fish
(KLS; #1k)

Lean small fish

‘Observed’ scenario

Legend

‘KEEPING’ process

Lean medium fish
(KLM; #2k)

Fat small fish
(KFS; #3k)

‘COOLING-KEEPING’ process

Fat medium fish
(KFM; #4k)

Lean small fish Lean medium
(CLS; #1c) fish (CLM; #2c)

Fat small fish
(CFS; #3c)

Fat medium fish
(CFM; #4c)

‘Abusive’ scenario

‘Ideal’ and ‘abusive’ scenario

Whole fish

Transport in tub with fresh/sea water and ice

Gutted fish

Transport in box with ice (baseline condition)

Fish fillet

Transport in tub with fresh water and ice (alternative condition)

Figure 3: Conceptual map showing the scenarios and case studies to be assessed for transport/
storage of fresh ﬁshery products comparing the baseline condition (i.e. box ﬁlled with ﬁsh
in ice) and the alternative condition (i.e. tub ﬁlled with ﬁsh in freshwater and ice)

11

Note that the temperature range was widened to also capture the temperature range for the mandate on the use of the socalled ‘superchilling’ technique for the transport of fresh ﬁshery products (http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFronte
nd/questionLoader?question=EFSA-Q-2019-00437).
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Temperature-related processes:
• Keeping the chill temperature of the ﬁsh (referred to as ‘keeping’ process), which applies to
whole ﬁsh (either ungutted or gutted on-board), not ‘handled’ after landing other than
transferring to a new container, being either a tub or a box. This process also includes ﬁsh that
is gutted and/or ﬁlleted on-land fast enough to not cause a temperature increase of the ﬁsh
before its transfer to a tub or a box. The initial ﬁsh temperature is assumed equal to the
temperature inside the tubs (i.e. 0°C) upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment.
• Cooling and then keeping the chill temperature of the ﬁsh (referred to as ‘cooling-keeping’
process), which apply when ﬁsh gutting and/or ﬁlleting at the ﬁrst on-land establishment causes
an initial increase of the ﬁsh temperature up to 7°C. This initial temperature is considered,
assuming that the ﬁsh temperature upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment is in the range
from 0°C to 3°C, increases 3–4°C for every half an hour of ‘handling’, the time for ‘handling’ is
ttir et al., 2010), and then, the handled ﬁsh
maximum 30 min (Margeirsson et al., 2010; Valtysdo
is transferred to a tub or a box.
Two major criteria were considered to deﬁne the type of ﬁsh for the assessment:
• The fat content of the ﬁsh was considered by selecting ﬁsh with a low (such as plaice having
a fat and water content of 1–4% and 79–81%, respectively) and high (such as Atlantic
salmon having a fat and water content of 10–20% and 60–70%, respectively) fat content,
referred to as ‘lean’ ﬁsh and ‘fat’ ﬁsh.
• Two different dimensions and geometries were considered, i.e. small ﬂat ﬁsh vs. bigger ﬁsh
with a broad oval cross section. These were categorised as follows; ‘small’ ﬁsh (e.g. a plaice
of a size class 4 having a weight of 150–300 g) and ‘medium-sized’ ﬁsh (e.g. salmon with a
length of 50 cm). The size of the latter was restricted by the size of the ﬁsh box. Whole or
gutted ﬁsh was considered to have the same geometric dimension, while ﬁllets would be at
least half of the dimension in one of the three axes. The inclusion of two different
dimensions accounts for the variety of sizes of whole (including gutted) or ﬁlleted ﬁsh within
the assessed range.
For each process and type of ﬁsh, three potential scenarios were assessed based on the initial
ﬁsh temperature and outside temperature (i.e. the temperature of the room/chamber/truck in which
the ﬁsh containers (boxes/tubs) will be transported/stored) and the conﬁguration inside the container:
1) the ‘ideal’ scenario: it assumes that the initial ﬁsh temperature equals the temperature
inside the tubs (i.e. 0°C) upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment and the ﬁsh
temperature does not increase when transferred to the on-land container because in case of
a box, the ﬁsh is surrounded by ice with perfect contact with ﬁsh surface; while in case of a
tub, the ﬁsh is surrounded by water in equilibrium with ice and there is perfect mixing by
aeration. Under this scenario, the gutting and/or ﬁlleting of the ﬁsh is considered fast
enough so as not to cause a temperature increase in the ﬁsh. The outside temperature is
low enough to avoid a temperature increase inside the container (box or tub). Therefore,
the ﬁsh temperature is constant and equal to 0°C during the whole ‘keeping’ process,
irrespectively of the type of ﬁsh and type of container. This scenario is not applicable to the
‘cooling-keeping’ process.
2) the ‘observed’ scenario: based on experimental data of the ﬁsh temperature records of the
experiments of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Section 2.3.1) dealing with small lean ﬁsh, which
included a short cooling period followed by keeping the chill temperature. It is referred to as
a ‘(cooling)-keeping’ process.
3) the last scenario is applicable to the ‘keeping’ and ‘cooling-keeping’ process and takes into
account reasonably foreseeable abuse of the following factors (‘abusive’ scenarios):
(a) for the ‘keeping’ process, the initial ﬁsh temperature equals the temperature inside the
tubs (i.e. 0°C) upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment. For the cooling-keeping’
process, the ﬁsh temperature rises to 7°C during its handling.
(b) the outside temperature (i.e. temperature in the chamber or truck where the container
is stored/transported) follows the proﬁle shown in Figure 4, starting from 12°C,
decreasing to 2°C in 6 h, then following 48-h time/Temperature (t/T) cycles, including
abusive temperatures, consisting of: 42 h at 2°C, increase from 2°C to 6°C in 30 min, 5
h at 6°C, decrease from 6°C to 2°C in 30 min. This was based on expert opinion
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal
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considering the t/T proﬁles derived from the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al.,
2016a) and as described in Thordarson et al. (2017).
(c) for boxes, ﬁsh is surrounded by air and two layers of ice (bottom and top); while for
tubs, ﬁsh is in water below an ice layer on the top of the tub without mixing.
For these scenarios, the ﬁsh t/T proﬁles were obtained from heat transfer modelling
(Section 2.3.2) for the combinations shown in Figure 3. Among the entire set of modelled
temperatures, the temperature of ﬁsh located in the ‘warmest spot’ within the container was
considered to assess microbial growth. For boxes, the temperature of two ﬁsh located in the
middle of the box was used, i.e. one ﬁsh in the centre and one in the corner close to the box
wall. For tubs, the temperature was extracted for two ﬁsh located in the bottom of the tub, i.e.
one in the centre and the other in the corner.

The temperature is considered as being 2°C with reasonable foreseeable increases for the ‘abusive’ scenario based
on expert opinion taking into account the time/Temperature proﬁles derived from the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project
(Bekaert et al., 2016a) and as described in Thordarson et al. (2017).

Figure 4: The outside temperature (i.e. the temperature of the room/chamber/truck) where the ﬁsh
boxes/tubs are stored and transported
For all cases, the duration of the transport and storage in the tub/box on-land would be
constrained by the time of on-board transport and in the ﬁrst on-land establishment. For modelling
purposes, it was considered that the total duration of the transport/storage on-land would be
maximum 5 days in accordance with the exceptional absolute maximum duration assessed. However,
ﬁsh is expected to be kept in a tub for a maximum up to 3 days (see Section 1.2 and Table 3 in
Section 2.5.2).
For the ‘observed’ scenario, the objective of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ experiments was to evaluate the
shelf-life of ﬁsh in a tub, so the maximum duration monitored (i.e. 12 days and 7 days) is not
considered a realistic practice. Therefore, the actual assessed time for these t/T proﬁles was cut to 5
days in accordance with the exceptional maximum duration that ﬁsh could be kept in a tub.

2.3.

Fish temperature in boxes and tubs

A literature search was conducted to retrieve data comparing ﬁsh temperature proﬁles when
transporting or storing (either keeping or cooling) ﬁsh in tubs (with freshwater and ice) or boxes (with
ice), keeping the other conditions ﬁxed such as the outside temperature, type of ﬁsh and conditions
before transport or storage. Two studies compared the t/T proﬁle of ﬁsh when kept in such boxes and
tubs. Both studies were conducted in the frame of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project and consisted of storing/
transporting lean small ﬁsh (plaice) in boxes and tubs under the same external temperature conditions
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal
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mimicking the foreseeable conditions of on-land transport and storage. The studies have been
described in two reports. In the ﬁrst experiment described in Bekaert et al. (2016a), the ﬁsh were
stored for 3 days on ice in boxes on-board a ﬁshing vessel before the start of the experiment, while in
the second experiment (Bekaert et al., 2016b), storage was for 8 days on ice before the start.
Otherwise, studies are limited to the currently authorised practices, both for use of tubs and boxes.
That is the transport of ﬁsh in boxes after the ﬁrst on-land establishment, and the on-board transport
of ﬁsh in tubs. For example, studies are available on the use of tubs with ice, dry ice, slurry ice or gel/
ice packs but without water, or with seawater but not freshwater, thus not covering the conditions to
be assessed in the present mandate.
Due to the lack of experimental data, thermodynamic models were developed enabling the
comparison of the impact on the ﬁsh temperature of current authorised practice (baseline condition,
using boxes) and alternative condition (using tubs) for on-land transport or storage under the same
conditions of initial ﬁsh temperature and outside temperature.
The temperature dynamics in boxes and tubs were modelled considering the processes, type of ﬁsh
and scenarios described in Figure 3. When data were available (as in the ‘(cooling)-keeping’ process
for lean small ﬁsh), the heat transfer model was validated (Section 2.3.2.2).

2.3.1.

Recorded time/temperature proﬁles during storage/transport

Temperature data gathered in the ﬁrst experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al.,
2016a) were used (i) to assess the dynamics of the ﬁsh temperature in boxes with ice and in tubs with
freshwater and ice (Section 3.2.1), (ii) to validate the thermodynamic models (Section 3.2.2) and (iii)
to assess the behaviour of selected relevant hazards through the application of predictive models
(Section 3.4). In this experiment, plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) of size class 4 (having a weight of
150–300 g) were stored for 3 days on ice in boxes on-board a ﬁshing vessel before being transferred
on-land to tubs or boxes. The PE tubs were ﬁlled with 400 kg of ﬁsh, 110 L of freshwater at 2.7°C and
20 kg of ﬂake ice. The HDPE boxes were ﬁlled with 40 kg of ﬁsh and 15 kg of ﬂake ice on the bottom,
in the middle and on top of the boxes. The temperature of ﬁsh was recorded by inserting temperature
loggers into the core of the ﬁsh through the gutting cut. The temperature monitored ﬁsh were marked
with a strap and placed in different zones of two tubs, namely on the bottom, in the middle and on
top. Logged ﬁsh were also placed in the middle of four different boxes. One tub and three boxes were
immediately stored for 12 days in a cold storage room (non-transported). One tub and three boxes
were also transported by truck to the Netherlands and back the next day to be further stored in the
same cold storage. After 7 days of storage, boxes and tubs were re-iced. The temperature of the cold
storage (outside temperature) was also monitored.
In the second experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016b), plaice of the same
size class were stored for 8 days on ice in boxes on-board and transported with trucks to the auction
before being transferred on-land to tubs or boxes. One PE tub was ﬁlled with 400 kg of ﬁsh, water
was added to cover all ﬁsh and a layer of ice was put on top. HDPE boxes were ﬁlled with ~ 40 kg of
ﬁsh and 15 kg of ﬂake ice (layer of ice on top, in the middle and on the bottom). Both the tub and
boxes were further stored for 7 days in a cold storage room. The temperature of the ﬁsh inside tubs
and boxes was registered as in the previous experiment. The outside temperature was not available
and therefore not allowing validation of the thermodynamic model, but allowing to assess the
dynamics of the ﬁsh temperatures and behaviour of selected relevant hazards as the ﬁrst experiment.
For the assessment of the behaviour of selected biological hazards, the actual t/T proﬁles from both
experiments were cut to 5 days in accordance with the maximum duration to be assessed (see
Section 1.2).
As part of the study described in the report (Bekaert et al., 2016a), a total of 61 tubs were
followed from the auction in Belgium to the ﬁlleting company in the Netherlands. In most cases, the
ﬁsh was processed on the same day (n = 16 tubs; 26.2%) or on the next day (n = 29 tubs; 47.5%).
For the rest of the tubs, the duration before processing was 2 days, 3 days and 4 days for n = 5
(8.2%), n = 9 (14.8%) and n = 2 (3.3%) tubs, respectively.

2.3.2.

Modelling of ﬁsh temperature dynamics in boxes and tubs

The heat transfer modelling was applied to estimate the ﬁsh surface temperature under the process of
cooling and/or keeping ﬁsh in ice (in boxes) vs. in water and ice (in tubs) under the same conditions of
transport/storage. Figure 3 shows the considered conditions regarding the fat content of the ﬁsh, its
dimensions and initial temperature. The outside temperature depends on the scenario of ‘ideal’ or ‘abusive’.
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal
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As mentioned in Section 2.2, for the ‘ideal’ scenarios, temperatures inside containers can be
predicted without the use of mathematical models assuming ideal conditions, like perfect contact of ice
with ﬁsh (in boxes) and perfect mixing of water and ice (in tubs).
For ‘abusive’ scenarios, the t/T proﬁles inside the containers were modelled using mathematical
heat transfer models. For each container, the model consists of a partial differential
equation simulating the temperature dynamics (along the time) and distribution (on space) with
different thermodynamic parameters for each considered material (e.g. air, water, ice, lean/fat ﬁsh, PE
container material). Therefore, the model required to deﬁne geometries and positions for each of the
materials (referred to as ‘domains’), mesh these domains (spatial discretisation of the partial
differential equation) and evaluate the resulting equations in each of the elements of the mesh. The
partial differential equation was solved using the software COMSOL® (COMSOL Multiphysics Reference
Manual, version 5.4”, COMSOL, Inc, www.comsol.com). More details about numerical methods,
discretisation in time and space and further details about the simpliﬁcations and assumptions can be
found in Appendix B. In short, the model, named the Temperature Simulator of Fish Stored in Tubs
and Boxes (FishT-TaB Simulator), relies on the following simpliﬁcations and assumptions:
1) Heat transfer by conduction is simulated, disregarding any other type of heat transfer
phenomena;
2) The phase change from ice to water is simulated using the ‘apparent heat capacity method’
in which the latent heat is included as an additional term in the heat capacity;
3) Only two ﬁsh, assuming an ellipsoid geometry, were explicitly modelled in each container.
For the contribution of the other ﬁsh in the same container, a matrix of water/ﬁsh in tubs
and air/ﬁsh in boxes is simulated using the standard approximations for modelling porous
materials;
4) Among all the modelled ﬁsh surface temperatures distributed in space, three t/T proﬁles
were retrieved for each container. The highest temperatures were selected as follows:
• For boxes, the maximum temperatures (Tmax) are expected in the centre (in the vertical
and horizontal axis), i.e. the furthest location from both ice layers on the top and bottom.
Therefore, the selection was (see Figure 5 for illustration):
i) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the centre of the box;
ii) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the centre, but close to the box wall; and
iii) the maximum overall temperature in the food/air matrix.
• For tubs, from the thermodynamic principles, Tmax is expected on the bottom (i.e. the
furthest vertical location from the top ice layer); selected temperatures were:
i) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the bottom centre of the tub;
ii) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the bottom corner of the tub; and
iii) Tmax obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.
For the validation of the heat transfer model, the temperature locations are selected based on
the position of the hardware sensors in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project experiments (Bekaert et al.,
2016a) with some adjustments due to modelling only two ice layers, whereas the experiments
were carried out with three layers (see Section 2.3.2.2 for details). The ﬁsh temperatures
modelled for the validation consisted of the average temperature of the whole ﬁsh, as data
loggers were inserted into the ﬁsh through the gutting cut.
5) Convective heat ﬂux was considered with the usual heat transfer coefﬁcient without air ﬂow;
6) Initial conditions were assumed homogenous in space, i.e. with the same temperatures for
all the points in the same domain; and
7) Whenever a parameter, initial condition or boundary condition may be case-dependent, the
usual practice was considered. Assumed values, such as the container-speciﬁc characteristics
of the tubs and boxes, are described in Table 1. The ﬁsh-speciﬁc characteristics are provided in
Table 2.

12
13

https://www.schoellerallibert.com/products/9696001/
http://europe.saeplast.com/en/products/meat-and-poultry/saeplast-630-high-insulated-plastic-bulk-container
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Table 1:

Container-speciﬁc characteristics of the boxes and tubs

Parameter

Boxes

Tubs

Container outer dimensions (L 9 W 9 H) 80 9 45 9 27 cm

(a)

120 9 100 9 79 cm(b)

(a)

Container inner dimensions (L 9 W 9 H)
Container thickness

62 9 37 9 23 cm
0.5 cm

111–115 9 91–95 9 60.5–61.5 cm(b)
4.6 cm

Container material

HDPE(c)

Container weight

4.18 kg(a)

Triple-walled with a PE structure of
the outer walls and PE core of the
container (3.6 cm PE foam core in
between 0.5 cm HDPE skin)(b),(d)
55 kg(b)

Container volume
Fish added in the container

60 L(a)
30 kg(f)

630 L(b)
440 kg(g)

Ice added in the container

15 kg (for ‘keeping’ and
38 kg (‘keeping’ process) and 63 kg
‘cooling-keeping’ processes)(f) (‘cooling-keeping’ process)(g)
NA
100 kg (‘keeping’ process) and 100 kg
(‘cooling-keeping’ process)(g)

Water added in tubs
Type of water used

NA

Freshwater without salt added

Type of ice and arrangement

Top and bottom layers of ice

Water with ice on top

HDPE: high-density polyethylene; NA: not applicable; PE: polyethylene.
(a): Based on the ‘180° ﬁsh box - 800 9 450 9 270 mm - solid base and walls - 2 open handholes’.12
(b): Based on the ‘Seaplast 630 Insulated Storage Bulk Container’.13
(c): Considered having following properties (as of PE skin): thermal conductivity of 0.44 W/(m°C), density of 930 kg/m3 and
heat capacity of 1.64 kJ/(kg°C) at constant pressure.
(d): Considered having following properties (as of PE foam of the core of the container): thermal conductivity of 0.05 W/(m°C),
density of 70 kg/m3 and heat capacity of 2.3 kJ/(kg°C) at constant pressure.
(e): Considered having following properties: thermal conductivity of 0.035 W/(m°C), density of 31 kg/m3 and heat capacity of
1.28 kJ/(kg°C) at constant pressure.
(f): For boxes, the amount of ﬁsh and ice considered the practice applied in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a,b)
and relied on the ice/ﬁsh ratio of 1/2 according to (Graham et al., 1992). Smaller quantities of ice with respect to ﬁsh have
been also reported (Thordarson et al., 2017; Laguerre et al., 2019), which may lead to an earlier need of re-icing to ensure
the presence of ice in the container.
(g): For tubs, the amount of ﬁsh and water was based on the practice applied in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a,b),
while the amount of ice was estimated through the ice calculator for tubs that can be retrieved at https://isreiknir.matisprojec
ts.com/ (Ragnarsson, 2017). Convection on both sides of the wall was not considered and it assumed that the container is
closed and is similar to 660 L-PE. The calculations were made to ensure ice was not completely melted when the tub would be
stored for 7 days at 2°C (with safety margin of 2 days). It assumed an initial ﬁsh and water temperature of 0°C and 3°C,
respectively, for the ‘keeping’ process. It assumed an initial ﬁsh and water temperature of 7°C and 0.5°C, respectively, for the
‘cooling-keeping’ process.

Table 2:

Fish-speciﬁc characteristics
Fish temperature

Initial temperature

0°C or 7°C depending on the scenario (see Section 2.2)
Small ﬁsh (e.g. plaice)(a)

Fish dimensions: length

Medium ﬁsh (e.g. salmon)(b)

29 cm

50 cm

15.5 cm
0.85 cm

10.7 cm
5 cm

Lean ﬁsh (e.g. haddock/cod)(c)
0.43 W/m°C

Fat ﬁsh (e.g. salmon)(d)
0.41 W/m°C

Speciﬁc heat capacity (Cp)

3.73 kJ/kg°C

3.50 kJ/kg°C

Density (q)

1,054 kg/m3

1,025 kg/m3

Fish dimensions: height
Fish dimensions: thickness
Thermal conductivity (k)

(a): Average length for Atlantic salmon is 70–75 cm and its average weight is 3.5–5.5 kg. The maximum reported length for
Atlantic salmon is 150 cm and a maximum reported weight of 46.8 kg (https://www.fws.gov/fisheries/freshwater-ﬁsh-ofamerica/atlantic_salmon.html). The salmon with a length of 50 cm would correspond to a weight of around 1.4 kg.
(b): Representative of a plaice of a size class 4 having a weight of 150–300 g (https://lv.vlaanderen.be/nl/visserij/cijfers-ma
rktoverzichten/prijsnoteringen).
(c): Based on Margeirsson et al. (2012).
(d): Based on Rahman (2009), Tolstorebrov et al. (2019) and Radhakrishnan (1997).
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2.3.2.1. ‘Cooling’ and ‘cooling-keeping’ processes of ﬁsh in boxes and tubs
Figure 5 illustrates the geometries applied when modelling the temperature of the ﬁsh surface for the
cooling and ‘cooling-keeping’ processes of lean small or medium ﬁsh in boxes and tubs. Each domain is
represented with a different colour. The red ellipsoids represent the ﬁsh that has been considered for
recording its surface temperature to assess the hazard behaviour (Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3).
For fat ﬁsh, domains were recalculated to maintain the same ratios of ﬁsh/water/ice in tubs and
ﬁsh/air/ice in boxes (Table 1) considering that the fat ﬁsh density is slightly lower than that of the lean
ﬁsh (see Table 2). For the ‘keeping’ process, the domains were scaled to have 38 kg instead of 63 kg
of ice in tubs. For boxes, no changes were required as the same amount of ice was used for ‘keeping’
and ‘cooling-keeping’ process.
The water or air used inside the containers was considered precooled at 0.5°C for the ‘coolingkeeping’ process, but not for the ‘keeping’ process, in which the value measured in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
experiment (i.e. 2.7°C) was used. For both ‘keeping’ and ‘cooling-keeping’ process, 1.5°C was used for
the material of the container and 0.5°C for ice (see modelling assumption 2 for justiﬁcation).

Blue, yellow and grey domains represent ice, air and container material, respectively. Domains are scaled to
represent cooling conditions (63 and 15 kg of ice in tubs and boxes, respectively). The pink domain is the air/ﬁsh
matrix in boxes and the water/ﬁsh matrix in tubs. The red ellipsoids represent the ﬁsh where the temperature was
captured and used to simulate the hazard behaviour. The box is open on the top without any lid, while the tub is
closed with the same foam. Note that the orientation of small and medium ﬁsh is different to accommodate the
medium ﬁsh inside the container

Figure 5: Geometries and conﬁguration of the container (box: a and c; tub: b and d) considered for modelling
the surface temperature of (a) lean small ﬁsh in boxes with ice, (b) lean small ﬁsh in tubs with ice
and water, (c) lean medium ﬁsh in boxes with ice and (d) lean medium ﬁsh in tubs with ice and water
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2.3.2.2. Validation of the heat transfer model
To validate the predictive performance of the heat transfer model, predicted and observed data
from the ﬁrst experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project were compared. Some parameters and initial
conditions were different from those in the case studies described for the ‘abusive’ scenarios. In these
cases, the parameter value used was based on the actual measurements carried out in the project
experiments. Details are shown in Appendix B.
The ﬁrst experiment evaluated temperatures of one ﬁsh in a box and three ﬁsh on the bottom,
middle and top of a tub. The top ﬁsh was subjected to higher temperatures than expected as it was
not fully covered with ice and this location (ﬁsh between ice and air domains) could not be simulated
with the model; therefore, this record was excluded for the validation.
For the other temperatures, the following locations were assumed:
• Fish in the box was modelled by placing the ﬁsh close to the box wall and just below the ice
layer. The position close to the ice was selected because in the experiments, boxes were
ﬁlled with three layers of ice (top, middle and bottom), whereas only two layers were
assumed (top and bottom) for modelling (as a worst case). Total amounts of ice were the
same in the experiments and modelling;
• Fish in the tub bottom was simulated by placing the ﬁsh on the bottom close to the corner;
and
• Fish in the tub middle was simulated by placing the ﬁsh in the centre of the horizontal plane
(x–y axis) but just behind the ice layer for the vertical (z axis). Results for a ﬁsh located on
the centre in the vertical (z axis) showed higher temperatures than in the experiments. It
should be noted that the exact location of the ﬁsh in the experiment is unknown and the ﬁsh
with the temperature logger might move up at some point.
To make the temperatures reported by the model and the loggers placed inside the ﬁsh more
comparable, average temperatures inside each of the ﬁsh were calculated. It should be noted that
using the same approach as for the case studies, i.e. Tmax in each of the containers or Tmax on the ﬁsh
surface, would have signiﬁcantly overestimated the observed temperatures.

2.4.

Water absorption and consequences on ﬁsh WPS

A literature search was performed to gather scientiﬁc publications, reports and ofﬁcial documents
relevant to the water absorption in ﬁsh stored under different conditions. Focusing on publications
between 1965 and 2019 (inclusive) and relying on expertise in the WG (e.g. relevant peer reviewed
papers, scientiﬁc reports, book chapters), this was further developed using ‘footnote chasing’ until
sufﬁcient coverage of the subject area was achieved.
According to water sorption isotherms, at the high aw values of fresh ﬁsh, the increase of water
content has little impact on aw. Furthermore, the inaccuracy of the water sorption isotherms at the
upper extreme (aw > 0.90) is high as the studies usually focus on the desorption isotherm (built for
drying or dehydrating products with aw < 0.96) and do not represent the sorption isotherm
representing the intake of water by fresh ﬁsh that has not been dried before. It was decided to use
instead the WPS as a parameter for assessing the impact of ﬁsh water uptake on the behaviour of
relevant hazards. The WPS can be derived from the salt and water content of foods. For foods without
added salt, the percentage of endogenous salt in the WPS is calculated by dividing the salt content by
the water content multiplied by 100, to express it as percentage.
The potential impact of the storage conditions of FFP in water and ice (in tubs) on parameters
relevant for bacterial growth (e.g. oxygen availability, internalisation) was assessed from literature
review.

2.5.

Behaviour of relevant hazards

The impact of the ﬁsh temperature on the behaviour (survival or growth) of the identiﬁed hazards
during the transport and storage of FFP in tubs compared to boxes was assessed applying predictive
models, when available, for speciﬁc pathogens and histamine accumulation using as input the
observed t/T proﬁles and those derived through heat transfer modelling. For the latter, the following
was used: (i) the ‘observed’ scenarios through the ﬁsh t/T recorded in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ experiment as
detailed in Section 2.3.1 and/or (ii) the ‘abusive’ scenarios from predicted surface t/T proﬁles from the
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heat transfer model in boxes and tubs considering different processes (‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’),
fat content and dimensions of ﬁsh (Section 2.3.2, Figure 3).
When no predictive models were available for a particular hazard, its behaviour was assessed using
the relevant studies selected from the literature review (Section 2.1) reporting data on the levels of
the hazards during the storage of FFP at different temperatures. Survival was considered either as no
change or as a reduction of the concentration of relevant selected hazards. The potential impact of
factors other than temperature associated with the storage/transport of FFP in tubs with water and ice
was taken into account in the uncertainty analysis.
To report the predicted log10 changes (decrease or increase) of relevant hazards for each t/T
proﬁle, different ‘sampling times’ along the storage/transport were selected according to the
clariﬁcation with the requestor (Section 1.2) and in agreement with the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data ((Bekaert
et al., 2016a), Section 2.3.1) regarding the expected duration of the on-land transport/storage of the
ﬁsh in tubs. These were 1 and 2 days (as the most probable expected duration), 3 days (as the
realistic maximum) and 5 days (as the exceptional absolute maximum duration) as speciﬁed in Table 3.

2.5.1.

Survival of relevant hazards

A predictive model was available describing the reduction of Vibrio parahaemolyticus in salmon meat as
a function of the storage temperature within the range from 0 to 12°C (Yang et al., 2009). The inactivation
model describes the log10 reduction (log10R; i.e. inactivation or decrease) of the V. parahaemolyticus
concentration as a function of the storage time (t; in h) and the temperature-dependent primary
inactivation kinetic parameters of the Weibull model, i.e. the shape (n) and scale factors (b):
log10 R ¼ b  tn

(1)

with b and n depending on the storage temperature (T) according to the empirical polynomial equations:
b ¼ 4:2667  105  T þ 0:0006

(2)

n ¼ 0:0086  T þ 1:6082

(3)

The predictive performance of the model was conﬁrmed with additional experiments performed in
salmon and tuna ﬁsh, and the predictions agreed well with observed viable counts irrespectively of the
ﬁsh matrix (Yang et al., 2009).
The log10 decrease (as the log10 concentration at a given ‘sampling time’ minus the initial log10
concentration) represents reduction potential and was used to assess the impact of the t/T proﬁle
predicted for FFP storage/transport in boxes (in ice) compared to tubs (in water and ice). In particular,
the t/T proﬁles predicted through the heat transfer modelling for the ‘abusive’ scenario (Section 2.3.2)
were used for this purpose.

2.5.2.

Growth of relevant hazards

When available, predictive microbial growth models were used to simulate the growth of the
selected hazards. The change in the concentration (log10 increase, as log10 concentration at a given
‘sampling time’ minus the initial log10 concentration) was based on the estimated growth rate provided
by the predictive tool, without considering a lag phase (conservative assumption). The log10 change
represents the growth potential and was used to compare between box and tub storage/transport. For
simulation purposes, the initial concentration of the relevant hazard was set at 1 CFU/g (i.e. 0 log10
CFU/g). This factor has no impact on the magnitude of the log10 change. Different ‘sampling times’
were selected to report the results of the log10 increase, as described in Section 2.5 and shown in
Table 3, together with the values of the other input parameters.
The growth of L. monocytogenes was simulated using the predictive model available in Food
Spoilage and Safety Predictor (FSSP for Windows, v. 4.0),14 which was successfully validated for a
variety of seafood (Mejlholm et al., 2010).
For the simulation of A. hydrophila growth the following information was considered: its minimum
growth temperature (ICMSF, 1996) is between 0°C and 4°C, most commonly 2°C. The ComBase15
models are based on data from laboratory broth, known to support higher (mainly unconstrained by
14
15

http://fssp.food.dtu.dk/
www.combase.cc.
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indigenous competitors) and/or faster growth than food matrices. The ComBase model predicts some
(yet limited) growth at 2°C when no lag is considered, and no simulation can be done below 2°C. To
overcome the ComBase limitations and overestimation in the growth, the following gamma model was
used that described the effect of temperature on maximum growth rate (lmax) of A. hydrophila,
calibrated for ﬁsh using the maximum growth rate of the bacterium on ﬁsh at the reference
temperature of 4°C, lref (h1) (Leung et al., 1992; Fernandes et al., 1998). To perform the
simulations, the highest value reported was considered, i.e. lref = 0.039 h1. With this structure and
mathematical assumptions, the model encompasses the impact of intrinsic ﬁsh factors underpinning
the behaviour of the bacterium on ﬁsh.
lT ¼ lref 

ðT  Tmin Þ2
ðTref  Tmin Þ2

(4)

No systematic validation study has been carried out and published speciﬁcally for FFP. However, the
growth rate predictions provided by the Combase growth model of A. hydrophila were on average
3.3-fold higher than those observed in the experiments using catﬁsh and rainbow trout stored at 4°C
(Leung et al., 1992; Fernandes et al., 1998). Therefore, the growth of A. hydrophila foreseen by the
polynomial models of Combase at 2°C may lead to a conservative (i.e. fail-safe) but unrealistic
overestimation of growth. As such, the correction factor lref coupled with the above gamma model
was used to approximate the predicted growth rate to that observed in actual ﬁsh matrices (Leung
et al., 1992; Fernandes et al., 1998). Based on the above, all growth simulations were carried out with
the growth rate gamma model, in which the Tmin and the variation of true lref are the major
uncertainty sources and without considering a lag phase (Figure C.1; Appendix C).
The growth of non-proteolytic (i.e. group II, psychrotrophic) Cl. botulinum was simulated using the
predictive growth models available in Combase, assuming no lag. The latter information was
accounted for by the simulations, by setting the physiological state parameter (a0) equal to 1, i.e.
100% of cells grow without lag. The growth of Cl. botulinum was included in the assessment assuming
that growth may take place in the anaerobic gut environment, where this organism resides, during the
on-land transport/storage of ungutted ﬁsh in boxes or tubs. The minimum growth temperature of
Cl. botulinum is 3.3°C (ICMSF, 1996), but Combase does not perform simulations < 4°C, at which
growth is supported, albeit limited. Thus, there is a temperature interval from 3.3°C to 4°C, where
growth is expected but cannot be simulated by Combase. Therefore, Combase simulations were
performed considering the growth rate equal to that at 4°C for the temperature records between 3.3°C
and 4°C. Although this introduces a slight overestimation of the actual growth, this is not expected to
have major impact on the assessment as the growth of Cl. botulinum is rather limited (Section 3.4.2),
besides the overestimation associated with the model developed from broth data.
The approach used to account for the lag time was as follows. The lag time is highly dependent on
the combination of the physiological state of cells at the time they experience a shift in their
environment and the magnitude and direction (e.g. temperature up/down-shift) of the encountered
shift. The targeted microorganisms are to have the same history when whole or gutted ﬁsh arrive onland, and while residing on ﬁsh, they encounter the outside environments of boxes or tubs, each
inducing uncertain changes (if any) in the micro-environmental conditions affecting the sites of
microbial growth on ﬁsh. As such, to quantitatively address the impact of this uncertainty on lag time,
the latter may be expressed as different initial physiological states of cells on ﬁsh arriving for the ﬁrst
time on-land. These will represent the scenario of no lag, i.e. all cells continue growing exponentially in
boxes or upon transfer in tubes, and a physiological state representing increased stress history, i.e.
cells having experienced increasing level of stress or injury that increases their need to adapt prior to
(re-) growth. Particularly, the physiological state in growth models is expressed via the following
parameters (Baranyi et al., 1995; Mellefont et al., 2003): (i) the parameter ao, as in Combase, that
describes the % of cells that continue to grow (undisturbed) exponentially without lag, upon the shift
in the environment and ranges from 0 (no growth) to 1 (no lag) and (ii) ho, also termed ‘relative lag
time’ (Mellefont et al., 2003) (equal to the lag time divided by the generation time) that practically
represents the ‘work to be done’ by the cells so that they enter the exponential phase of growth.
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Table 3:

Input values used for assessing the growth of hazards through the application of selected
predictive models

Variables and
parameters affecting
microbial growth,
accounted for by the
models
Temperature of ﬁsh
surface

WPS (%)

pH

Oxygen availability or
aerobic/anaerobic
conditions

Background
information

Final selection of
Data sources and/or reasoning for
input values for
selected input values
modelling

Refer to
assumptions
about t/T
proﬁles that may
occur during
‘cooling-keeping’
and/or ‘keeping’
processes
(Sections 1.3.2
and 2.3)
Median = 0.3711
Mean = 0.513
SD = 0.474
Min = 0.143
Max = 1.739
n = 10

Data shown in
Section 3.2.1

‘Observed’ scenarios: data from the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ experiments 1 and 2

Data shown in
Section 3.2.3

‘Abusive’ scenarios: data from the heat
transfer model (for boxes and tubs), which
was validated against the observed
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data and considered reliable
for simulating the keeping and cooling
proﬁles

Median = 6.5
Mean = 6.4
SD = 0.27
Min = 5.78
Max = 6.89
n = 31
–

6.5

0.37 (A. hydrophila, Median of n = 10 values for fresh ﬁsh of
Cl. botulinum and
different species was extracted from
M. psychrotolerans) scientiﬁc papers(a)
0.6%
(L. monocytogenes,
as this is the
minimum level
accepted by FSSP
tool)
Median of n = 31 values for fresh ﬁsh of
different species was extracted from
scientiﬁc papers(b)

Aerobic
Applies to obligatory anaerobic hazards that
(A. hydrophila,
may multiply under the anaerobic gut
L. monocytogenes, environment, where these organisms reside
M. psychrotolerans)
Anaerobic
(Cl. botulinum)

Lag time

Relative lag time No lag time
(RLT; ho) for
FSSP;
physiological
state (ao) for
ComBase

Lactic acid (endogenous Up to 1%
origin)
(10,350 ppm)
Yellowﬁn tuna
Emborg et al.
(2005)
Initial concentration of
histidine

www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal

Median = 5,000
Mean = 5,915
SD = 3,917
Min = 1,187
Max = 13,970
n = 15(c)

0.7% (7,000 ppm)
lactate in water
phase

10,750 ppm
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For the uncertainty analysis, comparisons
were carried out between (sub-) selected
growth simulations without and with lag
time, associated with different (assumed)
initial physiological states. The subselected
simulations were those of t/T scenarios that
showed the maximum log10 increases
without lag
Mejlholm et al. (2010)

High enough so it is not the limiting factor
for histamine formation (e.g. from 10,750
ppm of histidine, up to 7,700 ppm of
histamine could be formed) (EFSA, 2015)
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Variables and
parameters affecting
microbial growth,
accounted for by the
models

Background
information

Initial concentration of
M. psychrotolerans

10; 100; 10,000 1,000 CFU/g
CFU/g(d)

Final selection of
Data sources and/or reasoning for
input values for
selected input values
modelling

Initial concentration of
histamine

0 ppm

Time points of interest
for the assessment(e)

1 and 2 days

The level of 1,000 CFU/g was chosen as a
rather conservative initial level, i.e. not very
high as 10,000 CFU/g, but not such low that
would probably mask the differences in
histamine accumulation between boxes and
tubs for the t/T conditions of the current
assessment. The same levels was also tested
in the previous EFSA report (EFSA, 2015)
Assuming fresh ﬁsh with no relevant
histidine-decarboxylase activity before ﬁsh
lands
Possible durations as below the realistic
maximum duration according to the
clariﬁcation with the requestor and in
agreement with the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data (in
82% of the 61 surveyed ﬁsh transport/
storage the duration was ≤ 2 days). The
duration of 2 days also approximately
corresponds with the end of cooling

3 days

The realistic maximum duration according to
the clariﬁcation with the requestor and in
agreement with the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data
(duration of ≤ 3 days for 97% of transported/
stored ﬁsh surveyed)

5 days

The exceptional absolute maximum duration
according to the clariﬁcation with the
requestor and in agreement with the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data (duration below 5 days
for all 61 surveyed transported/stored ﬁsh)

WPS: Water phase salt; t/T: time/Temperature.
ttir et al., 2010; Digre et al., 2011;
 sson et al., 2010; Valtysdo
(a): Based on values reported in (Emborg et al., 2005; Magnu
Thordarson et al., 2017).
(b): Based on values reported in (Ruiz-Capillas and Moral, 2001; Gimenez et al., 2002; Baixas-Nogueras et al., 2003; PonsSanchez-Cascado et al., 2006; Erkan, 2007; Kilinc et al., 2007; Olsson et al., 2007; Sallam, 2007; Emborg and Dalgaard,
sson et al., 2010; Khalafalla and El-Sayed, 2015).
2008; Hernandez et al., 2009; Magnu
(c): Based on (Abe, 1983; Fletcher et al., 1995; Antoine et al., 1999; Shirai et al., 2002; Kanki et al., 2004; Ruiz-Capillas and
Moral, 2004; Emborg et al., 2005).
(d): Low initial concentrations (≤ 10 CFU/g) can be expected in the skin and gills of FFP. Higher concentrations can be found in the
intestines and contaminate the FFP when handheld either on-board and on-land (Emborg et al., 2005; Emborg and Dalgaard,
2008). An exceptional worst-case scenario of initial concentration of M. psychrotolerans was assumed to be 10,000 CFU/g.
(e): Based on values reported in (Bekaert et al., 2016a) (see Section 2.3.1) and communication by the requestor.

2.5.3.

Histamine accumulation

The predictive model available at the FSSP about the growth of histidine-decarboxylase Morganella
psychrotolerans and the consequent histamine accumulation in ﬁsh was used. The assumptions
regarding the values of the input parameters are described in Table 3. The predictive performance of
this model was validated by the model developed for FFP, and on average, it provides slightly
conservative (fail-safe) predictions according to the FSSP developer (Emborg and Dalgaard, 2008).

2.6.

Uncertainty analysis

Based on the EFSA guidance on Uncertainty Analysis in Scientiﬁc Assessments (EFSA Scientiﬁc
Committee, 2018a) and scientiﬁc opinion on the principles and methods behind EFSA’s Guidance on
Uncertainty Analysis in Scientiﬁc Assessment (EFSA Scientiﬁc Committee, 2018b), special attention was
given to: (i) the interpretation of the ToRs, i.e. framing of the mandate and the AQs, (ii) identifying
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sources of uncertainty and (iii) their impact on the outcome of the assessment. The identiﬁed
assumptions and other sources of uncertainty were listed.

3.

Assessment

3.1.

Hazard identiﬁcation

3.1.1.

Selection of hazards to be included in the assessment

An overview of the hazards potentially present in seawater and/or freshwater FFPs is given in
Tables 4 and 5 along with the evidence of an association of these hazards with human illness and their
ability for survival and/or growth encompassing temperatures within the range of conditions for box
and tub transport. More details are provided in Tables A.3 and A.4 in Appendix A.
Based on this analysis, Aeromonas spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum, L. monocytogenes, human
pathogenic Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Vibrio spp. for bacteria, nematodes (Anisakis spp.)
for parasites, and Enterobacter spp.16 Morganella spp. and Photobacterium spp. for histamineproducing bacteria were considered for inclusion in the present assessment.
Table 4:

Overview of bacteria, viruses and parasites as relevant biological hazards based on the
selection against two criteria: (1) evidence of causing human illness and being associated
with fresh ﬁshery products and (2) evidence for survival or growth on fresh ﬁshery
products within the range –3°C to 7°C
Hazards included in the assessment

Group of
hazards

Hazard

Evidence for
Assessment
survival (S)
approach
or growth (G)

BACTERIA

Aeromonas spp.

G

Hazards excluded from the assessment
Hazard

B. cereus
Simulation
applying
predictive models
for A. hydrophila

Evidence of human illness
but no evidence of S or G

Cl. perfringens
G (evidence of Simulation
toxin
applying
production)
predictive models
for Cl. botulinum
Plesiomonas
L. monocytogenes G
Simulation
applying predictive shigelloides
models for
L. monocytogenes

Evidence of human illness
but no evidence of S or G

Human
S
pathogenic E. coli

Appraisal of
Shigella spp.
bibliographic data

Salmonella spp.

S

Appraisal of
Thermophilic
bibliographic data Campylobacter
spp.

Weak evidence of human
illness but no evidence of S
or G
No evidence of human
illness

St. aureus

S

Vibrio spp.

S

Appraisal of
Y. enterocolitica(a) No evidence of human
bibliographic data
illness
Appraisal of
bibliographic data

Cl. botulinum
(non-proteolytic)

VIRUSES

Norovirus
Hepatitis A virus

16

Reason for exclusion

Evidence of human illness
but no evidence of S or G

Evidence of human illness
but no evidence of S or G
Evidence of human illness
but no evidence of S or G

For consistency among information sources, Enterobacter spp. where considered according to the standing classiﬁcation at the
time of publishing of the screened articles. Over time, the classiﬁcation of certain histamine-producing Enterobacter spp. such
as E. aerogenes, E. agglomerans, E. cloacae, E. intermedium, E. pyrinus has been revised [Klebsiella aerogenes (Tindall
et al., 2017) (Hoffmann and Roggenkamp, 2003), Kluyvera intermedia (Pavan et al., 2005), Pluralibacter pyrinus] (Brady et al.,
2013), with the former names considered as homotypic synonyms.
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Hazards included in the assessment
Group of
hazards

Hazards excluded from the assessment

Evidence for
Assessment
survival (S)
approach
or growth (G)

Hazard

PARASITES Nematodes
(Anisakis spp.)

S

Hazard

Reason for exclusion

Hepatitis E virus

Weak evidence of human
illness but no evidence of S
or G
Evidence of human
illness but no evidence
of S or G

Appraisal of
Cestodes
bibliographic data
Trematodes

Giardia

Evidence of human
illness but no evidence
of S or G
Evidence of human
illness but no evidence
of S or G

Cryptosporidium

No evidence of human
illness

Toxoplasma

No evidence of human
illness

G: growth; S: survival.
(a): Y. enterocolitica was included as hazard in the assessment dealing with pre-packed ﬁshery products at retail (EFSA, 2015)
based on its occurrence in ﬁshery products and the growth capability of the hazard under refrigerated conditions. However,
there was no scientiﬁc evidence of Y. enterocolitica causing human illness associated with ﬁshery products.

Table 5:

Overview of histamine-producing bacteria as relevant biological hazards based on the
selection against two criteria: (1) evidence of causing human illness (histamine
intoxication) associated with fresh ﬁshery products and (2) evidence of biogenic amines
production in fresh ﬁshery products within the range 3°C to 7°C

Hazards included in the assessment
Hazard

Assessment
approach

Hazards excluded from the assessment
Hazard

Reason for exclusion

Enterobacter spp.(a)

Appraisal of
bibliographic data

Aeromonas spp.

No evidence of human illness

Morganella spp.

Simulation applying
predictive models for
M. psychrotolerans
Appraisal of
bibliographic data

Citrobacter spp.

No evidence of human illness

Cl. perfringens

No evidence of human illness

Hafnia alvei

Weak evidence of human illness but no
evidence of biogenic amine production
Evidence of human illness but no
evidence of biogenic amine production

Photobacterium spp.

Klebsiella spp.
Proteus spp.
Providencia spp.

No evidence of human illness
No evidence of human illness

Pseudomonas spp.
Raoultella spp.

No evidence of human illness
Evidence of human illness but no
evidence of biogenic amine production

Serratia spp.

Weak evidence of human illness but no
evidence of biogenic amine production
Weak evidence of human illness but no
evidence of biogenic amine production

Staphylococcus spp.
Vibrio spp.

No evidence of human illness

(a): For consistency among information sources, Enterobacter spp. were considered according to the standing classiﬁcation at
the time of publishing of the screened articles.
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With regard to the hazards for which either evidence of human illness or evidence of growth or
survival (reduction) in FFP was not retrieved from the scientiﬁc literature and that were therefore
excluded from the assessment, the following additional considerations were made based on available
information on their ecology, minimum growth temperature, potential for pathogenicity and histamine
production, as well as their life cycle:
• Psychrotrophic strains of Bacillus cereus ‘sensu latu’ belong mainly to B. weihenstephanensis
and to B. mycoides. Bacillus weihenstephanensis and B. mycoides have not been described as
food poisoning agents (EFSA BIOHAZ Panel, 2016). Although these species can carry the
enterotoxin genes, their toxigenic potential remains uncertain (Stenfors et al., 2002) and
B. weihenstephanensis has been reported to produce emetic toxins only at temperatures ≥
8°C (Thorsen et al., 2009; Guerin et al., 2017). Available data on the temperature
dependence of the growth rate of the fastest growing B. cereus ‘sensu latu’ strains, show that
their recorded maximum growth rate at 7°C (i.e. at the minimum temperature for which
growth rate is available) in broth culture, ranges from 0.04 to 0.09 h1 (Carlin et al., 2013).
As such, they are expected to result in almost no growth in FFP at the even lower
temperatures of the current assessment, according to the predictions of the heat transfer
model.
• Clostridium perfringens, Plesiomonas shigelloides, Shigella spp. and thermophilic
Campylobacter spp. are not expected to grow within the range 3°C to 7°C based on their
minimum growth temperatures (ICMSF, 1996);
• Norovirus (NoV), hepatitis A virus (HAV), hepatitis E virus (HEV), Cestodes, Trematodes,
Giardia, Cryptosporidium and Toxoplasma are not expected to replicate outside their
respective living hosts;
• It was considered unlikely that the absence of evidence of human illness for the
Y. enterocolitica-FFP hazard–food combination was due to continuous and systematic nonreporting of cases or outbreaks and that, therefore, the results of the systematic literature
review reﬂected the absence of epidemiological relevance of yersiniosis associated with FFP
consumption.
• Aeromonas spp., Citrobacter spp., Cl. perfringens, Hafnia alvei, Klebsiella spp., Pseudomonas
spp., Serratia spp. and Vibrio spp. are considered weak histamine producers (Chang et al.,
2008; Bjornsdottir et al., 2009; Visciano et al., 2012; Bjornsdottir-Butler et al., 2013) and are
prevalently mesophilic, while strong histamine-producing bacteria as Proteus spp., Providencia
spp., Raoultella spp. and Staphylococcus spp. are all mesophilic with negligible growth and
histamine production at temperatures below 7–10°C (Dalgaard et al., 2008; BjornsdottirButler, 2018).

3.1.2.

Uncertainties associated with hazard identiﬁcation

The uncertainties related to the hazard identiﬁcation are described in Table D.1 in Appendix D. The
uncertainties relate to the literature search and screening, leading to a potential underestimation of
the relevance of a hazard, and to data extraction, leading to a potential over- or underestimation of
the relevance of a hazard.

3.1.3.

Concluding remarks

• The relevant biological hazards in FFP, considering both their association with human illnesses
associated with FFP and their potential for growth on FFP within the temperature range of
3°C to 7°C, are: Aeromonas spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum and L. monocytogenes as
regards bacteria. Those relevant for survival are: pathogenic E. coli, Salmonella, St. aureus
and Vibrio spp., and Nematodes (Anisakis spp.) for parasites.
• The relevant histamine-producing bacteria in FFPs considering both their association with
human illnesses (histamine intoxication) associated with FFP and their potential for histamine
production, within the temperature range 3°C to 7°C, are: Enterobacter spp., Morganella
spp. and Photobacterium spp.
• The exclusion of hazards based on the absence of evidence of human illness associated with
FFPs or of evidence for survival/growth on FFPs within the considered temperature range was
further substantiated through information on their ecology, minimum growth temperature,
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potential for pathogenicity and histamine production, and life cycle. No further consideration
could be made on the potential for survival of the excluded hazards.

3.2.

Fish surface temperature dynamics in boxes and tubs

3.2.1.

Recorded time/Temperature proﬁles of ﬁsh in boxes and tubs

The temperatures of plaice recorded in the ﬁrst 5 days of the experiments during the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
project are shown in Figure 6 (ﬁrst experiment, (Bekaert et al., 2016a)) and Figure 7 (second
experiment, (Bekaert et al., 2016b)). The study consisted mainly of a ‘keeping’ process. Nevertheless,
a short ‘cooling’ process took place at the beginning of the experiment, since the ﬁsh were exposed to
the outside temperature before being introduced in the box/tub. The initial temperature of the
manipulated ﬁsh with temperature loggers ranged between 2.5°C and 5.5°C.
In the ﬁrst experiment, the outside temperature in the cool cell was mostly 2°C but cyclically
ﬂuctuated between 1.1 and 6.7°C due to activities for the auction. After the initial short cooling
process (1 h), the ﬁsh temperature in the transported tub varied between 0.5°C and 3.1°C and overall
the mean temperature in the three locations was 1.7°C (top), 1.8°C (middle) and 0.9°C (bottom)
during the ﬁrst 3 days of storage. The maximum temperature difference depending on the position of
the ﬁsh in the tub was 2.6°C (initial short cooling period not considered). In the non-transported tub,
the mean temperature in the three locations was higher for the ﬁrst 3 days of storage except for the
ﬁsh in the middle: 2.1°C (top), 0.5°C (middle) and 2.0°C (bottom). The maximum temperature
difference, depending on the position of the ﬁsh in the tub, was 2.7°C. The ﬁsh temperature in the
boxes was more stable than in the tubs and averaged 0.6°C (transported boxes) and 0.3°C (nontransported box). The highest measured temperature was 1.6°C during the ﬁrst 3 days of storage
(initial short cooling not considered).
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Figure 6: Time/Temperature records of plaice during the ﬁrst 5 days of the ﬁrst experiment of the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project for (a) non-transported and (b) transported boxes and tubs (Bekaert
et al., 2016a). For the calculation of the boxplots (Figure 8), the ﬁrst 3 days of storage
were considered
In the second experiment, the ﬁsh temperature in the tub varied between 1.6°C and 2.6°C during
the ﬁrst 3 days of storage after the ﬁrst cooling period of 2 h. The temperature ﬂuctuated more when
ﬁsh were stored in boxes, speciﬁcally between 0.5 and 3.0°C. The highest temperature difference at
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any given time in the tubs was 1.0°C (for ﬁsh at the upper and lower position) and in boxes was
3.5°C. The mean temperature in the three locations in the box were 0.2°C, 0.9°C and 1.4°C (middle)
and in the tub were 2.0°C and 2.4°C (middle), 2.1°C (bottom) and 2.6°C (top).

Figure 7: Time/Temperature records of plaice during the ﬁrst 5 days of the second experiment of the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project for non-transported boxes and tubs (Bekaert et al., 2016b)
Overall, ﬁsh transport/storage during 3 days in boxes resulted in lower average ﬁsh temperatures in
comparison with the tubs, as shown in Figure 8. The ﬁgure is similar for 5 days of transport/storage
(data not shown). Regardless, a considerable variability was recorded in both boxes and tubs. In
experiment 1, the ﬁsh temperature in the boxes was more stable than in the tubs, while this was
reversed in experiment 2. In the latter, the variation recorded for different ﬁsh located in the middle
layer of the box was considerable.
The location of the ﬁsh in the container also inﬂuenced the ﬁsh temperature, which was related to
the distance from the ice layer as well as to the distance from the walls of the container. Also, the
position of the container in the storage room could play a role (e.g. stacking, temperature distribution
within the storage room), though this aspect was not recorded in the experiments. Within the tub,
there were differences between the bottom, middle and top position of the ﬁsh; the ﬁsh located in the
top being at a higher temperature. This ﬁnding does align with the thermodynamic theory, according
to which the bottom ﬁsh would be at the highest temperature as shown later (in Section 3.2.3), while
the ﬁsh in the top would be at the lowest temperature as long as they are just below and in close
contact with the ice layer on the top. The reason for this ﬁnding was that the top layer of ﬁsh/water
was directly in contact with the higher temperatures of the storage room once the ice melted and
before re-icing of the ﬁsh was carried out (e.g. experiment 1 for non-transported tubs).
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Figure 8: Boxplot distribution of the temperatures recorded in ﬁsh located in different positions of the
box (with ice) and tubs (with freshwater and ice) during the experiments 1 (a) for
transported (T) and not transported (not T) (Bekaert et al., 2016a) and experiment 2 (b)
(Bekaert et al., 2016b) of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project for the ﬁrst 3 days of transport/storage

3.2.2.

Validation of the heat transfer model

The heat transfer model was validated by comparing the model predictions against some of the
measurements in boxes and tubs extracted from experiment 1 of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (see
Section 2.3.1). As stated before, the study consisted mainly of a keeping process with an initial short
cooling. The initial temperature of the manipulated ﬁsh with temperature loggers ranged between
2.5°C and 5.5°C. Non-manipulated ﬁsh were exposed to the outside temperature for a shorter time,
and therefore, expecting a lower, though unknown, initial temperature. For the validation, manipulated
ﬁsh initial temperatures were considered as measured while for non-manipulated ﬁsh 1.5°C was
assumed.
The positions of the ﬁsh inside the containers and the simulation of the reported temperatures (i.e.
average temperatures in the ﬁsh instead of surface maximum ﬁsh temperatures) were selected to
realistically mimic the experiments, as described in Section 2.3.2.2. Therefore, temperatures of the
validation model tend to reproduce the experiments, but not to capture Tmax within the containers.
The measured ﬁsh temperatures for a non-transported box correspond well with the model
predictions (see Figure 9), although the model overestimated the initial cooling of the ﬁsh for boxes.
One reason may be the uncertainty of the initial temperature of the non-manipulated (i.e. without a
temperature probe) ﬁsh, but it may be also because of the approximation used to model the heat
transfer inside the container (porous material of ﬁsh/air for box and ﬁsh/water for tub). The
approximation is expected to perform better for water than for air, and therefore, the predictions were
better for tubs. At time 168 h the box was re-iced, and after this time point higher the discrepancy
between model predictions and the measurements was observed (data not shown) because the model
did not include the re-icing. However, this discrepancy has little impact on the actual assessment
because shorter duration (maximum 5 days) and the presence of ice throughout the duration of the
assessment (i.e. no need for re-icing) was assumed.
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The observed data were obtained in the ﬁrst experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a).

Figure 9: Validation of the heat transfer model by comparing model predictions against the recorded
measurements of ﬁsh temperature data in boxes and in the middle and bottom of a tub
Fish t/T proﬁles for non-transported tubs used for the validation considered a ﬁsh located in the
middle or bottom of the container. Measurements demonstrated great variability with ﬁsh on the bottom
having higher temperatures compared to the middle (see Figure 9). The measured temperature of the
ﬁsh in the middle of a tub was compared with the model predictions of ﬁsh at 0.01 m below the top ice,
instead of in the geometric middle. Registered data showed abrupt changes from 1°C to 0.5°C, while
the model predictions provided a smooth temperature proﬁle. The model predictions are satisfactory
overall, with a slight underestimation of the temperature being more evident in the tub (particularly for
the ﬁsh located in the bottom) than in the box (Figure 9).
Note that the measured temperature of the ﬁsh in the bottom location remains at 2.6°C, when the
mean outside temperature is 2°C with very short abusive temperature peaks (Figure 9). The model
cannot predict such high temperatures over long periods of time, even if the ﬁsh are located in the
warmest spot, i.e. bottom and close to the wall of the tub. A possible reason for the discrepancy could
be that the model does not include natural convection (water movement due to density differences
which is maximal at 4°C). Therefore, for ﬁsh located on the bottom, the model may underestimate the
actual temperature.
The heat transfer model facilitates simulation of the temperature at different locations in the space
(temperature distributions), for different materials (ﬁsh, water, container wall-foam) and at different
times (temperature dynamics). For example, after 1 day, the model predicts the temperature
distributions shown in Figure 10. Usually, the ﬁsh temperature is at its maximum for the most distant
position in relation to the ice and when closest to the container wall. Therefore, for boxes, the least
cold points are on the corners and on the vertical middle (after 1 day, there is still ice on top and
bottom layers), while for tubs, these are usually located on the bottom corners.
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Figure 10: Modelled temperature distribution in the boxes (a) and tubs (b) after 1 day based on data
obtained in the ﬁrst experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a)

3.2.3.

Predictions of ﬁsh temperatures using the heat transfer model

3.2.3.1. Temperature distribution inside containers
Fish surface temperatures depend on the location of the ﬁsh inside the containers and the
conﬁguration arrangement of the containers. This effect can be analysed with the heat transfer model
providing for each time the temperatures at different points of the containers (i.e. one temperature for
each spatial discretisation point).
Figure 11 shows the temperature distributions inside the container of the ‘abusive’ scenario for the
‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small (CLS) ﬁsh (i.e. case study #1c) (see Figure 3). The
discretisation resulted in 44,782 points for boxes and 14,067 points for tubs following the discretisation
options detailed in Appendix B. Probabilities are calculated for temperature intervals (histogram bins)
of 0.025°C width, between 0 and 4°C. The results are shown after 1 day of cooling (a, b), after 2 days
including the ﬁrst cycle of abusive temperature (c, d), after 3 days and after 5 days.
Results show that after 1 day, ﬁsh was cooled down faster in boxes (a) than in tubs (b). This was
most likely because more ﬁsh have to be cooled in the tub and this was not compensated for by the
increase in ice weight. Figure 11a shows a two-peak-like distribution for boxes. One peak is at 0.14°C
and corresponds with temperatures close to the ice, and the other peak at 0.63°C corresponds to
temperatures close to the wall. For tubs, the distribution is more spread at cooler temperature
(between 2.75°C and 3.18°C), with a peak at the warmer temperatures (at 3.49°C), corresponding
with the bottom of the tub (Figure 11b).
Before the ﬁrst abusive temperature after 2 days of cooling, the temperature distribution for boxes is
similar to the proﬁle after 1 day of cooling, while a decrease in temperatures is observed for tubs, i.e.
tubs require more time for cooling (Figure 11c and d). However, the temperature distribution is wider
for boxes. Two factors determine this ﬁnding: the container conﬁguration consisting of two layers of ice
on the top and bottom for boxes, but only one layer of ice on top for tubs, as well as the better
transmission of the temperature effect due to water in the tub compared with the air of the box.
After 3 days (Figure 11e and f), temperatures in boxes are between 0 and 1.5°C and in tubs
around 2°C. After 5 days (Figure 11g and h), temperatures increase for boxes, but not for tubs,
resulting in temperatures showing similar distribution ranges.
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Figure 11: Temperature distribution at different times inside the container for the simulation of the
‘abusive’ scenario for the ‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small (CLS) ﬁsh (i.e. case study
#1c)
3.2.3.2. Temperature dynamics
Three t/T proﬁles at speciﬁc locations in the containers were used to analyse the effect of the
outside temperature: the surface temperature of two ﬁsh located at the warmest spots within the
container and Tmax in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air (Section 2.3.2). It should be noted that Tmax
in the matrix has a very low frequency of occurrence (tail of the distributions shown in Figure 11) and
may not necessarily correspond with the same location inside the container throughout the storage
time.
Figure 12 shows the t/T proﬁles captured for all the case studies for the ‘abusive’ scenarios
described in Figure 3.
Boxes appear to provide a more efﬁcient means of cooling ﬁsh, and therefore perform better
during the earlier stages of storage. However, as the ice melts, the capacity to maintain the
temperature is worse in boxes than in tubs, which can be explained by the non-insulating material of
the boxes compared to the insulating material of tubs. Figure 12 also demonstrates that the
dimensions of the ﬁsh inﬂuence the t/T proﬁles to a limited extent. More speciﬁcally, small differences
were observed for ﬁsh in boxes at the end of storage in the ‘cooling-keeping’ process as medium-sized
ﬁsh seem to maintain the temperature better than small ﬁsh. The t/T proﬁles are not affected
signiﬁcantly by the fat content of the ﬁsh (lean or fat).
Abusive outside temperatures have a larger impact on Tmax detected in each container at each
sampling for tubs than boxes. This effect is, however, not so relevant when focusing on the
temperatures of the surface of a ﬁsh in a ﬁxed position.
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#4k [KFM]

C: ‘Cooling-keeping’ process; K: ‘Keeping’ process; L: Lean ﬁsh; F: Fat ﬁsh; S: Small ﬁsh; M: Medium-sized ﬁsh.

Figure 12: Time/Temperature proﬁles of ﬁsh located at the warmest spots within the container
(middle centre and middle corner for boxes and bottom centre and bottom corner for
tubs) and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air during
transport/storage of ﬁsh as predicted by the heat transfer model for all the case studies
assessed for ‘abusive’ scenarios (see Figure 3)
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3.2.4.

Uncertainty associated with the ﬁsh temperature

The uncertainties mainly relate to the scarcity of (real) observed data as well as to the modelling of
the ﬁsh surface temperature are described in Table D.2 in Appendix D. The assessment assumed the
application of good practices. The impact of improper practices (e.g. no re-icing) or not fully covering
the FFP will lead to higher temperatures than expected and modelled and has not been covered by the
heat transfer modelling.
Limited number of studies are available providing comparative data on t/T proﬁles of ﬁsh when
stored/transported in ice (box) and in mixed ice and water (tub), which introduces a considerable
uncertainty relating to the FFP temperatures during their storage/transport in tubs compared to boxes.
The FFP t/T proﬁles has been estimated from ‘ideal’ to ‘reasonably foreseeable abusive conditions’,
in both cases based on simpliﬁcation of the reality. A heat transfer modelling approach was used to
analyse the ‘abusive’ conditions. Both the ‘ideal’ and the ‘abusive’ scenarios have inherent limitations
and uncertainties associated with the applied assumptions.
Among the uncertainties when modelling ﬁsh temperature, the ones with the highest impact are
due to the following assumptions:
• disregarding any type of water or air movement in the containers due to mainly convection
(forced or natural) in tubs and dripping of melting ice in boxes; and
• assuming a matrix mixture of water/ﬁsh and air/ﬁsh to account for the contribution of the ﬁsh
where temperatures are not reported.
These uncertainties are relevant and tend to overestimate the FFP temperature in both types of
containers. However, the magnitude of the impact may be different in tubs compared to boxes and
also may depend on the location of the ﬁsh within the container.
Other important sources of uncertainty are due to the values used for the parameters involved in
the model that were considered to be representative of the conditions in boxes and tubs, such as the
size of the container, the total mass of ﬁsh (and type of ﬁsh) in each container, the initial temperatures
of each component (ﬁsh, water, air, container) or the amount of ice used to cool and/or keep the
temperature of the FFP. Through the ‘reasonable foreseeable conditions’ a range of scenarios have
been assessed, but these may have underestimated or overestimated the impact on FFP temperature
associated with other possible combinations of conditions.
Overall, the approach implemented tends to overestimate the FFP temperature, mainly due to
measuring the temperature on the ﬁsh located in the warmest positions inside both containers, as not
considering the dripping melted water in boxes or forced convection around tubs. The uncertainty
tending to underestimate the FFP temperature that could have the greatest impact on the ﬁsh at the
bottom of tubs, due to not including natural convection in the modelling approach.

3.2.5.

Concluding remarks

• In an ‘ideal’ scenario17 with proper practices and assuming that the initial ﬁsh temperature is
0°C and the ﬁsh is in perfect contact with ice in boxes and with a perfect mixing of water
and ice in tubs, the temperature of the ﬁsh surface would be equal for both types of
containers (i.e. three-layered poly-ethylene PE tubs ﬁlled with freshwater/ice and HDPE boxes
ﬁlled with ice) and equivalent to the temperature of melting ice (i.e. 0°C) throughout the
storage/transport period of 5 days.
• Only two experiments using lean small ﬁsh (i.e. plaice) provided ‘observed’ t/T proﬁles of ﬁsh
during storage/transport in both type of containers. The ﬁsh temperature luctuated during
the ﬁrst 5 days of storage and after the initial short cooling. In the ﬁrst ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
experiment, the temperature ﬂuctuated more in tubs, while in the second experiment, this
was reversed. Relevant differences were observed depending on the location of the ﬁsh
within the containers, which can be related to the distance from the ice layer as well as to
the distance from the container walls. Overall, the median ﬁsh temperature was about 1.0°C
higher when transported/stored in ice and water (tubs) compared to ice (boxes), but after
the short initial cooling, a temperature of 3.1°C was never exceeded.

17

Considering proper practices and assuming that the initial ﬁsh temperature equals 0°C and the ﬁsh is in perfect contact with
ice in boxes and with a perfect mixing of water and ice in tubs. This scenario is not applicable to the ‘cooling-keeping’
process.
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• A heat transfer model was developed to predict ﬁsh surface temperatures under ‘reasonable
foreseeable abusive’ scenarios,18 providing satisfactory outputs when compared with the
observed data, for both type of containers.
• The model was applied to generate the ﬁsh surface temperature proﬁles under the ‘coolingkeeping’ and ‘keeping’ process for FFP in both type of containers under the same conditions
of transport/storage, considering different types of ﬁsh (regarding fat content and
dimensions).19 According to the model predictions, for the considered parameters and
conﬁguration arrangement of the containers:
○ Fish surface temperatures depend on the location of the ﬁsh inside the containers with
the warmest spots most distant from the ice layer; that is the centre between the two ice
layers in boxes (ice on top and bottom) and in the bottom of tubs ﬁlled with water and
ice (ice on the top). The fat content and the dimensions of the ﬁsh have only limited
impact on the t/T proﬁles as compared to the impact of the initial ﬁsh temperature and
temperature of the chilling room where tubs and boxes are stored or transported (i.e.
outside temperature).
○ In earlier stages of the storage, ﬁsh cools down faster in boxes than in tubs (‘coolingkeeping’ process). Later, as the ice melts, the capacity to keep the temperature low is
less in boxes (made of non-insulating material) than in tubs (made of insulating material)
(both ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes).

3.3.

Impact of the storage conditions of ﬁsh on parameters relevant for
bacterial growth

Storage of ﬁsh in tubs or boxes may have an impact on the water content of the ﬁsh ﬂesh
depending on many factors including the type of ice or liquid used. This change in the water content
may further inﬂuence parameters of relevance for bacterial growth such as aw or WPS. Storage in
water also raises the question of oxygen availability and internalisation of microorganisms. These
topics are further discussed below.

3.3.1.

Changes in water content

The proximate composition including the water content of live ﬁsh is very variable. Water content
will vary between species, but also from one individual ﬁsh to another. Other parameters such as
ﬁshing area, ﬁsh age, sex, season and ﬁsh size will also play a role in the variability (Lemon and
Regier, 1977; Huss, 1995).
The storage methods are known to also impact on the water content of the stored ﬁsh. Table 6
summarises the available studies on the change either in weight (presumably due to water uptake) or
water content of ﬁsh during its storage under different conditions, including ice (unspeciﬁed type),
ﬂake ice, slurry ice, RFW or RSW for a variable time period.
Table 6:

Overview of changes in weight or water content during storage of fresh ﬁshery products.
The studies shown in bold type represent the speciﬁc conditions of interests of the present
opinion

Fish species

Storage
type(a)

Duration of
storage(b)

Flake ice

2 days
14 days

Slurry ice

2 days
13 days

Weight or water
content change(c)

Reference

Weight change
Cod (Gadus morhua),
farmed

18

19

 1%
 1%

Digre et al. (2011)

+ 5%
+ 17%

Assuming that the initial ﬁsh temperature equals 0°C (‘keeping’ process) or 7°C (‘cooling-keeping’ process) and the outside
temperature is mostly at 2°C but includes some abusive temperature peaks up to 6°C. For boxes, the ﬁsh is surrounded by air
and two layers of ice (bottom and top) while for tubs, the ﬁsh is in water below an ice layer on the top of the tub without
mixing.
Plaice was considered as a lean small ﬁsh having a fat and water content 1–4% and 79–81%, respectively, and weight of
150–300 g; and Atlantic salmon as a fat medium-sized ﬁsh having a fat and water content 10–20% and 60–70%, respectively.
Fish ﬁllets were assumed to be covered by dimensions of the ﬂat ﬁsh.
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Fish species

Storage
type(a)

Duration of
storage(b)

Weight or water
content change(c)

Cod (Gadus morhua)

Flake ice

3 days
11 days

No change
+ 1%

Ice and
freshwater
mixture

3 days
1 day

+ 6%
+ 13%

Slurry ice

3 days
11 days

+ 5%
+ 10%

Ice and
seawater

3 days
11 days

+ 3%
+ 7%

6 days

+ 6.4 to 17.7%

Herring (Clupea harengus) RSW (5 L
container)
Atlantic salmon, gutted
Flake ice
(Salmo salar)
Slurry ice
Dressed chinook
Flake ice
salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha)
RFW

RSW

11 days

 2%

11 days
2 days

+ 2.5 to 6%
 0.2%

4 days
7 days

+ 0.4%
 0.2%

2 days
4 days

+ 3%
+ 5%

7 days
2 days

+ 5.45%
+ 0.6%

4 days
7 days

+ 2.6%
+ 3.8%

Sockeye salmon
(Oncorhynchus nerka)
Sprat (Sprattus sprattus)

RSW

14 days

+ 3.5%

RSW (5 L
container)

6 days

+ 4.1 to 16.5%

Steelhead trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss)
Water content change

RSW

14 days

+ 3.7%

Mackerel (Scomber
scombrus)

Flake ice
RSW

8 days
8 days

No change
No change

Plaice, gutted
(Pleuronectes platessa)

Flake ice (after
3 days on board
in ice)

2 days
5 days

+ 0.7%
 0.2%

9 days
2 days

+ 3.6%
+ 2.0%

5 days
9 days

+ 1.6%
+ 6.0%

2 days
5 days

+ 1.1%
 1.4%

7 days
2 days

 0.3%
+ 3.3%

5 days
7 days

+ 1.9%
+ 2.9%

20 days

+ 1%

Ice and
freshwater
mixture (after
3 days on board
in ice)
Plaice, gutted
(Pleuronectes platessa)

Flake ice (after
8 days on board
in ice)
Ice and
freshwater
mixture (after
8 days on board
in ice)

Gilthead seabream (Sparus Flake ice
aurata)

Reference
Joensen et al. (2001)

Hjelm et al. (2006)
Erikson et al. (2011)
Bronstein et al.
(1985)

Tomlinson et al.
(1965)
Hjelm et al. (2006)
Tomlinson et al.
(1965)
Lemon and Regier
(1977)
Bekaert et al. (2016a)

Bekaert et al. (2016b)

Huidobro et al. (2001)

RFW: refrigerated freshwater; RSW: refrigerated seawater.
(a): RSW and slurry ice are included as a storage method on-board the ﬁshing vessels, which can also be responsible for water
uptake.
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(b): Storage time selected from the information available in the article as the closest to 5 days (maximum duration considered in
the present assessment).
(c): Weight change is considered to be due to water uptake. Increases or decreases are calculated as percentages with respect
of the water content of ﬁsh at time 0 (at the beginning of the storage).

Water content (%)

Storage of ﬁsh in ﬂake ice generally results in smaller increases in ﬁsh weight or water content
compared to storage in water. No change or even a decrease has often been recorded during storage
in ﬂake ice, depending on the storage period and the ﬁsh species. For example, in the ﬁrst experiment
of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (see Figure 13a) (ﬁsh was stored for 3 days on board in ﬂake ice before
being transferred to tubs ﬁlled with water and ice) plaice stored for 2 and 5 days in ﬂake ice after
landing, showed a water content increase of 0.7% and a slight decrease of 0.2%, respectively, as
compared to an increase of 2.0% and 1.6% in refrigerated freshwater (Bekaert et al., 2016a). During
the second experiment (see Figure 13b) (ﬁsh for 8 days on board in ﬂake ice), the water content
increased with 1.1% after 2 days but decreased with 1.3% after 5 days of on land storage in ﬂake ice,
while there was an increase of 3.2% and 1.9% during storage in freshwater (2 and 5 days
respectively). Huidobro et al. (2001) recorded a small water content increase of 1% in gilthead
seabream stored for 20 days in ﬂake ice. In contrast, dressed chinook salmon (Gallart-Jornet et al.,
2007), gutted Atlantic salmon (Erikson et al., 2011) and farmed cod (Digre et al., 2011) decreased in
weight after 7–14 days of storage in ﬂake ice. Lemon and Regier (1977) found no changes in the
water content of mackerel when stored for 8 days in ﬂake ice or RSW. This was also the case for cod
in the study of Joensen et al. (2001) after 3 days of storage.
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In the ﬁrst experiment, ﬁsh was stored for 3 days on board in ice before starting the storage experiment, while
in the second experiment, ﬁsh was stored for 8 days on board in ice before starting the storage experiment.

Figure 13: Changes in water content during storage of plaice in ice (box) and in water (tub) during
the ﬁrst (a) and second experiment (b) of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project
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Storage in water systems promotes water uptake by ﬁsh. For herring and sprat stored for 6 days in
RSW, the water uptake varied between 6.4% and 17.7% and 4.1–16.5%, respectively (Hjelm et al.,
2006). Tomlinson et al. (1965) found an increase for sockeye salmon and steelhead trout of 3.7% and
3.5%, respectively, after 11 days of storage in RSW. Studies comparing storage in RSW and RFW for
the same species showed that the water uptake is higher in RFW than in RSW. For example, Bronstein
et al. (1985) held dressed chinook salmon in RFW and RSW and found a signiﬁcant weight gain of the
ﬁsh after 2 and 4 days storage of 3 and 5%, respectively, in RFW and 0.6% and 2.6%, respectively, in
RSW. The observed ﬁsh water uptake was much faster in RFW than the RSW. According to Joensen
et al. (2001), the weight gain of cod was 6% when kept in an ice and freshwater mixture for 3 days
and 3% when kept in an ice and seawater mixture. Storage in slurry ice, a mixture of small ice crystals
and seawater, also favoured water uptake up to 5% (Joensen et al., 2001). Other studies with slurry
ice conﬁrmed the weight increase: up to 2.5–6% in Atlantic salmon after 11 days of storage (Erikson
et al., 2011) and up to 5% for farmed cod after 2 days of storage (Digre et al., 2011).
When looking at the water uptake dynamics, Hjelm et al. (2006) found that the mean water uptake
(by weight) was highest during the ﬁrst 24 h of storage of herring and sprats in salt water,
irrespectively of their size class and catching area. Although the general trend was a steady increase in
weight, in some cases, the weight was stable or decreased. The salinity of the water used in the
experiment (i.e. from 8 to 32 practical salinity units (PSU)) had little or no impact on the total water
uptake. Water uptake was affected by catching area and salinity for herring, while for sprats, it was
affected by area and size. The difference between the two species was attributed to their fat content.
The experiments in the lab started 3–9 h after landing because of varying transportation times to the
lab, but this did not seem to impact the water uptake for the different batches. The water uptake was
similar in whole and gutted ﬁshes, conﬁrming that the water is absorbed through the body. In the ﬁrst
experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (ﬁsh stored 3 days on-board in ﬂake ice before transferring to
tubs), water uptake was 2% after the ﬁrst 2 days of storage in tubs, but steadily increased to reach a
maximum of 6% after 9 days in tubs (Bekaert et al., 2016a). In the second experiment (ﬁsh stored 8
days on-board in ﬂake ice before transferring to tubs), water uptake was 3% after 2 days in tubs, but
did not increase any more thereafter (Bekaert et al., 2016b). The study of Bronstein et al. (1985) also
showed an immediate important weight gain of chinook salmon the ﬁrst days of storage. The
experiment started 18 h after catch. The water uptake rate was much higher if the ﬁsh was stored in
freshwater as compared to seawater. However, from day 7 of storage when ﬁsh were transferred back
to ice, all ﬁsh lost weight as the water taken up during storage was quickly lost. In contrast to the
previous study, Tomlinson et al. (1965) found that trout and sockeye salmon stored in RSW lost weight
during the ﬁrst 2 days of storage and only gained weight thereafter. This was attributed to the
continuation of slime secretion post-mortem. For skinned ﬁsh muscle, however, the uptake of water
was delayed for 2 days in rested ﬁsh (i.e. ﬁsh removed from the tank and killed immediately), but was
immediate in exhausted ﬁsh (i.e. ﬁsh forced to swim vigorously during 30 min and then to struggle 15
min in air before being killed). This study of Tomlinson et al. (1965) was performed with aquacultured
ﬁsh with no delay between killing the ﬁsh and the start of the experiment, while in experiments with
wild ﬁsh, there is often a 1- or 2-day delay due to landing and transportation of ﬁsh from the ship to
the lab before a controlled experiment can start. This complicates the evaluation of the ﬁrst days of
storage and might explain the difference in water uptake dynamics during the ﬁrst days. Indeed, as
ﬁsh undergoes important changes (rigor mortis) during the ﬁrst hours or day after catch, this might
inﬂuence the water uptake and cause variability. The water uptake of the steelhead trout in the study
of Tomlinson et al. (1965) only started after resolution of rigor mortis. The time to go into and pass
through rigor mortis will depend on the species, the physical condition, the degree of exhaustion, the
size, the amount of handling and the storage temperature of the ﬁsh (Stroudt, 2001).

3.3.2.

Changes of relevance for microbial growth

3.3.2.1. Water phase salt content
Calculated values of the WPS content of ﬁsh from the literature can be found in Table 7. The WPS
of farmed cod derived from one study was 0.88% and 1.77% after 14 days of storage in ice and slurry
ice, respectively (Digre et al., 2011). Salt content was not reported at the start of storage period, but
the salt in the slurry ice must have contributed to the increased salt content, and hence WPS, of the
ﬁsh ﬁllet. This high uptake of salt during storage in slurry ice was not conﬁrmed in other studies
sson et al., 2010; Thordarson et al., 2017) in which the salt content hardly varied during
(Magnu
sson et al. (2010) provided a WPS between 0.37% and 0.38% (as a
storage. The study of Magnu
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maximum value as the salt content was often below the analytical detection limit). Thordarson et al.
(2017) reported no change in water nor salt content in traditionally stored (ice) and sub-chilled (liquid
ice) cod, having a 0.24% WPS. The WPS of cod varied between 0.24%  wild cod when stored for 16
days in ice or slurry ice (Thordarson et al., 2017), and 1.77%  for farmed cod stored for 14 days in
slurry ice (Digre et al., 2011). The fact that farmed cod was used in the study of Digre et al. (2011)
could have impacted on the uptake of salt and water as even though farmed and wild cod are the
same species, it appears there are differences between them (Olsson et al., 2007). Moreover, the
salinity of the slurry ice, the physiological state or size of the ﬁsh could be different between the
studies leading to different salt uptake levels.
Table 7:
Fish
species

Overview of the water phase salt (WPS) content during storage of fresh ﬁshery products
Time and storage type

Water content Salt content
(%)
(%)

WPS
(%)

Reference

Cod, farmed 14 days, ice

79.8

0.7

0.88

Digre et al. (2011)

Cod, farmed 14 days, slurry
Cod
Cooled with crushed plate
ice after 1 day (min)

79.1
80.0

1.4
0.3

1.77
0.38

Digre et al. (2011)
sson et al. (2010)
Magnu

Cod

Whole, bled gutted cod
cooled with liquid ice
after 8 days (max)
0 and 16 days, ice, no
variation in salt and water
throughout storage time

81.5

0.3

0.37

sson et al. (2010)
Magnu

82.0

0.2

0.24

Thordarson et al. (2017)

0 and 16 days, slurry, no
variation in salt and water
throughout storage time
7 days, ice

82.0

0.2

0.24

Thordarson et al. (2017)

70.0

0.1

0.14

Thordarson et al. (2017)

Salmon
Chinook
salmon

7 days, slurry ice
7 days, ice

70.0
70.0(a)

0.2
0.096

0.29
0.14

Thordarson et al. (2017)
Bronstein et al. (1985)

Chinook
salmon
Chinook
salmon

7 days, RFW

73.8(b)

0.084

0.11

Bronstein et al. (1985)

7 days, RSW

72.7(b)

1.137

1.56

Bronstein et al. (1985)

Cod, ﬁllet

Storage time unknown,
before liquid cooling

82.4

0.4

0.48

ttir et al. (2010)
Valtysdo

Tuna, loin

Storage time unknown,
has been frozen

71.0

0.27

0.60

Emborg et al. (2005)

Cod

Cod

Salmon

RFF: refrigerated freshwater; RSW: refrigerated seawater.
(a): Assumed value, not available in the publication.
(b): Calculated value based on reported weight increase % in the publication.

The WPS content derived from literature review for salmon varied between 0.11% in ice and 1.56% in
RSW due to a signiﬁcant increase in the salt content during the 7 days of storage. Bronstein et al. (1985)
reported salt levels around 0.1% in Chinook salmon during storage in ice and RFW, but > 1% salt in RSW,
leading to a high WPS of 1.56%. However, the reported salt levels could be above the average as the
belly ﬂap of the ﬁsh, known to contain higher salt levels, was included in the sample. WPS values of
salmon derived from the study of Thordarson et al. (2017) were 0.14% (in ice) and 0.29% (in slurry ice)
indicating a slight increase in salt content during storage in slurry ice.
From the literature above, the salt content increases markedly in RSW during storage leading to a
clear increase in WPS during storage. In slurry ice, both situations of high and low salt uptake are
possible. The WPS will only increase during storage in tubs when high uptake of salt occurs. In ice and
RFW, the salt content does not seem to vary much during storage. Therefore, the WPS will usually
remain stable during storage in ice (not much absorption of water) and decrease slightly in RFW or in
water with ice due to uptake of water.
RSW, slurry ice and ﬂake ice are often used for storage on board ﬁshing vessels. Hence, WPS of
ﬁsh can already differ at landing depending on the storage method on board.
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In summary, the impact of the water uptake on the WPS will be rather limited during 2–5 days of
storage of ﬁsh in freshwater with ice (in tubs) and practically irrelevant when ﬁsh is stored in ice (in
boxes). Based on the literature review, the storage/transport of ﬁsh in fresh water with ice (as in tubs)
can increase the water content of ﬁsh from 1.6% to 6%. The impact of this water uptake on the
median WPS of ﬁsh (0.37%, see Table 3) is a decrease of the WPS value of ﬁsh from 0.364% to
0.349%, respectively.
3.3.2.2. Internalisation of microorganisms
In live ﬁsh, microorganisms are present in the intestines and on the outer surface of the ﬁsh in
contact with the environment such as the skin and the gills. Once the ﬁsh dies and the immune
system of the ﬁsh collapses, bacteria colonise the scale pockets on the skin and may invade the ﬁsh
ﬂesh by moving between the muscle ﬁbres during storage (Gram, 1995). The invasion of bacteria is
considered to start at the gills and the kidneys, to continue through the vascular system or directly
through the peritoneal lining (Tomiyasu and Zenitani, 1957). However, the extent of this invasion
(internalisation) is actually limited in chilled ﬁsh as mentioned by Murray and Shewan (1979). Bacteria
could only be detected in the ﬁsh ﬂesh once the number of microorganisms on the skin reached 106
CFU/cm2 (Ruskol and Bendsen, 1992). There was no difference in detection threshold between iced
and ambient temperatures nor difference in invasive pattern between speciﬁc spoilage bacteria and
non-spoilage bacteria. As spoilage seems to occur mostly at the surface of the ﬂesh, it is considered
mainly to be a consequence of the diffusion of bacterial enzymes into the ﬂesh (Gram, 1995). No
evidence could be found that the bacterial internalisation patterns or rates of spoilage microorganisms
differ between storage on ice (in box) or in water and ice (in tubs).
The above-mentioned studies did not deal with pathogenic bacteria, but the potential for
internalisation could be similar to that of spoilage bacteria. In fact, internalisation of pathogenic
bacteria has been reported in terrestrial livestock animal meat (Shirai et al., 2017; Tozzo et al., 2018).
Bacteria can migrate through the gaps between the endomysia and the muscle ﬁbres that shrink
during the development of rigour (Gill et al., 1984). The extend of internalisation has been reported to
depend on the type of bacteria (e.g. aerobic vs. anaerobic, motile vs. non-motile) and is the result of a
balance among different factors including motility, chemotaxis and proteolysis (Shirai et al., 2017).
However, neither the proteolysis nor the motility seems crucial to allow bacterial pathogens to
penetrate into the meat, and other intrinsic and extrinsic factors (e.g. osmotic pressure, temperature,
tissue moisture) and the presence of background microbiota may also play a role (Thomas et al.,
1987; Tozzo et al., 2018).
Although no scientiﬁc article has been found reporting bacterial pathogen internalisation in ﬁsh
muscle, ﬁsh muscle ﬂesh has a structure similar to that of livestock muscle meat. A gradual breakdown
of the endomysium and detachment of the ﬁbres due to the rupture of attachments between the
endomysium and the myoseptum occurs during tenderisation of ﬁsh ﬂesh (Listrat et al., 2016), which
could also enable the internalisation of bacteria. However, different to meat, ﬁsh is stored in ice (in
boxes) or in water and ice (in tubs), which introduces other factors (associated with temperature,
water uptake, rinsing/dilution effects etc.) that may modulate bacterial internalisation into ﬁsh ﬂesh to
a potentially different extent when ﬁsh is stored in water (in tubs with water and ice) compared to
being stored in ice (in boxes).
Compared to bacteria on the ﬁsh surface, bacteria internalised in the ﬁsh matrix may be exposed to
slightly different environmental conditions, for instance regarding temperature (less ﬂuctuating) and
oxygen availability (lower) with consequent impact on the bacterial growth.
3.3.2.3. Anaerobic conditions during storage
No signiﬁcant differences were observed during the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a) in
the total psychrotrophic bacteria or speciﬁc spoilage bacteria between ﬁsh stored in tubs (with
freshwater and ice) or in boxes (in ice), although microbiological counts were slightly lower in ﬁsh in
tubs. This was conﬁrmed in different studies. Chilled water systems retarded bacterial growth as
compared to ice in Bronstein et al. (1985). Also in the study of Digre et al. (2011), cod stored in slurry
ice had signiﬁcantly lower bacterial loads (total viable count (1.3 log10 difference) and sulﬁdeproducing bacteria (0.6 log10 difference) than ice-stored cod after 14 days and in the study by
Tomlinson et al. (1974), RSW was much more effective than ice in controlling bacterial growth in
different ﬁsh species.
Though nutrient dilution or contamination rinsing effects of water ingress cannot be discounted, the
slower bacterial growth in water systems has been attributed to the reduced oxygen availability,
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reducing the growth rate of the aerobic spoilage microbiota compared to the growth under aerobic
conditions occurring during storage in ice (Bronstein et al., 1985). The low level of oxygen, leading to
growth of anaerobic bacteria is also mentioned by Graham et al. (1992). In water systems, oxygen will
decrease and give rise to more anaerobic conditions with the formation of hydrogen sulﬁde by certain
bacteria. In these studies (Chinivasagam et al., 1996; Chinivasagam et al., 1998), it was shown that
the bacterial spoilage microbiota in tropical prawns were predominantly H2S-producers (mainly
Shewanella putrefaciens) during storage in slurry ice while this was not the case during storage in
ﬂake ice (mainly Pseudomonas fragi). The presence of two different dominant spoilage bacteria was
explained by the inhibitory effect that Pseudomonas strains can have on S. putrefaciens during storage
in ice (Gram, 1993). As selection of microbiota during spoilage is not only determined by growth rate
but also by microbial interaction, storage in slurry ice could have altered the inhibitory effect. Also,
S. putrefaciens, which is capable of anaerobic respiration, could beneﬁt from the more anaerobic
conditions in water systems, similar to reports relating to vacuum packed ﬁsh (Huss, 1995).
Although no scientiﬁc paper was found dealing with the differential growth of pathogenic
microorganisms in ﬁsh when stored in tubs compared to boxes, the different oxygen availability of the
environment surrounding the ﬁsh when stored in water systems, e.g. in tubs, compared to aerobic
storage in ice, could inﬂuence the growth behaviour.

3.3.3.

Uncertainties associated with water uptake and WPS

The uncertainties associated with the water uptake and WPS are described in Table D.3 in
Appendix D.
Both under- and overestimation of the water uptake and/or WPS is possible both in tubs and in
boxes as linked to following uncertainties:
• There are numerous factors affecting the water uptake during on-land storage such as
species, on-board storage conditions, season and exhaustion state. It is impossible to consider
all combinations; and
• Literature could have been missed for the determination of the median WPS.
Though the extent of the internalisation of microorganisms in FFP when stored in boxes or in tubs
is unknown, this uncertainty would lead to an overestimation of the growth of aerobic bacteria, as
internalised microorganisms may encounter lower oxygen availability compared to aerobic storage in
ice.
On the other hand, in tubs, overestimation of pathogenic growth could have taken place in the
assessments, as in the case of aerobic bacteria because more anaerobic conditions occur in water
storage as compared to ice. For anaerobic bacteria, an overestimation can also be expected because
the water in tubs is not strictly anaerobic.

3.3.4.

Concluding remarks

• The water content of ﬁsh generally increases more during storage when ﬁsh are in tubs (with
water and ice) compared to boxes (with ice). The amount of water uptake by ﬁsh depends on
the water salinity, ﬁshing area, ﬁsh species and size as well as the duration of storage.
• The storage of ﬁsh in tubs ﬁlled with water and ice on-board may result in a variable amount
of water being absorbed by the ﬁsh. On-land, further water uptake by ﬁsh during storage in
tubs may continue until saturation. Absorbed water can also be lost after transferring ﬁsh
from tubs on-board to boxes on-land.
• The water uptake of ﬁsh associated with a 2–5 days period of storage in freshwater may
range from 1.6% to 6%. As a consequence, the WPS content (0.37%) reduction may range
from 0.006 (i.e. to 0.364%) to 0.019 (i.e. to 0.349%). It is reasonable to assume that the ﬁsh
WPS decrease will be even lower on land, or not occur at all, because the ﬁsh may already be
saturated during the on-board storage in tubs ﬁlled with seawater.
• The storage of ﬁsh in water such as in tubs (with water and ice) can have an impact on other
factors relevant for microbial behaviour. For instance, water systems can reduce the oxygen
availability in the environment. Consequently, compared to the aerobic environment of the ﬁsh
stored in ice (in boxes), the growth of strictly aerobic pathogenic bacteria may be reduced,
while the growth of facultative anaerobic pathogens could be less affected.
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3.4.

Behaviour of relevant biological hazards and histamine
accumulation during transport boxes and tubs

3.4.1.

Survival of relevant hazards

The available evidence suggests inactivation of the mesophilic pathogens St. aureus, Salmonella
spp. and pathogenic E. coli is not likely under the conditions of the assessment (i.e. pH 6.5, aw > 0.98
corresponding to a WPS up to 2%, and temperatures from 3°C to 7°C) (Alford and Palumbo, 1969;
Skandamis et al., 2002; Ross et al., 2008; Pin et al., 2011). Even though the data refer to studies in
broth, or studies with ground meat and cheese, the bacterial inactivation is associated with the
lethality effects of the intrinsic factors (such as pH and aw) and not the substrate itself. The pH and aw
become bactericidal at values that prevent growth; e.g. pH < 4.5 and aw < 0.94 (Presser et al., 1998;
Koutsoumanis et al., 2004; Valero et al., 2009). Under these conditions, the inactivation rate increases
with temperature, suggesting a dominant role of storage temperature in non-thermal inactivation
associated with a metabolic exhaustion mechanism (Leistner, 2000). Despite the evidence that
prolonged storage in Brain–Heart Infusion (BHI) broth under the pH and aw conditions of the current
assessment may cause some inactivation of St. aureus, the corresponding D-value (i.e. the time
needed for a 1 log10 reduction) is more than 2,000 h at 5°C, which is far beyond the maximum
storage duration considered in the present assessment. Likewise, Salmonella Derby, Thomson and
Enterititis decreased by < 1 to > 2 log10 units in ground pork within 14 days of aerobic storage at 4°C,
but the reduction started only after the indigenous microbiota reached the maximum growth levels of
8 log10 CFU/g at stationary phase. The latter suggests that Salmonella inactivation was the result of
microbial interaction and/or the concomitant changes in the intrinsic properties of meat, e.g. reduction
of pH, increase of metabolites (Alford and Palumbo, 1969). In another study, however, less than 0.5
log10 reduction of Salmonella Typhimurium was observed during storage of beef ﬁllets for 15 days
under aerobic conditions, modiﬁed atmospheres or vacuum at 5°C, regardless of the level of spoilage
microbiota (Skandamis et al., 2002). These observations are further supported by existing inactivation
models based on data collection from various studies. In particular, the Arrhenius type model of Pin
et al. (2011) that was ﬁtted to 190 inactivation rates of various Salmonella serovars at pH 3.2–7.3, aw
0.781–0.999 and temperatures 0–45°C. In pork products (data extracted from Combase), the model
predicts no inactivation at pH 6.5 and aw of 0.98 up to 8°C. Similar results are reported for E. coli in
the meta-analysis study of Ross et al. (2008), who illustrated the aforementioned prominent role of
temperature in the inactivation under lethal conditions of pH and aw, i.e. below the growth boundaries
(Presser et al., 1998). Under the current assessment conditions, some bacterial death may occur due
to mechanical damage of cells caused by the formation of crystals if freezing conditions occur in
speciﬁc locations of the containers; however, such a decay is not attributable to temperature and thus,
is not affected by the small temperature ﬂuctuations above 0°C that may occur in boxes and tubs.
Overall, the above suggests that under the conditions of the current assessment (including storage
duration), inactivation of St. aureus, Salmonella spp. and pathogenic E. coli is either not likely, or not
temperature dependent and thus, comparison between inactivation in boxes and tubs is not applicable.
A summary of the information retrieved through the systematic literature review on survival of
relevant hazards is reported in Table 8. In the following lines, an in-depth analysis of survival data per
pathogen shown in the table is provided.
Table 8:

Hazard

Pathogenic
E. coli

Systematic review of the survival of the microbial hazards selected for the assessment in
ﬁsh and ﬁshery products stored at chilling temperatures(a)

Temperature Matrix

4°C
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Seabass

First time Last time
Hazard
point in
point in
considered (if not
which
which
already deﬁned at
survival is survival is
species level)
reported reported
E. coli O157

3 days

46

21 days

Characterisation of
the survival (no
Reference
change or
(b)
reduction)
Survival: no change
No change at 3 days
until 6 days; no
change at 21 days

Masniyom et al.
(2006)
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Hazard

Salmonella
spp.

Temperature Matrix

First time Last time
Hazard
point in
point in
considered (if not
which
which
already deﬁned at
survival is survival is
species level)
reported reported

Characterisation of
the survival (no
Reference
change or
(b)
reduction)

0  1°C

Sea bream

S. Enteriditis

4 days

16 days

Provincial et al.
Survival: reduction
(2013b)
strain CECT4300:
~ 1 log10 reduction at
4 days until 8 days;
2.78 log10 reduction
at 16 days
strain CECT4145:
~ 1 log10 reduction at
4 days until 8 days;
1.70 log10 reduction
at 16 days

0  1°C

Red mullet

S. Enteriditis

2 days

14 days

Survival: no change
no change at 2 days
until 4 days;
0.6 log10 increase at
6 days until 14 days

0  1°C

Carp

S. Enteriditis

1 day

15 days

Tassou et al.
Survival: reduction
(2004)
1.0–1.4 log10
reduction at 1 day
until 7 days;
no change at 15 days

Shrimp

S. Senftenberg;
S. Typhimurium

7 days

Survival: reduction
S. Senftenberg: 0.80
reduction at 7 days
S. Typhimurium: 0.91
log10 reduction at 7
days

Sea bream

S. Enteriditis

4 days

16 days

Survival: no change
Provincial et al.
strain CECT4300: no (2013b)
change at 4 days until
16 days;
strain CECT4145: ~
0.5 log10 increase at
4 days;
no change at 8 days
until 16 days

4°C

Salmon

S. Enteriditis

–

8h

Survival: no change

4°C

Indian
mackerel

S. Weltevreden;
S. Typhi

1 day

7 days

Survival: reduction
Kumar et al.
S. Weltevreden:
(2015)
~ 0.5 log10 reduction at
1 day;
~ 1 log10 reduction at 3
days until 5 days;
~ 2.0 log10 reduction at
7 days;
S. Typhi: ~ 0.5 log10
reduction at 1 day;
~ 1.5 log10 reduction at
3 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at 5
days until 7 days

5–7°C

Yellowﬁn
tuna

S. Weltevreden;
S. Newport

2 days

14 days

Survival: reduction(c)
~ 0.5/1 log10
reduction at 2 days;
~ 0.5/1 log10
reduction at 4 days;
~ 0.5/1 log10
reduction at 6 days;

4°C

4  1°C
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Norhana et al.
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Hazard

Temperature Matrix

First time Last time
Hazard
point in
point in
considered (if not
which
which
already deﬁned at
survival is survival is
species level)
reported reported

Characterisation of
the survival (no
Reference
change or
(b)
reduction)
S. Weltevreden:
1.63 log10 reduction
at 14 days
S. Newport: 0.8 log10
reduction at 14 days

St. aureus

Vibrio spp.

Ice

White
prawn

–

1 day

10 days

Du et al.
Survival: no change
no change at 1 day until (2017)
5 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at 10
days

4  2°C

Catﬁsh

–

5 days

20 days

Survival: no change
Binsi et al.
no change at 5 days; (2015)
no change at 10 days

0  1°C

Sea bream

V. parahaemolyticus

4 days

16 days

Survival: reduction no Provincial et al.
change at 4 days
(2013a)
~ 0.5 log10 reduction at
8 days;
~ 1 log10 reduction at
16 days

Prawns

V. cholerae

1 day

14 days

Survival: reduction no Januario and
change at 1 day;
Dykes (2005)
~ 1 log10 reduction at
2 days until 6days;
~ 3.5 log10 reduction
at 14 days

1.5  0.5°C

4°C

Sheep head V. parahaemolyticus
porgy

1 day

9 days

Survival: reduction no Vasudevan et al.
change at 1 day until (2002)
5 days;
~ 1 log10 reduction at
9 days

4°C

Sheepshead V. parahaemolyticus
porgy
homogenate

1 day

12 days

Survival: reduction
Vasudevan and
~ 1 log10 reduction at Venkitanarayanan
(2006)
1 day until 5 days;
~ 1.5 log10 reduction
at 12 days

4°C

Shrimps

V. cholerae

2 days

6 days

Survival: reduction
Wong et al.
~ 0.5 log10 reduction (1995)
at 2 days;
~ 1 log10 reduction at
4 days until 6 days

4°C

Shrimp

V. parahaemolyticus

8h

106 h

Survival: reduction
Wang et al.
~ 1 log10 reduction at (2014)
1 day;
~ 1.5 log10 reduction
at 2 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
3.5 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
106 h

4°C

Bigeye
snapper

V. parahaemolyticus

1 day

28 days

Pattanayaiying
Survival: no change
no change at 1 day; et al. (2019)
~ 0.5 log10 increase
at 3 days;
~ 0.5 log10 reduction
at 7 days;
no change at 28 days
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Hazard

Temperature Matrix

First time Last time
Hazard
point in
point in
considered (if not
which
which
already deﬁned at
survival is survival is
species level)
reported reported

Characterisation of
the survival (no
Reference
change or
(b)
reduction)

4°C

Tiger prawn V. parahaemolyticus

1 day

28 days

Survival: reduction no Pattanayaiying
change at 1 day;
et al. (2019)
~ 0.5 log10 reduction
at 3 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
7 days;
~ 3 log10 reduction at
28 days

4°C

Shrimps

V. parahaemolyticus

1 day

9 days

Zhang et al.
Survival: reduction
~ 0.5 log10 reduction (2015d)
at 1 day;
~ 1 log10 reduction at
2 days;
~ 1.5 log10 reduction
at 3 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
4 days until 8 days;
~ 2.5 log10 reduction
at 9 days

4°C

Sea bass

V. parahaemolyticus

3 days

14 days

Survival: reduction
1.55 log10 reduction
at 3 days;
> 4.5 log10 reduction
(no detection) at
7 days until 14 days

6°C

Lobster

V. parahaemolyticus

3 days

60 days

Survival: reduction
Magalhaes et al.
~ 1 log10 reduction at (2000)
3 days;
~ 1.5 log10 reduction
at 5 days;
~ 3 log10 reduction at
60 days

7°C

Crab
V. cholerae
homogenate

3 days

21 days

Survival: reduction
Reily and
~ 3.5 log10 reduction Hackney (1985)
at 3 days;
~ 4 log10 reduction at
7 days;
~ 5.5 log10 reduction
at 21 days

7°C

Shrimp
V. cholerae
homogenate

3 days

21 days

Reily and
Survival: reduction
~ 4 log10 reduction at Hackney (1985)
3 days;
~ 4.5 log10 reduction
at 7 days;
~ 6 log10 reduction at
21 days

7°C

Spotted
surubim

V. cholerae

18 days

Survival: reduction
Detection up to
18 days with initial
inoculum of
106 CFU/g

7°C

Shrimp

V. parahaemolyticus

106 h

Survival: reduction
Wang et al.
~ 0.5 log10 reduction (2014)
at 1 day;
~ 1 log10 reduction at
2 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
3 days;
~ 2 log10 reduction at
106 h
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Hazard

Nematodes

Temperature Matrix

3°C

Hake

First time Last time
Hazard
point in
point in
considered (if not
which
which
already deﬁned at
survival is survival is
species level)
reported reported
Anisakis

3 days

15 days

Characterisation of
the survival (no
Reference
change or
(b)
reduction)
Survival: no change
Pascual et al.
Motility retained by all (2010)
larvae

Growth or reduction was considered relevant when an increase or decrease ≥ 0.5 log10 units was reported (see Section 2.1).
Ice = storage on ice, temperature not provided.
(a): Considering a temperature range from 3°C to 7°C, wide enough to also capture the temperature range for the mandate
on the use of the so-called ‘superchilling’ technique for the transport of fresh ﬁshery products11.
(b): The observations are presented at the ﬁrst time point in which growth/survival is reported, at the time points relevant for
the assessment, and the last observation time point included in the study. Numbers followed by ‘day’ indicate the day of
observation (i.e. 2 days = 2nd day of observation; 2 days until 6 days = from the 2nd day to the 6th day of observation). ‘~’
is used for data not provided as punctual numbers (e.g. pictures, graphs); for these data numbers are expressed by
increments of 0.5 log10.
(c): Data from one of the two available experiments (102–3 CFU/g inoculum).

3.4.1.1. Human pathogenic E. coli
Very limited data are available for pathogenic E. coli behaviour in FFPs stored between 0°C and 7°C
as only one study investigated the fate of E. coli O157 in sea bass kept at 4°C (Masniyom et al.,
2006), reporting no changes of the inoculated strain counts over a period of 21 days. Based on the
available evidence, it is not possible to quantify the impact of on-land transport of FFPs in tubs
compared to boxes, on the survival of pathogenic E. coli. It is considered that, in the absence of other
factors affecting microorganism viability (i.e. low pH and/or low aw), inactivation of human pathogenic
E. coli is not temperature dependent within the temperature range considered in this assessment.
3.4.1.2. Salmonella spp.
According to experimental data, Salmonella present on FFPs stored between 0 and 7°C either
undergo a reduction of their counts (Tassou et al., 2004; Norhana et al., 2010; Provincial et al., 2013b;
Kumar et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) or remain stable during the time of observation (Tassou et al.,
2004; Provincial et al., 2013b; Pattanayaiying et al., 2019). An approximate reduction of 1 log10 within
3–5 days is reported for S. Enteriditis in sea bream and carp stored at 0°C (Tassou et al., 2004;
Provincial et al., 2013b). In the same time range (3–5 days), the reduction was between 1.5 log10 and
2 log10 for S. Weltevreden and S. Typhi in mackerel stored at 4°C (Kumar et al., 2015), while a lower
reduction (< 1 log10) was reported for S. Weltevreden and S. Newport in yellowﬁsh tuna at 5–7°C (Liu
et al., 2016). Based on the available evidence, it is expected that Salmonella on FFPs will remain stable
or will decrease in the range of temperature conditions applied in this assessment. Considering current
data and methodology limitations, it is not possible to quantify the impact of on-land transport and
storage of FFPs in tubs compared to boxes on the survival of Salmonella. It is considered that, in the
absence of other factors affecting microorganism viability (i.e. low pH and/or low aw), inactivation of
Salmonella is not temperature dependent within the temperature range considered in the assessment.
3.4.1.3. Staphylococcus aureus
Two studies report data on St. aureus behaviour during storage of FFPs. According to Du et al.
(2017), St. aureus decreased slightly (between 0 and 0.5 log10) in white prawn during 5 days of
incubation on ice, and further decreased (up to 2.0 log10) in the subsequent 5 days. A 0.5 log10
reduction was also recorded in catﬁsh stored at 4°C (Binsi et al., 2015). Based on the limited available
evidence and on the minimum temperature for growth of St. aureus (7°C; (ICMSF, 1996)), the growth
of St. aureus will not be sustained in the temperature conditions applied in this assessment.
Considering the available data, it is not possible to quantify the impact of on-land transport and
storage of FFPs in tubs compared to boxes on the survival of St. aureus. It is concluded that
inactivation of St. aureus is not temperature dependent within the temperature range considered in
the assessment.
3.4.1.4. Vibrio spp.
Several authors reported on Vibrio spp. (particularly V. parahaemolyticus and V. cholerae) behaviour
on FFPs held at temperatures between 0 and 7°C. In the majority of studies, a reduction of Vibrio
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counts (from 0.5 to 4 log10) within the ﬁrst 3 days was reported. V. cholerae showed a 1 log10
decrease after 4 days in prawns stored at 1.5°C and in shrimps at 4°C (Wong et al., 1995; Januario
and Dykes, 2005) and between 3 and 4 log10 decrease after 3 days in crab and shrimp homogenates
stored at 7°C. As regard to V. parahaemolyticus, two studies report no substantial variations of counts
in sheep head porgy and bigeye snapper stored at 4°C over 5 and 28 days, respectively (Vasudevan
and Venkitanarayanan, 2006; Pattanayaiying et al., 2019) and one described growth (~ 2.5 log10 in 4
days) in sea bass at 4°C (Provincial et al., 2013a). Overall, however, reductions variable from 0.5 log10
to 2 log10 within 3 days are displayed by V. parahaemolyticus in different studies in tiger prawns,
shrimps, sea bass and sheep head porgy held at 4°C (Vasudevan and Venkitanarayanan, 2006; Wang
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015d; Pattanayaiying et al., 2019; Telli and Dogruer, 2019), as well as at
higher storage temperatures (7°C; (Wang et al., 2014)). Under stress conditions, including
unfavourable temperatures, Vibrio spp. are known to enter the viable but nonculturable (VBNC) state
(Oliver et al., 1995; Wong and Wang, 2004; Wu et al., 2016). While the VBNC state may account for
the progressive decrease of Vibrio spp. counts in FFP held at refrigeration temperatures, studies
conducted with the use of viability assays (i.e. propidium monoazide (PMA)PCR, propidium monoazide
(PMA)LAMP, epiﬂuorescence staining, etc.) conﬁrmed a reduction of viable V. parahaemolyticus of ~ 0.5
log10 during 3 to 4 days in shrimp and seabass held at 4°C and in lobster homogenate stored at 6°C
(Magalhaes et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2015d; Telli and Dogruer, 2019).
The predictive model developed by (Yang et al., 2009) was used to simulate the log10 reduction of
V. parahaemolyticus as a function of the ﬁsh surface t/T proﬁle predicted for the case studies of
‘abusive’ scenarios, the survival of the pathogen is practically not affected, as < 0.03 and 0.05 log10
reduction after 3 and 5 days of storage, respectively, is recorded (Table C.1 in Appendix C).
Consequently, the differences in the log10 reduction between the storage in boxes and in tubs are
negligible.
Considering the available data and methodology limitations, it is not possible to provide such
assessment on the survival of Vibrio ssp. other than V. parahaemolyticus. Based on the available
evidence and the minimum growth temperatures, human pathogenic Vibrio spp. can decrease to a
variable extent within the temperature interval considered in the assessment. Based on the predictive
model developed for V. parahaemolyticus inactivation in ﬁsh, the impact of the assessed t/T proﬁles in
the decrease of other pathogenic Vibrio spp. may be negligible.
3.4.1.5. Nematodes
Only one study addressing Anisakis spp. viability during ﬁsh storage at refrigerated temperatures
was retrieved. In this study by Pascual et al. (2010), third larval stage (L3) of Anisakis spp., retrieved
from infected ﬁsh, was inoculated in fresh European hake, stored at 3°C for up to 15 days and visually
checked for signs of vitality. All inoculated larvae retained vitality, as assessed by motility, throughout
the experiment time. Based on this limited evidence and on the prolonged survival of Anisakis at
temperatures below the freezing point (144 h at 5°C; (ICMSF, 1996)), it was concluded that the
temperature conditions applied in this assessment will only minimally affect the viability of these
parasites.

3.4.2.

Growth potential of relevant hazards

The experiments described in the scientiﬁc publications gathered in Table 9 monitored the
pathogens at single isothermal chilling conditions (< 7°C) and illustrated that FFP support the growth
of the several pathogenic bacteria. However, none of the studies speciﬁcally dealt with the comparison
of the storage of FFP in ice (box) and in ice with water (tubs). Therefore, the design of the experiment
and the reported results do not allow the AQ to be addressed; i.e. to estimate the contribution of the
water content change of the ﬁsh meat on the reduction or growth potential of relevant biological
hazards or on the magnitude of the histamine accumulation in ﬁsh species associated with a high
amount of histidine when FFP, initially stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on board, are
subsequently ‘handled’ (i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) at the ﬁrst on-land establishment and
then transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared to being transferred to ice (in
HDPE boxes) for further transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration of 3 days with an
exceptional maximum duration of 5 days.
Under the assumption that temperature is the most important factor determining the microbial
growth during the storage of FFP, secondary models describing the relationship between the storage
temperature and the growth rate can be used to quantify the impact of transport/storage temperature
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on the growth behaviour of relevant hazards. Figure 14 depicts the maximum growth rates (lmax) of
the selected relevant hazards as a function of temperature. A. hydrophila shows the highest values
and is also one of the more sensitive to temperature changes as it occurs with non-proteolytic
Cl. botulinum. Therefore, in principle, these hazards would be more affected by differences in ﬁsh
temperatures when transported/stored in tubs vs. boxes. The histamine-producing M. psychrotolerans
shows the highest growth rates and the most psychotrophic character than the other hazards
considered, suggesting that it may grow to higher levels than the other pathogens under the
temperature conditions of the current assessment. The risk associated with M. psychrotolerans growth
is linked to histamine accumulation and is discussed in Section 3.4.3. Overall, L. monocytogenes shows
slower growth rates than the other hazards, but is able to grow at lower temperatures (Tmin = 1.5°C)
than A. hydrophila (Tmin = 0–2°C) and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum (Tmin = 3.3°C), and makes it
particularly relevant at the target temperature (i.e. 0°C) for storing and transporting FFP along the
supply chain.

Input values: pH 6.5; WPS 0.37% and lactic acid WP: 7,000 ppm) as well as the application of the gamma model
approach (for A. hydrophila, with lref = 0.039 and Tmin = 2°C).
FSSP: Food Spoilage and Safety Predictor.

Figure 14: Square root of the maximum growth rate (lmax) as a function of temperature predicted
for selected relevant hazards according to FSSP (Listeria monocytogenes and histamineproducing M. psychrotolerans in ﬁsh) and ComBase (non-proteolytic Clostridium botulinum
broth) models
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Table 9:

Systematic review of the growth of the microbial hazards selected for the assessment in ﬁsh and ﬁshery products stored at chilling
temperatures(a)
Maximum
time in which
growth is not
observed

First time
point in
which growth
is reported

Last time
Characterisation of the
point in
which growth growth(b)
is reported

Hazard

Temperature Matrix

Hazard considered
(if not already
deﬁned at species
level)

Aeromonas
spp.

Ice

Sea
bream

Aeromonas spp.

–

2 days

18 days

1.23 log10* increase at 2 days;
3.04 log10 increase at 4 days;
4.24 log10 increase at 7 days;
7.49 log10 increase at 18 days

Carrascosa
et al. (2016)

Ice

Sea bass

Aeromonas spp.

–

2 days

18 days

Carrascosa
et al. (2014)

0  1°C

Carp

Aeromonas spp.

3 days

6 days

18 days

1.97 log10* increase at 2 days;
3.76 log10 increase at 4 days;
4.87 log10 increase at 7 days;
7.95 log10 increase at 18 days
2.68 log10 increase at 6 days;
6.54 log10 increase at 18 days

0  1°C

Sea
bream

A. hydrophila

4 days

16 days

No change at 4 days to 16 days

0°C(c)

Cod

A. hydrophila and
10 days
other Aeromonas spp.

14 days

21 days

~ 1 log10 increase at 14 days;
~ 1 log10 increase at 21 days

Provincial
et al.
(2013a)
Davies and
Slade (1995)

A. hydrophila and
3 days
other Aeromonas spp.
A. salmonicida
1 day

7 days

21 days

4°C

Rainbow
trout
Salmon

2 days

5 days

~
~
~
~
~

4  1°C

Sea
bream

A. hydrophila

4 days

16 days

5°C(c)

Cod

A. hydrophila and
3 days
other Aeromonas spp.

7 days

21 days

Rainbow
trout

A. hydrophila and
other Aeromonas spp.

3 days

21 days
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Reference

1.5 log10 increase at 7 days;
4 log10 increase at 21 days
0.5 log10 increase at 2 days;
1 log10 increase at 3 days;
2 log10 increase at 5 days

~ 2 log10 increase at 4 days;
~ 2 to 2.5 log10 increase at 8 days
**;
~ 2 to 3 log10 increase at 16 days **
~ 1 log10 increase at 7 days;
~ 1.5 log10 increase at 21 days

Zhang et al.
(2015c)

Hoel et al.,
(2018)
Provincial
et al.
(2013a)
Davies and
Slade (1995)
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Hazard

Temperature Matrix

Hazard considered
(if not already
deﬁned at species
level)

Maximum
time in which
growth is not
observed

First time
point in
which growth
is reported

Last time
Characterisation of the
point in
which growth growth(b)
is reported

Reference

~ 0.5 log10 increase at 3 days;
~ 3.5 log10 increase at 7 days;
~ 4 log10 increase at 21 days
Increase with 106 spores/sample;
longer time required for lower
concentrations

4.4°C
Clostridium
botulinum (non
proteolytic)

Crab

–

–

55 days ***

Listeria
4°C
monocytogenes

Cod
muscle
juice
Sea bass

–

–

–

2.8 days

2 log10 increase with both 1% and Lorentzen
3% NaCl
et al. (2010)

–

–

7 days

21 days

1.86 log10 increase at 7 days;
3.32 log10 increase at 21 days

Boulares
et al. (2017)

Imitation –
crab
meat
Yellowﬁn –
tuna

–

–

–

growth rate: 0.014 log10/h

Eom et al.
(2009)

–

2 days

14 days

~
~
~
~

Liu et al.
(2016)

–

–

0.8/0.9 days

2 log10 increase with 1% and 3%
NaCl, respectively

4 days

16 days

~ 2.0 log10 increase at 4 days;
Provincial
~ 2.5 to 3 log10 increase at 8 days et al.
to 16 days
(2013a)

4°C
4°C

5–7°C

Vibrio spp.

7°C

Cod
muscle
juice

–

4  1°C(d)

Sea
bream

V. parahaemolyticus

0.5 log10 increase at 2 days;
1 log10 increase at 4 days;
1.5 log10 increase at 6 days;
3 log10 increase at 14 days

Betts and
Gaze (1995)

Lorentzen
et al. (2010)

Growth or reduction was considered microbiologically relevant when an increase or decrease ≥ 0.5 log10 units was recorded (see Section 2.1).
Ice = storage on ice, temperature not provided.
(a): Considering a temperature range between 3°C and 7°C, wide enough to also capture the temperature range for the ‘superchilling’ mandate11.
(b): The observations are presented at the ﬁrst time point in which growth/survival is reported, at the time points relevant for the assessment, and the last observation time point included in the
study. Numbers followed by ‘day’ indicate the day of observation (i.e. 2 days = 2nd day of observation; 2 days until 6 days = from the 2nd day to the 6th day of observation). ‘~’ is used for
data not provided as punctual numbers (i.e. pictures, graphs); for these data numbers are expressed by increments of 0.5 log10; * values in which the analytical limit of detection was
subtracted; ** data from experiments with two different strains; *** evidence of toxin production.
(c): Experimental design including an inoculum with a mixture of A. hydrophila and other Aeromonas species.
(d): The reported increase here should be considered with caution, as it is not consistent with other relevant reports that suggest no growth of V. vulniﬁcus and V. parahaemolyticus below 5°C or
even 10°C, as well as available predictive growth models that estimate minimum growth temperature for the above species between 5°C and 7°C in ﬁsh and seafood.
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3.4.2.1. Growth potential of the relevant hazards under the ‘ideal’ scenario
Under the ‘ideal’ scenario described in Section 2.2, the ﬁsh surface temperature would be 0°C
throughout the transport/storage time (isothermal conditions) irrespective of the use of boxes or tubs.
Therefore, the growth potential of the biological hazards will be equivalent in both type of containers.
Hence, the potential difference in log10 increase during transport or storage would be zero.
Based on the minimum temperature for growth of the identiﬁed hazards, both non-proteolytic
Cl. botulinum and A. hydrophila will not be able to grow at 0°C, while growth of L. monocytogenes
and M. psychrotolerans can occur but will also be very limited. Unfortunately, the predictive models
available do not allow simulation the growth of L. monocytogenes at temperature below 1°C
(ComBase) and 2°C (FSSP). The maximum growth rate (lmax) at 0°C extrapolated from the cardinal
parameter-based model available in FSSP is 0.0035 h1 and the associated log10 increase at 2, 3 and 5
days is 0.07, 0.11 and 0.18 log10 units, respectively.
3.4.2.2. Growth potential of the relevant hazards under the ‘observed’ scenario
Tables 10 and 11 present the values of the growth potential (log10 increase) associated with the t/T
proﬁles recorded in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project, comparing the storage/transport of FFP (i.e. plaice) in
box (with ice) and in tubs (with water and ice). The results consist of the log10 increase and the range
of differences in log10 increases between boxes and tubs.
Table 10:

Predicted log10 increase and log10 difference of Listeria monocytogenes and
Aeromonas hydrophila on fresh ﬁshery products when transported/stored in tubs or
boxes based on the observed time/Temperature proﬁle in experiment 1 of the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a)
Box

Pathogen

Time
(day)

L. monocytogenes

Not transported

Middle Middle
ﬁsh
ﬁsh

Bottom ﬁsh

Middle
ﬁsh

Top
ﬁsh

Range
(min–max)

0.10
0.15

–
–

0.21
0.35

0.10
0.17

0.21
0.37

0 to 0.11
0.02 to 0.22

5
0.23
Transported

–

0.62

0.34

0.71

0.11 to 0.48

2
3

A. hydrophila

Difference(a)

Tub

2
3

0.12
0.17

0.12
0.17

0.11
0.21

0.21
0.33

0.20
0.31

0.01 to 0.09
0.04 to 0.16

5

0.28

0.28

0.40

0.53

0.51

0.12 to 0.25

0.047
0.047

–
–

0.0098
0.046

0.0006
0.0006

0.02
0.11

0.046 to 0.027
0.046 to 0.065

5
0.047
Transported

–

0.102

0.0006

0.30

0.046 to 0.248

Not transported
2
3

2
3

0.006
0.006

0.0059
0.0059

0.00066
0.00066

0.053
0.082

0.0312
0.0385

0.005 to 0.047
0.005 to 0.076

5

0.006

0.0059

0.00066

0.082

0.0392

0.005 to 0.076

(a): A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10 increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true
for the negative values. The range represents the minimum and maximum difference considering any combination between
the log10 increase in tubs and boxes.
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Table 11:

Predicted log10 increase and log10 difference of Listeria monocytogenes and
Aeromonas hydrophila on fresh ﬁshery products when transported/stored in tubs or
boxes based on the observed time/Temperature proﬁle in experiment 2 of the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016b)
Box

Pathogen
L. monocytogenes

A. hydrophila

Time
(day)

Difference(a)

Tub

Middle
ﬁsh

Middle
ﬁsh

Middle Bottom Middle Middle
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh

Top
ﬁsh

Range
(min–max)

2

0.06

0.13

0.16

0.25

0.27

0.23

0.31

0.07 to 0.25

3
5

0.13
0.33

0.28
0.57

0.21
0.32

0.37
0.61

0.41
0.65

0.35
0.59

0.45
0.69

0.07 to 0.32
0.02 to 0.37

2
3

0.00066
0.00066

0.010
0.061

0.022
0.022

0.020
0.021

0.035
0.064

0.0028
0.0038

0.13 0.019 to 0.13
0.16 0.057 to 0.16

5

0.00095

0.12

0.022

0.022

0.066

0.0056

0.16

0.11 to 0.16

(a): A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10 increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true
for the negative values. The range represents the minimum and maximum difference considering any combination between
the log increase in tubs and boxes.

According to the simulations carried out, among the relevant hazards included in the assessment,
L. monocytogenes has the highest growth potential under the t/T proﬁles observed in the
experiments, though in all cases, the log10 increase was below 0.5 log10 units at 3 days of transport/
storage, which is in agreement with the overall higher temperatures recorded in tubs compared to
boxes. The maximum log10 increase was associated with the temperature record of the ﬁsh located at
the top of the tubs and reached 0.71 log10 units only at 5 days. Although the top of the tub would not
be, a priori, the warmest position of this container, the reason for this ﬁnding was thought to be
related with the fact that the top layer of ﬁsh/water was directly in contact with the higher
temperatures of the storage room once the ice on the top was melted (Section 3.2.1).
The growth of A. hydrophila was limited during the 3 days of transport/storage irrespectively of the
type of container and the consequent difference in the log10 increase between tubs and boxes was
practically irrelevant for most of the comparisons (i.e. below 0.2 log10 units). The results, and
particularly the lower growth of A. hydrophila than L. monocytogenes, are further supported by the
temperature dependence of growth rates of relevant hazards (Figure 14). From this Figure, it is
evident that A. hydrophila grows faster than L. monocytogenes above 5°C and the opposite happens
below this temperature, with growth of A. hydrophila ceasing at 2°C. As such, given that the
temperature records from ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project were dominated by temperatures below 4°C (including
records with slightly below 0°C), it is expected that L. monocytogenes grows faster, and thus at higher
levels, than A. hydrophila within the period of the assessment.
As the t/T proﬁles observed in the ﬁsh did not record temperatures above 3.3°C, no growth of nonproteolytic Cl. botulinum is expected, irrespectively of the type of container.
3.4.2.3. Growth potential of the relevant hazards under the ‘abusive’ scenarios
Tables C.2–C.4 in Appendix C show the results of the growth simulation of L. monocytogenes,
A. hydrophila and Cl. botulinum associated with the t/T proﬁles generated through the heat transfer
model for each case study deﬁned in Figure 3. The results consist of the log10 increase and the
difference of the log10 increase between boxes and tubs.
Tables 12 and 13 provide a summary overview for these three hazards considering the case studies
dealing with lean small ﬁsh and fat medium ﬁsh for both ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes.
The plots of the growth simulation for each t/T proﬁle are in Figures 15 and 16.
For the ‘abusive’ scenarios, A. hydrophila showed higher growth potential than L. monocytogenes,
which is the opposite in the ‘observed’ scenarios. This can be explained by the higher temperature in
the t/T proﬁles predicted for the case studies within the ‘abusive’ scenario compared to those observed
in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ experiments. The higher predicted log10 increases of A. hydrophila compared to
L. monocytogenes, especially during the initial cooling, can be explained by the response of
A. hydrophila to temperature increases (as shown in Figure 14; the growth rate of A. hydrophila is
higher than that of L. monocytogenes at temperatures above 5°C) and also due to the assumption
that the minimum temperature allowing growth (Tmin) of this pathogen is 2°C (see Section 2.5).
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The differences in the simulated increase of L. monocytogenes, A. hydrophila and Cl. botulinum on
the ﬁsh surface between boxes and tubs for a period of 2–5 days ranged from 0.27 to 0.53, 0.85 to
1.00 and 0.39 to 0.48 log10, respectively, for the ‘cooling-keeping’ process considering the various case
studies and the two positions of the ﬁsh at the warmest position within the container. The comparison
of the growth potential associated with the maximum predicted temperatures reached within the
containers provided similar differences to those recorded for the temperatures predicted for the
surface of the ﬁsh located at the warmest zone of the container.
Table 12:

Predicted log10 increase of Listeria monocytogenes, Aeromonas hydrophila and
Clostridium botulinum in different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and
the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air) of the case studies
‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh (CLS; #1c) and ‘keeping’ process of lean small
ﬁsh (KLS; #1k) under the ‘abusive’ scenarios
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Hazard

‘Coolingkeeping’

L. monocytogenes

A. hydrophila

Cl. botulinum

‘Keeping’

L. monocytogenes

A. hydrophila

Cl. botulinum

Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
(day) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
Max(a) Max(b)
centre
centre corner
corner

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

0.13

0.45

0.16

0.43

0.25

0.48

0.32

0.27

0.24

3

0.20

0.58

0.25

0.58

0.39

0.65

0.38

0.33

0.26

5

0.37

0.79

0.46

0.83

0.66

0.91

0.42

0.37

0.25

2

0.00

0.91

0.02

0.87

0.27

1.17

0.91

0.85

0.89

3

0.00

0.92

0.03

0.94

0.41

1.31

0.92

0.91

0.90

5

0.01

0.92

0.09

0.98

0.65

1.44

0.91

0.89

0.79

2

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.41

0.11

0.53

0.45

0.39

0.42

3

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.46

0.19

0.62

0.45

0.44

0.43

5

0.01

0.46

0.07

0.48

0.32

0.70

0.45

0.41

0.38

2

0.11

0.18

0.14

0.23

0.23

0.28

0.08

0.10

0.05

3

0.16

0.29

0.21

0.37

0.36

0.43

0.12

0.16

0.07

5

0.29

0.49

0.37

0.62

0.60

0.70

0.20

0.25

0.10

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.24

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.04

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.34

0.32

0.00

0.07

0.02

5

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.13

0.51

0.45

0.00

0.11

0.06

2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.09

0.09

0.00

0.03

0.00

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.16

0.17

0.00

0.06

0.01

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.25

0.26

0.00

0.09

0.01

(a): Based on the maximum overall temperature in the food/air matrix.
(b): Based on the maximum temperature obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 increase in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 increase
in the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.

In comparison, for the ‘keeping’ process differences are smaller corresponding to 0.12 to 0.27, 0
to 0.12 and 0 to 0.12 log10, respectively. The negative values indicate a minority of the cases where
growth potential (log10 increase) was greater in boxes than tubs and the opposite is true for the
positive values. Only when the comparison was calculated using the maximum predicted temperatures
reached within the containers, the differences in the log10 increase indicate that slightly higher growth
occurred in boxes compared to tubs, which can be associated with the better capacity of the tubs
(ﬁlled with water and ice) to keep the temperature compared with the boxes (with ice only) under the
speciﬁc abusive conditions assessed.
The smaller log10 increase differences for the ‘keeping’ process indicate a more similar capacity of
boxes and tubs to keep the ﬁsh temperatures during storage. The higher positive predicted log10
increases for the ‘cooling-keeping’ process suggests that temperatures occurring at the initial cooling
are responsible for the higher microbial growth. In other words, in this situation, the poorer cooling
capacity of water with ice (in tubs) compared to ice (in boxes) leads to a higher log10 increase
difference of the three hazards. For L. monocytogenes and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum, the
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maximum log10 increase difference between tubs and boxes is around 0.5 log10 at day 5, which may
be considered of similar magnitude to the error of microbiological analysis and thus, of low impact
from a microbiological point of view. For A. hydrophila, the magnitude of the difference in log10
increases is higher, with values in the range of 0.90–1.00 log10 units, especially in ‘cooling-keeping’
processes, where, as stated above, higher temperatures occur on ﬁsh surfaces as compared to the
‘keeping’ process, till they (asymptotically) reach the level of 0°C, when the ‘keeping’ process
practically applies.
Slightly higher growth of the hazards in boxes than tubs was predicted only in the ‘keeping’ process
for fat medium ﬁsh; namely, only after 2 days for L. monocytogenes when ﬁsh are located close to the
corner of either container type (i.e. at the warmest spots) (0.12 log10 increase difference), after
2 and 5 days at the maximum predicted temperatures reached within the containers for
L. monocytogenes (0.33 and 0.18 log10 increase difference and after 2, 3 and 5 days at the
maximum predicted temperatures reached within the containers for Cl. botulinum (0.19, 0.26 and
0.35 log10 increase difference, respectively).
Table 13:

Predicted log10 increase of Listeria monocytogenes, Aeromonas hydrophila and
Clostridium botulinum in different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and
the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air) of the case studies
‘cooling-keeping’ process of fat medium ﬁsh (CFM; #4c) and ‘keeping’ process of fat
medium ﬁsh (KFM; #4k) under the ‘abusive’ scenarios
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Hazard

‘Coolingkeeping’

L. monocytogenes

A. hydrophila

Cl. botulinum

‘Keeping’

L. monocytogenes

A. hydrophila

Cl. botulinum

Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
(day) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
Max(a) Max(b)
centre
centre
corner
corner

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

0.12

0.47

0.16

0.45

0.25

0.49

0.34

0.29

0.24

3

0.18

0.60

0.23

0.59

0.37

0.65

0.42

0.37

0.28

5

0.29

0.81

0.36

0.84

0.60

0.92

0.53

0.48

0.32

2

0.00

0.99

0.02

0.90

0.29

1.19

0.99

0.88

0.90

3

0.00

1.00

0.02

0.97

0.40

1.34

1.00

0.94

0.94

5

0.00

1.00

0.02

1.01

0.52

1.47

1.00

0.99

0.95

2

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.42

0.22

0.53

0.48

0.40

0.31

3

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.47

0.30

0.61

0.48

0.45

0.31

5

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.49

0.37

0.69

0.48

0.47

0.32

2

0.10

0.19

0.13

0.24

0.23

0.27

0.09

0.11

0.04

3

0.15

0.30

0.20

0.38

0.36

0.43

0.14

0.17

0.07

5

0.27

0.51

0.35

0.63

0.61

0.70

0.28

0.06

0.09

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.26

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.06

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.37

0.32

0.00

0.08

0.05

5

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.13

0.54

0.45

0.00

0.12

0.09

2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.21

0.02

0.00

0.06

0.19

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.29

0.03

0.00

0.09

0.26

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.12

0.39

0.04

0.00

0.12

0.35

(a): Based on the maximum overall temperature in the food/air matrix.
(b): Based on the maximum temperature obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 increase in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 increase
in the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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]

Figure 15: Growth of relevant hazards and histamine accumulation on the ﬁsh surface and the
maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air during transport/storage of
ﬁsh based on the predicted time/Temperature proﬁles of selected case studies of the
‘abusive’ scenario: (a) ‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh (CLS; #1c) and (b)
‘keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh (KLS; #1k)
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Figure 16: Growth of relevant hazards and histamine accumulation on the ﬁsh surface and the
maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air during transport/storage of
ﬁsh based on the predicted time/Temperature proﬁles of selected case studies of the
‘abusive’ scenario: (a) ‘cooling-keeping’ process of fat medium ﬁsh (CFM; #4c) and (b)
‘keeping’ process of fat medium ﬁsh (KFM; #4k)
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3.4.2.4. Impact of the lag time and pH on the growth potential of the relevant hazards
The predicted growth potential (log10 increases) of all three pathogens selected for the growth
simulations seem to be less than 1 log10. Only the growth of A. hydrophila in tubs was estimated to be
higher than 1 log10 when the maximum predicted temperatures within the containers at each time is
considered. However, this t/T proﬁle is an extreme worst case, focussing on the maximum temperature
(warmest spots) occurring within the tub along the time (Tables 12 and 13). In all cases, including lag
time in these simulations is expected to reduce the predicted log10 increases. Regarding the
comparative growth potential in tubs and boxes, the following outcome is expected based on the
options to consider or not lag time: since microbial growth in boxes is already limited, i.e. close to no
growth (and lower than in tubs) without lag, inclusion of lag is expected to limit the magnitude of
microbial changes in tubs more than in boxes. Thus, differences in log10 increases between tubs and
boxes are expected to decrease if the hazards growth with lag time as compared to growth without lag.
The predicted growth of A. hydrophila with and without lag in tubs is presented in Table 14 for the
case study of the ‘abusive’ scenario for the ‘cooling-keeping’ process of fat medium ﬁsh (CFM; #4c), as
these conditions showed the maximum predicted increases in log10 units of the organism without lag.
The dynamic growth model is updated with lag time information through the value of the parameter
(ao), i.e. the percentage of cells growing without lag. This value may range from 0 (= no growth) to 1
(= no lag). The corresponding comparisons in boxes were not tested because the growth simulations
in boxes without lag, showed markedly lower growth than in tubs (Tables 12 and 13).
Table 14:

Predicted log10 increases of Aeromonas hydrophila on the surface of ﬁsh in the ‘abusive’
scenario for fat medium ﬁsh, located in different spots inside tubs during the ‘coolingkeeping’ process (CFM; #4c), assuming different initial physiological states (and thus,
potential lag time) of cells at the beginning of simulations

Assumption of lag
No lag (a0 = 1)

Lag deﬁned by a0 = 0.75

Lag deﬁned by a0 = 0.25

Time (days)

TUB Bottom – centre TUB Bottom – corner

TUB Max(a)

2

0.99

0.90

1.19

3
5

1.00
1.00

0.97
1.01

1.34
1.47

2
3

0.832
0.845

0.757
0.814

1.020
1.157

5
2

0.846
0.368

0.854
0.328

1.276
0.476

3

0.374

0.358

0.559

5

0.375

0.380

0.635

a0 is the percentage of cells growing without lag. This value may range from 0 (= no growth) to 1 (= no lag).
(a): Based on the maximum temperature obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.

The foreseeable distribution of pH of FFP based on scientiﬁc reports is between 5.78 and 6.68 (i.e.
minimum to maximum values recorded in the literature, Table 3). The predictive models available for
L. monocytogenes and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum allow the estimation of the growth rate of these
organisms at different pH values within the above range, keeping the other input parameters constant
and then the calculation of the associated growth potential (log10 increase) at a given temperature. As
shown in Table 15, in FFP with the minimum reported pH value of 5.78, the growth potential of the
hazards is reduced, compared with the simulations at the reference pH value of 6.5 that is used in all
simulations of the assessment (Table 3). As a consequence, in FFP with lower pH than 6.5, the
difference in the log10 increase between boxes and tubs will also be lower.
When a higher pH than 6.5 is assumed in FFP, such as the maximum reported pH value (6.89), a
negligible increase in the growth potential (0.03–0.06 log10 units) is predicted for both hazards after 3
and 5 days, as compared to the reference pH value of 6.5. This can be explained by the fact that both
pH values (6.5 and 6.68) are close to the optimum pH near 7.0. Moreover, the calculated log10
increases shown in Table 15, albeit limited, they are already overestimated, as they have been
calculated for an isothermal temperature of 4°C, which is substantially higher than the majority of
temperature records predicted or observed (i.e. 0–2°C) during storage of FFP in tubs and boxes.
Therefore, the impact of the uncertainty around the pH of the FFP on growth of hazards and histamine
accumulation is considered negligible.
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Table 15:

Predicted
log10
increases
of
Listeria monocytogenes
and
non-proteolytic
Clostridium botulinum on the surface of ﬁsh after 3 and 5 days at 4°C (isothermal
conditions) assuming different pH values of the fresh ﬁshery products
After 3 days of storage

Pathogen

After 5 days of storage

pH = 5.78

pH = 6.5

pH = 6.89

pH = 5.78

pH = 6.5

pH = 6.89

L. monocytogenes

0.32

0.71

0.74

0.53

1.18

1.24

Non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum

0.25

0.38

0.41

0.42

0.63

0.68

3.4.2.5. Impact of the WPS change due to water uptake on the growth potential of the
relevant hazards
The magnitude of the WPS decrease due to the potential water uptake of ﬁsh during 5 days of
transport/storage in tubs was estimated to be between 0.006 and 0.021 (associated with an increase
of 1.6% to 6% of the water content, see Section 3.3.2). This decrease in the WPS has no effect on
the predicted growth rate of A. hydrophila and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum, while for
L. monocytogenes, a negligible increase of the maximum growth rate is expected according to the
predictive models considered in the present assessment.
Consequently, the predicted growth potential of the relevant hazards on FFP during their transport/
storage in tubs and the subsequent difference compared with boxes will not be affected by the small
decrease of the WPS value.

3.4.3.

Histamine formation by relevant histamine-producing bacteria

A summary of the information retrieved through the systematic literature review on histamine
production by the relevant hazards is reported in Table 16.
3.4.3.1. Histamine-producing bacteria: Enterobacter spp.
Limited data are available on growth and histamine production by Enterobacter spp. in FFPs. In
Tsai et al. (2005), a limited growth (~ 0.5 log10) was obtained after 4 days of storage (4°C) of
experimentally inoculated sailﬁsh and milkﬁsh. In the same experiment, histamine levels did not
exceed 100 ppm at the end of the incubation (Tsai et al., 2005). In other relevant studies, no
histamine accumulation was recorded at 4°C for 36–96 h, but only above 15°C without exceeding 100
ppm up to 96 h of maximum experimental storage period (Lee, 2012; Zou and Hou, 2017).
3.4.3.2. Histamine-producing bacteria: Photobacterium spp.
Growth and histamine production by Ph. phosphoreum and Ph. iliopiscarum within the temperature
range of 0–5°C has been addressed in two studies, with initial inoculation levels of a mixture of
Photobacterium species at 104 CFU/g (Dalgaard et al., 2006; Torido et al., 2012). In the experiments
performed, on swordﬁsh stored at 4°C, a 2 log10 growth was observed for Ph. iliopiscarum and 3 log10
for Ph. phosphoreum within 3 days, and the two species resulted in histamine accumulation of 350
ppm and 400 ppm of histamine, respectively, up to 5 days of storage (Torido et al., 2012). A slightly
lower growth and histamine production was reported in another study on stored garﬁsh at 5°C, in
which Ph. phosphoreum increase (7 log10) and histamine production (200 ppm) were registered after
7 days. Signiﬁcantly slower growth and minimum histamine production was instead observed on
garﬁsh stored at 0°C, in which Ph. phosphoreum increased by 2 log10 within 6 days but no histamine
was detected during this time (Dalgaard et al., 2006). According to the above studies, histamine
accumulation was detected after Photobacterium population exceeded the level of 106 CFU/g. Overall,
the available data indicate that growth of Photobacterium spp. and the associated histamine
production may occur under certain temperature conditions applied in this assessment, but histamine
accumulation is negligible at temperatures close to 0°C, e.g. as in the case of ‘keeping’ proﬁles. Even
though temperatures occurring at the beginning of the abusive ‘cooling’ proﬁles (i.e. till ﬁsh cools to a
target temperature close to 0°C) could exceed 4°C, shown to support growth and histamine production
by Photobacterium after at least 3–4 days (and 4 log10 CFU/g initial level of Photobacterium), the
actual duration of ﬁsh exposure to such temperatures is much shorter (i.e. maximum 16–20 h in tubs
and only 2–3 h in boxes) to eventually enable histamine production.
Combining the information discussed in the above two paragraphs (Sections 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2),
with the relevant numerical details shown in Table 16, it may be suggested that the expected
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histamine accumulation levels by the two organisms under the conditions of the assessment is limited
especially for Enterobacter spp., regardless of the container type. This is explained by the short duration
of the assessment (i.e. up to 5 days) and the low temperatures occurring on the surface of the FFP
during the assessed cooling and keeping durations, in comparison to the t/T conditions reported to
favour histamine accumulation by the reviewed evidence. Given the lack of available predictive models
of temperature-dependent histamine accumulation on aerobically stored FFP, associated with the growth
of the above organisms, it is not possible to quantitatively assess the impact of on-land transport and
storage of FFPs in tubs compared to boxes on histamine production by Enterobacter and
Photobacterium species, based on the reasonably foreseeable abusive t/T proﬁles predicted by the heattransfer model. However, the production of histamine by these two bacteria under chilling conditions
(< 7°C) is expected to be lower than that produced by M. psychrotolerans (see Section 3.4.3.3).
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Table 16:

Systematic review of the histamine (HI) production of the microbial hazards selected for the assessment, in ﬁsh and ﬁshery products stored
within the temperature range 3°C to 7°C
Hazard
considered (if
not already
deﬁned at
species level)

Maximum
time in which
histamine
production is
not observed

First/last time
point in which
histamine
production is
reported

Characterisation of the
growth or of survival (no
change or reduction) (a)

Hazard

Temperature Matrix

Enterobacter spp.(a)

4°C

Sailﬁsh

E. aerogenes(a)
[Klebsiella
aerogenes]

–

1 day/4 days

No change at 1 day;
~ 0.5 log10 increase at 4 days
63 ppm at 4 days

4°C

Milkﬁsh

–

1 day/4 days

4  1°C

Mackerel

E. aerogenes(a)
[Klebsiella
aerogenes]
M. morganii

–

1 day/8 days

No change at 1 day;
Tsai et al. (2005)
~ 0.5 log10 increase at 4 days
96 ppm at 4 days
Aytac et al. (2000)
~ 1 log10 increase at 1 day;
~ 2 log10 increase at 2 days until
6 days
~ 900 ppm increase HI at 1 day;
~ 1,200 ppm increase HI at 2
days;
~ 500 ppm increase HI at 8 days

2.1°C

Tuna

M. psychrotolerans

–

5°C

Tuna juice

M. psychrotolerans

–

0°C

Garﬁsh

P. phosphoreum

12 days

18 days/20 days

4°C

Swordﬁsh

P. iliopiscarum

3 days

5 days/7 days

Morganella spp.

Photobacterium
spp.
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Time to 100 ppm HI: 6.3 days;
time to 500 ppm HI: 8.4 days;
time to 1000 ppm HI: 10.8 days
Time to 100 ppm HI: 9.1 day;
Time to 500 ppm HI: 9.5 days;
time to 1,000 ppm HI: 11.2 days

64

Reference

Tsai et al. (2005)

Emborg and Dalgaard
(2008)
Emborg and Dalgaard
(2008)

No change at 3 days;
Dalgaard et al. (2006)
~ 2 log10 increase at 6 days;
~ 7 log10 increase at 20 days
~ 20 ppm increase HI at 18
days;
~ 25 ppm increase HI at 20 days
Torido et al. (2012)
~ 2 log10 increase at 3 days;
~ 4 log10 increase at 5 days until
7 days
~ 350 ppm increase HI at 5
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Hazard

Temperature Matrix

Hazard
considered (if
not already
deﬁned at
species level)

Maximum
time in which
histamine
production is
not observed

First/last time
point in which
histamine
production is
reported

Characterisation of the
growth or of survival (no
change or reduction) (a)

Reference

days;
~ 1750 ppm increase HI at 7
days
4°C

Swordﬁsh

P. phosphoreum

3 days

5 days/7 days

Torido et al. (2012)
~ 3 log10 increase at 3 days;
~ 4 log10 increase at 5 days until
7 days
~ 400 ppm increase HI at 5
days;
~ 870 ppm increase HI at 7 days

5°C

Garﬁsh

P. phosphoreum

–

7 days/13 days

~ 2 log10 increase at 3 days;
Dalgaard et al. (2006)
~ 7 log10 increase at 5 days until
13 days
~ 200 ppm increase HI at 7
days;
~ 1,200 ppm increase HI at 13
days

HI: histamine.
(a): In the column are reported the observations at the ﬁrst time point in which growth/survival is reported, at the time points relevant for the assessment, and the last observation time point
included in the study. Numbers followed by ‘day’ indicate the day of observation (i.e. 2 days = 2nd day of observation; 2 days until 6 days = from the 2nd day to the 6th day of observation).
‘~’ is used for data not provided as punctual numbers (e.g. pictures, graphs); for these data, numbers are expressed by increments of 0.5 log10.
(b): For consistency among information sources, Enterobacter spp. where considered according to the standing classiﬁcation at the time of publishing of the screened articles. Currently,
E. aerogenes is a homotypic synonym for Klebsiella aerogenes (Hormaeche and Edwards, 1960; Tindall et al., 2017).
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3.4.3.3. Histamine-producing bacteria: Morganella psychrotolerans
The histamine accumulation due to M. psychrotolerans initiates above the level of 105 CFU/g in
ﬁsh. This, in combination with an initial Morganella level of 103 CFU/g is expected to result in
detectable levels of histamine at in boxes and tubs at the different temperature conditions assessed as
described below.
Histamine formation under the ideal scenario
Under the ideal scenario described in Section 2.2, the ﬁsh surface temperature would be 0°C
throughout the transport/storage time (isothermal conditions) irrespectively of the use of boxes (with
ice) or tubs (with ice and water). Therefore, the amount of histamine formed will be equivalent in both
type of containers and equal to a maximum of 0.4 ppm after 5 days according to the predictions
provided by the FSSP tool using the conservative input values deﬁned in Table 3.
Histamine formation under the ‘observed’ scenarios
Tables 17 and 18 gather the results of the accumulation of histamine, due to the growth of
M. psychrotolerans in ﬁsh predicted for the t/T proﬁles observed in the experiments of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
project. Very small amounts of histamine were recorded even after 5 days of storage/transport
irrespectively of the container (box or tub). The recorded histamine accumulation was below the maximum
tolerable limits (100 ppm) set by the Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/200510. In fact, the time to reach
100 ppm, taken the whole available t/T proﬁles was 6.7 days in the worst case (e.g. due to the temperature
recorded for ﬁsh located in the top of the tub of the non-transported ﬁsh in the experiment 1).
The difference of the increase of the histamine levels between box and tubs was practically
irrelevant, i.e. less than 1 ppm at 3 days, and below 10 ppm at 5 days of transport/storage of FFP.
Table 17:

Predicted levels of histamine (ppm) accumulation due to growth of Morganella
psychrotolerans on FFP when transported/stored in tubs or boxes based on the observed
time/Temperature proﬁle in experiment 1 of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al.,
2016a)
Box

Time (day)

Difference(a)

Tub

Middle ﬁsh Middle ﬁsh Bottom ﬁsh Middle ﬁsh Top ﬁsh Range (min–max)

Not transported
0.06
0.13

0.12
0.49

0.05
0.11

0.12
0.56

0.01 to 0.06
0.02 to 0.43

0.58
11.0

6.17
7.2

0.49
11.6

9.86
6.7

0.09 to 9.28

2
3
5
Time to 100 ppm
Transported
2

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.13

0.11

0 to 0.07

3
5

0.15
0.79

0.16
0.79

0.20
1.65

0.43
3.54

0.39
3.13

0.04 to 0.28
0.86 to 2.75

10.5

8.6

8.1

9.1

Time to 100 ppm

11.3

(a): A positive value indicates a greater histamine accumulation (ppm increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is
true for the negative values.

Table 18:

Predicted levels (ppm) of histamine (ppm) accumulation due to growth of Morganella
psychrotolerans on FFP when transported/stored in tubs or boxes based on the observed
time/Temperature proﬁle in experiment 2 of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al.,
2016b)
Box

Time (day)

Difference(a)

Tub

Middle Middle Middle Bottom
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh

Middle
ﬁsh

Middle
ﬁsh

Top
ﬁsh

Range
(min–max)

2

0.04

0.07

0.09

0.16

0.18

0.14

0.24

0.05 to 0.2

3

0.11

0.31

0.20

0.55

0.69

0.50

0.88

0.19 to 0.77
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Box
Time (day)

Middle Middle Middle Bottom
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh
ﬁsh

5

1.07

Time to 100 ppm

NR

4.43
NR

Difference(a)

Tub

1.00
NR

Middle
ﬁsh

5.79
NR

Middle
ﬁsh

7.18

5.34

NR

NR

Top
ﬁsh

Range
(min–max)

9.12

0.91 to 8.12

7.1

NR: not reached within the whole temperature record available.
(a): A positive value indicates a greater histamine accumulation (ppm increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is
true for the negative values.

Histamine formation under the ‘abusive’ scenarios
Table C.5 in Appendix C shows the results of the histamine accumulation due to growth of
M. psychrotolerans on the surface of ﬁsh associated with the t/T proﬁles generated through the heat
transfer model for each case study deﬁned in Figure 3. The predicted differences in histamine
accumulation due to growth of M. psychrotolerans between boxes and tubs for a period of 2, 3 and 5
days were 0, less than 1.5 ppm and less than 15.9 ppm, respectively (Table 19). Consistently, with the
predicted log10 increase of pathogens, the highest values in histamine accumulation levels were
observed in tubs as compared to boxes and on the surface of ﬁsh located close to the wall of either
container type, as compared to the ﬁsh located in the centre of the containers.
In any case, the maximum limit of 100 ppm was not achieved in any of the assessed scenarios.
Table 19:

Predicted levels (ppm) of histamine accumulation due to the growth of
Morganella psychrotolerans in different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface
and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air) of the case studies
‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh (CLM; #1c), ‘keeping’ process of lean medium
ﬁsh (KLM; #1k), ‘cooling-keeping’ process of fat medium ﬁsh (CFM; #4c) and ‘keeping’
process of fat medium ﬁsh (KFM; #4k) under the ‘abusive’ scenarios
Difference between boxes
and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

‘Coolingkeeping’
‘Keeping’

‘Coolingkeeping’
‘Keeping’

Fat content
and
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
BOX
dimension (day) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Max(a)
of the ﬁsh
centre
centre
corner
corner

Lean small
ﬁsh
Lean small
ﬁsh
Fat medium
ﬁsh
Fat medium
ﬁsh

TUB
Max(b)

Centre

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.6

0.4

0.4

3

0.2

1.7

0.2

1.7

0.6

2.3

1.5

1.5

1.8

5

1.3

14.4

2.2

18.1

7.0

27.2

13.1

15.9

20.2

2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.3

5

0.8

2.9

1.3

6.1

5.0

9.0

2.1

4.8

3.9

2

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.4

3

0.1

1.5

0.2

1.5

0.5

2.0

1.4

1.3

1.6

5

0.7

12.8

1.1

15.1

4.0

22.2

12.1

14.0

18.2

2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.3

0.2

5

0.6

2.6

1.0

5.0

4.3

7.3

2.0

4.0

3.0

0.4

(a): Based on the maximum overall temperature in the food/air matrix.
(b): Based on the maximum temperature obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the histamine levels (ppm) in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding
histamine levels (ppm) in the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater
histamine accumulation (ppm increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.

3.4.3.4. Impact of the lag time and initial concentration of M. psychrotolerans on the
histamine formation
Little information is available about the actual prevalence and concentration of M. psychrotolerans in
FFP. The input value of 1,000 CFU/g used to assess the histamine accumulation (Section 3.4.3.3) can be
considered conservative, as the contamination in the ﬁsh skin and gills has been assumed to be low, from
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5 to 10 CFU/g (Emborg, 2007; Emborg and Dalgaard, 2008). When this low value of initial contamination
is used to simulate the histamine accumulation for the worst-case ‘abusive’ scenario t/T proﬁle shown in
Table 19, i.e. the ‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh located in the bottom corner of the tub, the
level of histamine accumulated is decreased to 0.02 and 0.18 ppm at day 3 and 5, respectively, assuming
no lag for M. psychrotolerans growth (Table 20). As the level of histamine in boxes were markedly lower,
it is expected that by lowering the initial concentration of M. psychrotolerans, the difference in the
histamine accumulation between tubs and boxes will be reduced.
However, higher concentrations of the histamine-producing bacteria can be found in the intestines
of ﬁsh and the FFP could be contaminated when handled either on-board or on-land (Emborg, 2007).
Under the exceptional event of an extremely high initial concentration of M. psychrotolerans of 10,000
CFU/g, the amount of histamine accumulated would be less than 20 ppm after 3 days of storage/
transport (Table 20). In this case, the critical limit of 100 ppm would be reached after 4.5 days of
storage/transport and up to 167 ppm could be accumulated after 5 days. When this simulation is
performed using the t/T proﬁle corresponding to the ﬁsh located in the middle corner of the boxes, the
maximum concentration of histamine accumulated after 5 days is 22 ppm. Therefore, under such an
extremely rare worst-case scenario, the difference in histamine accumulation between tubs and boxes
are considerable (i.e. 145 ppm).
The lag time of M. psychrotolerans in naturally contaminated FFP is uncertain. With respect of the
conservative approach of not considering lag time applied to assess the impact of ‘abusive’ scenarios,
the inclusion of lag time would probably provide more realistic simulations for naturally contaminated
products. According to the simulations, the inclusion of lag time reduces the amount of histamine
accumulation compared with the simulations without lag. The extent of reduction was ﬁve- to
sevenfold when using the t/T proﬁle of the worst-case ‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh,
Table 20). As a consequence, it is expected that the differences in the histamine accumulation
between boxes and tubs will also be considerably reduced, not reaching the critical limit of 100 ppm in
any of the initial concentrations of M. psychrotolerans assessed.
Table 20:

Predicted levels (ppm) of histamine accumulation due to the growth of
Morganella psychrotolerans on the ﬁsh surface assuming different initial concentration of
M. psychrotolerans and with or without lag time.(a) A ﬁsh located in bottom corner inside
tubs for the case study ‘cooling-keeping’ process of lean small ﬁsh (CLM; #1c) under the
‘abusive’ scenarios is considered
10 CFU/g

Time (day)

Lag

(a)

1,000 CFU/g

10,000 CFU/g

No lag

Lag

No lag

Lag

0.45

0.63

No lag

2

0.00

0.00

0.06

4.43

3

0.00

0.02

0.28

1.70

2.77

16.72

5

0.03

0.18

3.14

18.14

30.67

167.69

FSSP: food spoilage and safety predictor.
(a): FSSP predictive model uses a relative lag time (RLT) of 2.55 for M. psychrotolerans (Emborg and Dalgaard, 2008).

3.4.3.5. Impact of WPS change due to water uptake on the histamine formation of
M. psychrotolerans
The magnitude of the WPS decrease due to the potential water uptake of ﬁsh during the exceptional
duration of 5 days of storage/transport in tubs was estimated to be from 0.006 (associated with an
increase of 1.6% of the water content) to 0.021 (associated with an increase of 6% of the water
content, see Section 3.3.2). This WPS reduction has negligible impact on the growth rate of
M. psychrotolerans and thus on the formation of histamine and the difference between boxes and tubs.

3.4.4.

Potential public health risks

The potential risk to public health associated with the transport/storage of FFP is dependent on
many factors and its quantiﬁcation requires the development of a QMRA including the exposure
assessment and hazard characterisation (dose-response). For the exposure assessment, the initial
concentration of the hazards at the moment of arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment would be
required and the behaviour of each hazard during the transport/storage on-land (which was assessed
in this opinion) complemented by the frequency of occurrence of the various t/T proﬁles. Next, all the
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subsequent steps of the supply chain would need to be accounted for, including the FFP
transformation, the consumer habits and behaviour during storage, the handling and mode of
consumption (e.g. consumed as raw having a higher risk compared to consumed cooked) and the size
and the frequency of consumption of each type of FFP or the products thereof. Finally, the
susceptibility of the consumer group is also a key factor in the hazard characterisation to be able to
estimate the probability of illness.
No QMRA is available addressing the relevant factors and its development, including the collection
of the required data is out of the scope of the present mandate.
In principle, risk would potentially increase with the use of tubs in comparison to boxes as the
temperature of the ﬁsh in tubs would lead to substantially more growth (log10 increase) of the identiﬁed
hazards in tubs than in boxes. This is provided that the remaining steps of the food supply chain up to
the consumption step would have equal impact on the levels of the hazards until the consumption.
For a higher histamine accumulation in tubs than in boxes, public health risk would potentially
increase depending on the predetermined level of extra risk selected as the threshold of the
benchmark dose used. A FAO risk assessment estimated, using the benchmark dose methodology, that
a hazard dose of 50 mg corresponded to an increased risk level of 10% (lower conﬁdence interval) for
healthy individuals, which under a assumed serving size of 250 g corresponded to a threshold of 200
ppm histamine in ﬁsh (FAO and WHO, 2013). These ﬁgures are difﬁcult to combine with the results
obtained in the present assessment, as the impact of subsequent steps of the FFP supply chain on the
histamine concentration, the serving size as well as the susceptibility variation within the population,
including more vulnerable groups are not taken into consideration.
Within the food safety management systems (FSMS), the purpose of maintaining the cold chain is
to control the biological hazards. Chilling conditions are not applied with the intention of reducing
the survival of hazards. Although better survival of the identiﬁed hazards in one condition compared to
the other (e.g. tubs in comparison with in boxes) would lead to a higher potential risk to public health,
the impact of higher survival was considered of lower impact in comparison with that of a higher
growth of pathogens and histamine accumulation. However, the quantiﬁcation of the increase of the
risk due to the a higher growth or survival of the hazards and/or higher histamine accumulation in
tubs compared to boxes and the assessment of its actual relevance for public health was not carried
out.

3.4.5.

Uncertainties associated with the behaviour of relevant biological hazards

The uncertainties associated with the behaviour of relevant biological hazards are described in
Table D.4 in Appendix D.
The sources of uncertainty identiﬁed in the assessment of the behaviour of relevant biological
hazards are mainly associated with the assumption that temperature is the only quantitative factor
determining the survival or growth of biological hazards (including histamine accumulation).
In this context, the occurrence of water in tubs, which is not present in boxes, introduces a source
of uncertainty on the bacterial behaviour, which could not quantiﬁed and is expected to overestimate
the growth of the hazards in tubs but not in boxes. Therefore, this uncertainty causes an
overestimation of the difference in the log10 increase of the relevant hazards.
As the temperature of ‘reasonable foreseeable abusive’ conditions tend to overestimate the ﬁsh
surface temperature both in boxes and tubs, the growth potential of the hazards is also expected to
be overestimated. Any factor favouring faster, or more, growth of the biological hazards occurring in
boxes and in tubs will maximise the differences in the growth potential between boxes and tubs
associated with the impact of the temperature. Therefore, the uncertainties expected to cause an
overestimation of the temperature-dependent growth of the biological hazards (including histamine
accumulation) both in tubs and boxes are also expected to cause an overestimation of the difference
of the growth potential between the two types of containers.
The use of predictive microbiology models is subjected to errors and uncertainties. They are applied
using a limited number of input factors, the value of which have been set from a conservative point of
view, i.e. leading to a faster, or more, growth or histamine formation (no lag time, high initial
concentration of histamine forming bacteria, no microbial interactions, etc.). These assumptions cause
an overestimation of the growth potential of the hazards.
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3.4.6.

Concluding remarks

Concluding remarks related to survival of relevant hazards
• The extensive literature review provided evidence that the viability of pathogenic E. coli,
Salmonella spp., St. aureus and Vibrio spp. will not change or be reduced during the storage
of FFP at chill temperatures (< 7°C). Under the conditions of the current assessment
(including pH and WPS of FFP as well as storage temperature and time), reduction of
mesophilic pathogens such as pathogenic E. coli, Salmonella spp. and St. aureus is either not
likely or not temperature dependent. As the comparison of the survival of hazards on FFP
when transported/stored in boxes or tubs was based on the effect of temperature only, this
comparison is not applicable for the mesophilic pathogens.
• The survival of V. parahaemolyticus on FFP is temperature dependent. Based on the available
predictive model and the speciﬁc assumptions applied, the t/T proﬁles associated with the
transport/storage of FFP in boxes and tubs caused minimal differences in the reduction of
V. parahaemolyticus between the two containers, being < 0.007 log10 in all the scenarios
assessed. It is not possible to provide such assessment on the survival of pathogenic Vibrio
ssp. other than V. parahaemolyticus, though a reduction of other pathogenic Vibrio spp. at a
variable extent is expected at the temperature conditions of the current assessment.
• Transport/storage of FFP in either type of container will have a minimal effect on the viability
of Anisakis spp. as freezing temperatures are needed to cause a relevant inactivation of this
parasite.
Concluding remarks related to growth of relevant hazards and histamine formation
• The extensive literature review provided evidence that FFP under chilling conditions supports
the growth of Aeromonas spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum, L. monocytogenes and
histamine-forming bacteria, such as Enterobacter spp. Photobacterium spp. and
M. psychrotolerans.
• Under the ‘ideal’ scenario,16 there will be no difference in the growth potential of
A. hydrophila, non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum and L. monocytogenes, or in the histamine
accumulation of FFP when transported/stored in tubs as compared to boxes as the ﬁsh
temperature will be equal to 0°C in any case.
• The growth potential estimated from the ‘observed’ scenario t/T proﬁles (consisting of a short
initial cooling of a small lean ﬁsh) conﬁrmed that, in general, higher temperatures were
recorded in tubs compared to boxes, thus faster growth could be expected in tubs, the
difference being up to from 0.11 to 0.25 log10 units for A. hydrophila and from 0.01 to
0.48 log10 for L. monocytogenes, while no growth of non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum could be
possible as the temperatures were below the Tmin.
• Under reasonable foreseeable ‘abusive’ scenarios17 of ﬁsh surface temperature predicted
through heat transfer modelling, and considering the two processes, different types of ﬁsh
based on the fat content (lean vs. fat) and size (small vs. medium)18 and location of the ﬁsh
within the container, the following conclusions apply:
o

o

o

Greater differences, comparing both containers, in the growth potential of the relevant
hazards, including histamine accumulation, between containers, were estimated in the
‘cooling-keeping’ process compared to the ‘keeping’ process, which can be explained by
higher microbial growth at the higher temperatures throughout the cooling combined
with the poorer cooling capacity of water with ice (in tubs) compared to ice (in boxes).
The predicted growth potential of A. hydrophila for ‘cooling-keeping’ of FFP for 3 days
was up to 1 log10 units higher in tubs compared to boxes. Similar growth potential
differences were predicted for 5 days. By contrast, the growth of A. hydrophila in FFP
‘kept’ in tubs was up to 0.08 log10 units (3 days) and 0.12 log10 units (5 days) higher
than in boxes.
The predicted growth potential of L. monocytogenes and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum in
FFP in the ‘cooling-keeping’ process for 3 days was up to 0.5 log10 units higher in tubs
compared to boxes. Similar growth potential differences were predicted for 5 days. In
contrast, the growth of L. monocytogenes in FFP ‘kept’ in tubs was up to 0.2 log10 units (3
days) and 0.3 log10 units (5 days) higher than in boxes, and for non-proteolytic
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o

o

o
o
o

o

Cl. botulinum, it was up to 0.09 log10 units (3 days) and 0.12 log10 units (5 days) higher
than in boxes.
The predicted histamine formation due to the growth of M. psychrotolerans when FFP are
‘cooled-kept’ or ‘kept’ for 3 days can be up to 1.5 and 0.4 ppm higher, respectively, in
tubs compared to boxes. After the exceptional maximum duration of 5 days, the
maximum difference on the ﬁsh surface is 16 ppm, and thus, the limit of 100 ppm
histamine as deﬁned in Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/200510 was not reached.
It is not possible to make such conclusions regarding the temperature-dependent growth
and histamine production by Enterobacter spp. and Photobacterium spp. However, these
two histamine-forming bacteria have a lower histamine-producing potential in comparison
with the above-mentioned M. psychrotolerans, thus they are less relevant.
The ﬁsh t/T proﬁles were negligibly affected by the size and fat content of the ﬁsh;
consequently, the associated growth potential was only impacted to a limited extent.
The impact of WPS change on the growth potential of the identiﬁed relevant hazards due
to the water uptake during the storage of FFP in tubs with water and ice is negligible.
The inclusion of lag time for the growth of the relevant hazards, including histamineproducing M. psychrotolerans, reduces their simulated growth potential and amount of
histamine accumulated compared with the simulations without lag. As a consequence, it
is expected that the differences in the growth potential and histamine accumulation
between boxes and tubs will also be reduced.
All simulation results are dependent on the validity of the input data and on several
assumptions subjected to uncertainty. Based on a considerable number of uncertainties
associated with the assessment methodology as well as the overall conservative approach
applied when assessing ﬁsh temperature and the associated growth of the hazards
through predictive models, the differences in the log10 increase obtained can be
considered an overestimate. Underestimation is possible, but it is less likely than
overestimation.

Concluding remarks related to public health impact
• In principle, any condition leading to more growth (log10 increase) would potentially increase
the public health risk. Nevertheless, to determine the actual risk to public health of FFP
stored/transported in ice (in boxes) compared to being stored/transported in water with ice
(in tubs), an exposure assessment at the consumer phase is needed starting from the ﬁrst
on-land establishment until the consumption step. In addition, a DR relationship is needed
for each hazard.

4.

Conclusions

AQ 1: What is the reduction potential (i.e. log10 decrease) or growth potential (i.e. log10 increase)
of relevant biological hazards when FFP, initially stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on
board, are subsequently ‘handled’ (i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) at the ﬁrst on-land
establishment and then transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared to being
transferred to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration
of 3 days with an exceptional maximum duration of 5 days? Is there a potential increased risk for
public health as a result of using tubs compared to boxes?
• The relevant biological hazards in FFP, considering both their association with human illnesses
linked to FFP and their potential for growth on FFP at refrigeration temperatures < 7°C are:
Aeromonas spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum and L. monocytogenes.
• Under an ‘ideal’ scenario considering proper practices, assuming that the initial ﬁsh
temperature is 0°C and the ﬁsh is in perfect contact with ice in boxes and with a perfect
mixing of water and ice in tubs, there is no difference in the growth potential of Aeromonas
spp., non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum and L. monocytogenes in FFP when transported/stored in
tubs compared to boxes as FFP temperature is maintained at 0°C throughout the
storage/transport.
• Under reasonably foreseeable ‘abusive’ scenarios of the outside temperature, where
temperature is mostly at 2°C but including some abusive peaks of up to 6°C assuming that in
boxes, ﬁsh is surrounded by two layers of ice, and in tubs, ﬁsh is in water below an ice layer
without mixing, the following are concluded:
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o

o

If the initial ﬁsh temperature equals 0°C when transferring the FFP to the tub or box
(referred to as ‘keeping’ process), the growth potential (log10 increase) of the relevant
hazards (i.e. A. hydrophila, L. monocytogenes or non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum) is up to
0.12 log10 units, 0.17 log10 units and 0.27 log10 units higher in tubs than in boxes after 2
days, 3 days and 5 days, respectively.
If the initial ﬁsh temperature equals 7°C when transferring the FFP to a tub or box
(referred to as ‘cooling-keeping’ process), the difference in the growth potential (log10
increase) of the relevant hazards between tubs and boxes is of higher magnitude as
compared to the ‘keeping’ process as follows:
■
■
■

o

o

o

Growth of A. hydrophila, L. monocytogenes and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum is up to
1 log10 units, 0.5 log10 units and 0.5 log10 units higher in tubs than in boxes,
respectively, after 3 days of storage/transport.
an exceptional duration of the storage/transport of 5 days would result in a limited
additional increase (≤ 0.1 log10) of the differences in the growth potential of the
relevant hazards between boxes and tubs.
the higher impact of temperature conditions on hazard relative growth in tubs than in
boxes is mainly a result of the poorer cooling capacity of water with ice (in tubs)
compared to ice (in boxes) under the modelled conditions.

The t/T proﬁle and the associated growth potential are only slightly affected by the size
(e.g. small ﬂat ﬁsh such as plaice vs. bigger with a broad oval cross section ﬁsh such as
salmon) and fat content (1–4% vs. 10–20%) of the ﬁsh.
The location of the ﬁsh within the container impacted the t/T proﬁle and the associated
microbial growth, with ﬁsh located in positions more distant from the ice (the centre
between ice layers in a box and the bottom of the tub) and closer to the walls of the
container being exposed to the highest temperatures and thus representing the warmest
spots (worst case).
Due to the overall conservative modelling approaches and assumptions applied, the
obtained differences in log10 increase between boxes and tubs would be most likely an
overestimate of the differences that may occur in reality. For instance, the t/T proﬁles of
the ‘observed’ scenarios and the estimated difference of the growth potential of the
relevant hazards between boxes and tubs are below the log10 increases under the
‘abusive’ scenario. Underestimation is possible, but it is less likely than overestimation.

• The relevant biological hazards in FFP, considering both their association with human illnesses
linked to FFP and their potential for survival (no change or reduction of their concentration)
on FFP at refrigeration temperatures (< 7°C) are: pathogenic E. coli, Salmonella, St. aureus,
Vibrio spp. and Nematodes (Anisakis spp.).
• Under the conditions of the assessment based on the ﬁsh t/T proﬁles that may occur under
reasonably foreseeable ‘abusive’ conditions of transport/storage of FFP, no substantial
differences in the magnitude of reduction of pathogens between boxes and tubs are
expected.
• In principle, any condition leading to more growth (log10 increase) would potentially increase
the public health risk. Nevertheless, to determine the actual risk to public health when using
tubs compared to boxes, a QMRA would be needed, including an exposure assessment that
would take into account the cumulative impact of subsequent steps of the FFP supply chain,
including the consumer handling and consumption habits as well as the DR relationship for
each relevant hazard on the consumed dose.
AQ 2: What is the magnitude of histamine accumulation in ﬁsh species associated with a high
amount of histidine when FFP, initially stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on board, are
then ‘handled’ (i.e. sorted or gutted and/or ﬁlleted) at the ﬁrst on-land establishment before being
transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs) compared to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further
transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration of 3 days with an exceptional maximum
duration of 5 days? Is there a potential increased risk for public health as a result of using tubs
compared to boxes?
• The relevant biological hazards in FFP for histamine production, considering both their
association with human illnesses (histamine intoxication) and potential for histamine
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•
•

•

•

production at refrigeration temperatures (< 7°C), are: Enterobacter spp., Morganella spp.
and Photobacterium spp. with M. psychrotolerans being one of the most proliﬁc producers of
histamine-producing bacteria under the chill conditions of the current assessment.
Under the ‘ideal’ scenario, there is no difference in the growth potential of M. psychrotolerans
on FFP and in histamine accumulation when FFP is transported/stored in tubs compared to
boxes.
Under reasonably foreseeable ‘abusive’ scenarios, when the initial ﬁsh temperature at transfer
to the tub or box is equal to either 0°C (referred to as ‘keeping process’) or 7°C (‘coolingkeeping’ process), the histamine formation due to the growth of M. psychrotolerans can be
up to 0.4 and 1.5 ppm higher, respectively, in tubs as compared to boxes after 3 days. After
the exceptional maximum duration of 5 days, the maximum difference of histamine
accumulation between tubs and boxes is 16 ppm. The limit of 100 ppm histamine as deﬁned
in Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/200510 is never reached.
Due to the overall conservative modelling approaches and assumptions applied, the obtained
differences in the histamine accumulation between boxes and tubs would be an overestimate
of the differences that may occur in reality. For instance, the t/T proﬁles of the ‘observed’
scenarios and the estimated difference of histamine accumulation by M. psychrotolerans
between boxes and tubs are below what is reported for the ‘abusive’ scenario.
Underestimation is possible, but it is less likely than overestimation.
In principle, any condition leading to more accumulation of histamine would potentially
increase the public health risk depending on the predetermined level of extra risk selected as
the threshold of the benchmark dose used. Nevertheless, to determine the actual risk to
public health of FFP stored/transported in ice (in boxes) compared to being
stored/transported in water with ice (in tubs), a full QMRA would be needed, including an
assessment of the exposure to histamine due to the consumption of FFP or products thereof
taking into account subsequent steps in the FFP supply chain, including the consumer
practices and consumption habits as well as a dose–response relationship for histamine.

AQ 3: What is the contribution of the change of the water content of the ﬁsh meat on previous
AQs outcomes when FFP, ﬁrst stored in freshwater or seawater/ice (in tubs) on board, are ‘handled’ at
the ﬁrst on-land establishment and then transferred to freshwater/ice (in three-layered PE tubs)
compared to ice (in HDPE boxes) for further transport and storage on-land for a maximum duration of
3 days with an exceptional maximum duration of 5 days?
• The water content of FFP stored/transported in tubs with fresh water and ice may increase
from 0% to 6%, causing a reduction of the water phase salt concentration (WPS, %) ranging
from 0 to 0.019 units in comparison with the FFP transferred to boxes.
• The foreseeable decrease in WPS has a negligible impact on the growth rate of all identiﬁed
biological hazards. Consequently, there is a negligible difference in the growth potential of
relevant pathogens, and on the histamine formation in FFP stored/transported in tubs
compared to boxes. Consequently, the water uptake associated with the storage of the ﬁsh in
tubs does not make a relevant contribution to the outcome of the previous AQs.

5.

Recommendations

Recommendations for the sector for limiting the growth of pathogens when using tubs ﬁlled with
water and ice for the transport/storage of FFP include:
• The use of clean and undamaged tubs made of insulating material and with a lid, and
precooled before ﬁlling with ﬁsh/water/ice.
• The use of sufﬁcient water having a temperature as close to 0°C as possible to cover all the ﬁsh.
• The use of enough ice on top to cover the whole surface of the water within tubs, making
sure that all ﬁsh is below the ice layer.
• The use of the right proportion of ﬁsh/water/ice to ensure proper cooling (if initial ﬁsh
temperature is higher than 0°C), and to ensure that enough ice is present during the whole
storage/transport duration (or re-ice properly) and reduce pressure damage to the ﬁsh.
• The circulation of water inside the tubs to achieve uniform temperatures within the container.
• The transport and storage of the tubs (as for boxes) in a cool environment and for less than
5 days (absolute maximum).
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Appendix A – Search strategies and outcome of the literature searches
supporting the hazard identiﬁcation
Literature search on human illness associated with the hazards in ﬁshery
products
Two literature searches in the Web of ScienceTM Core Collection (1975–present). The search strategies
are reported in Tables A.1 and A.2. The ﬁrst search was conducted on 16 and 22 July 2019 and on 27
September 2019 (for Yersinia). The second search was conducted between 7 and 21 August 2019.
The ﬁrst literature search collected information on the evidence of hazards potentially present in
seawater and/or freshwater ﬁshery products (including ﬁshes, crustacea, cephalopods and urchins) to
cause human illness (i.e. report of human cases or outbreaks) associated with ﬁshery products. Only
hazards for which evidence of association to human cases or outbreaks was not already available for
previous scientiﬁc report (EFSA, 2015) were included in the search. For these hazards, further
evidence was retrieved through non-systematic literature review.
The second literature search, performed on the hazards remaining after screening for evidence of
association with human cases/outbreaks, aimed to collect information on their ability for growth and/or
survival/persistence/inactivation considering a temperature range (3°C to 7°C) encompassing
temperatures of ice and tub transport. Other physiochemical parameters (as aw or pH) were not
considered at screening level.
Table A.1:
Set
number

Details of search strings used for literature searches on human illness associated with
the hazards in ﬁshery products using Web of ScienceTM Core Collection (1975–present)
Search

No of records

#1

TOPIC: (ﬁsh OR ﬁshes OR “ﬁshery product” OR “ﬁshery products” OR seafood OR 2,472,592(a)
seafoods OR albacore OR amberjack OR anchovy OR angler OR argentine OR
bacha OR barbel OR barracuda OR basa OR bass OR “sea bass” OR beluga OR bib
OR bigeye OR blackﬁsh OR bleak OR blenny OR blueﬁsh OR “blue runner” OR
“blue shark” OR bonito OR branzino OR bream OR seabream OR “sea bream” OR
brill OR burbot OR butterﬁsh OR carp OR catﬁsh OR catshark OR chub OR cod OR
comber OR conger OR corb OR cutlassﬁsh OR dab OR “danubian wels” OR dentex
OR dogﬁsh OR eel OR emperor OR ﬂathead OR ﬂounder OR “ﬂying ﬁsh” OR
forkbeard OR garﬁsh OR garrick OR goby OR goldline OR grouper OR guitarﬁsh
OR gunard OR haddock OR hake OR halibut OR hammerhead OR herring OR hoki
OR huss OR iceﬁsh OR “John dory” OR lamprey OR lanternﬁsh OR leerﬁsh OR ling
OR “little tunny” OR lythe OR mackerel OR “mahi mahi” OR marlin OR megrim OR
melva OR monkﬁsh OR moonﬁsh OR mullet OR needleﬁsh OR oreo OR pacu OR
pandoras OR panga OR pangasius OR parrotﬁsh OR “parrot ﬁsh” OR perch OR
picarel OR pike OR pilchard OR pilotﬁsh OR “pilot ﬁsh” OR plaice OR pollan OR
Pollack OR Pollock OR ponyﬁsh OR porbeagle OR pout OR ray OR ribbonﬁsh OR
rigg OR rockﬁsh OR roseﬁsh OR sableﬁsh OR sailﬁsh OR salmon OR sandeel OR
sardine OR sardinella OR scabbardﬁsh OR scorpionﬁsh OR sheatﬁsh OR “shi drum”
OR sild OR sillago OR skipjack OR smelt OR smooth hound OR “smooth-hound”
OR snapper OR snook OR sole OR sparling OR spearﬁsh OR “St Peter’s ﬁsh” OR
stargazer OR stingray OR sturgeon OR “surgeon ﬁsh” OR swordﬁsh OR tailor OR
tench OR tilapia OR threadﬁn OR triggerﬁsh OR trout OR tubeﬁsh OR tuna OR
turbot OR tusk OR walleye OR weever OR whitebait OR whiting OR wrasse OR
yellowtail OR octopus OR squid OR crab OR lobster OR prawn OR shrimp OR
cuttleﬁsh OR crayﬁsh OR langoustine OR scampi OR urchin)

#2

TOPIC: (Outbreak OR Outbreaks OR ((Human OR Humans) NEAR/2 (Case OR
Cases OR Disease OR Diseases OR Illness OR Illnesses OR Health OR Risk OR
Risks)) OR (Public NEAR/2 Health) OR (Histamin* NEAR/2 (Intoxication* OR
Poison*)) OR ((Scombroid OR Scombrotoxin*) NEAR/2 (Poison* OR
Intoxication*)) OR “Risk Proﬁle” OR “Risk Ranking”)
TOPIC: (Outbreak OR Outbreaks OR ((Human OR Humans) NEAR/2 (Case OR
Cases OR Disease OR Diseases OR Illness OR Illnesses OR Health OR Risk OR
Risks)) OR (Public NEAR/2 Health) OR “Risk Proﬁle” OR “Risk Ranking”)

#3
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Set
number

Search

No of records
439(b)
18(b)

TOPIC: (Aeromonas) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Citrobacter) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Hafnia) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Klebsiella) AND #1 AND #2

12(b)
75(b)

TOPIC: (Proteus) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Providencia) AND #1 AND #2

23(b)
4(b)

TOPIC: (Pseudomonas) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Raoultella) AND #1 AND #2

257(b)
16(b)

TOPIC: (Serratia) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Staphylococcus) AND #1 AND #2

25(b)
318(b)

TOPIC: (Vibrio) AND #1 AND #2
TOPIC: (Yersinia) AND #1 AND #2

927(b)
132b)

TOPIC: (Campylobacter) AND #1 AND #3
TOPIC: (Clostridium) AND #1 AND #3

75(b)
154(b)
27(b)
46(b)

TOPIC: (Plesiomonas) AND #1 AND #3
TOPIC: (Shigella) AND #1 AND #3
TOPIC: (Norovirus OR (hepatitis NEAR/1 virus) OR HAV OR (enteric NEAR/1
virus) AND #1 AND #3
TOPIC: (cryptosporidium) AND #1 AND #3

198(b)
79(b)
36(b)

TOPIC: (toxoplasma) AND #1 AND #3
(a): DocType = All document types; Language = All languages; Timespan = All years.
(b): DocType = All document types; Language = English; Timespan = All years.

Screening at title level:
Question: does the record contains info about human illness related to the consumption of ﬁsh,
ﬁsh ﬁllets or other ﬁshery products with the exception of bivalve shellﬁsh for the selected hazard?
Reply:
• Yes: go to abstract screening
• No: exclude
• Unclear: go to abstract screening
Screening at abstract level:
Question 1: does the record report on the selected hazard?
Reply to question 1:
• Yes: go to next question
• No: exclude
• Unclear: go to next question
Question 2:
(all but Cl. botulinum) does the record report on human illnesses related to consumption of ﬁsh,
ﬁsh ﬁllets or other ﬁshery products with the exception of bivalve shellﬁsh that has not been
transformed (so excluded: smoked, marinated, canned)
(Cl. botulinum) does the record report on human illnesses related to consumption of ﬁsh, ﬁsh ﬁllets
or other ﬁshery products with the exception of bivalve shellﬁsh apart from those canned
Reply to question 2:
• Yes: go to full text screening
• No: exclude
• Unclear: go to full text screening
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Screening at full text level:
Question 1: does the record report on the selected hazard?
Reply to question 1:
• Yes: go to next question
• No: exclude
Question 2:
(all but Cl. botulinum) does the record report on human illness related to consumption of ﬁsh, ﬁsh
ﬁllets or other ﬁshery products with the exception of bivalve shellﬁsh that has not been transformed
(so excluded: smoked, marinated, canned)
(Cl. botulinum) does the record report on human illness related to consumption of ﬁsh, ﬁsh ﬁllets or
other ﬁshery products with the exception of bivalve shellﬁsh apart from those canned
Reply to question 2:
• Yes: include
• No: exclude
If another reference seems relevant in the obtained records, it will be retrieved and screened.

Literature search on growth and/or survival/persistence of hazards under
low temperatures
Table A.2:

Set
number

Details of search strings used for literature searches on growth and/or survival/
persistence of hazards under low temperatures (considered as 3°C to 7°C) using Web
of ScienceTM Core Collection (1975–present)
Search

No of records

#1

TOPIC: (ﬁsh OR ﬁshes OR “ﬁshery product” OR “ﬁshery products” OR seafood OR 2,395,527(a)
seafoods OR albacore OR amberjack OR anchovy OR angler OR argentine OR
bacha OR barbel OR barracuda OR basa OR bass OR “sea bass” OR beluga OR bib
OR bigeye OR blackﬁsh OR bleak OR blenny OR blueﬁsh OR “blue runner” OR
“blue shark” OR bonito OR branzino OR bream OR seabream OR “sea bream” OR
brill OR burbot OR butterﬁsh OR carp OR catﬁsh OR catshark OR chub OR cod OR
comber OR conger OR corb OR cutlassﬁsh OR dab OR “danubian wels” OR dentex
OR dogﬁsh OR eel OR emperor OR ﬂathead OR ﬂounder OR “ﬂying ﬁsh” OR
forkbeard OR garﬁsh OR garrick OR goby OR goldline OR grouper OR guitarﬁsh
OR gunard OR haddock OR hake OR halibut OR hammerhead OR herring OR hoki
OR huss OR iceﬁsh OR “John dory” OR lamprey OR lanternﬁsh OR leerﬁsh OR ling
OR “little tunny” OR lythe OR mackerel OR “mahi mahi” OR marlin OR megrim OR
melva OR monkﬁsh OR moonﬁsh OR mullet OR needleﬁsh OR oreo OR pacu OR
pandoras OR panga OR pangasius OR parrotﬁsh OR “parrot ﬁsh” OR perch OR
picarel OR pike OR pilchard OR pilotﬁsh OR “pilot ﬁsh” OR plaice OR pollan OR
Pollack OR Pollock OR ponyﬁsh OR porbeagle OR pout OR ray OR ribbonﬁsh OR
rigg OR rockﬁsh OR roseﬁsh OR sableﬁsh OR sailﬁsh OR salmon OR sandeel OR
sardine OR sardinella OR scabbardﬁsh OR scorpionﬁsh OR sheatﬁsh OR “shi drum”
OR sild OR sillago OR skipjack OR smelt OR smooth hound OR “smooth-hound”
OR snapper OR snook OR sole OR sparling OR spearﬁsh OR “St Peter’s ﬁsh” OR
stargazer OR stingray OR sturgeon OR “surgeon ﬁsh” OR swordﬁsh OR tailor OR
tench OR tilapia OR threadﬁn OR triggerﬁsh OR trout OR tubeﬁsh OR tuna OR
turbot OR tusk OR walleye OR weever OR whitebait OR whiting OR wrasse OR
yellowtail OR octopus OR squid OR crab OR lobster OR prawn OR shrimp OR
cuttleﬁsh OR crayﬁsh OR langoustine OR scampi OR urchin)

#2

2,429,599(a)
TOPIC: (Surviv* OR Persist* OR viability OR viable or “bacterial growth” OR
“bacterial increase” OR “Growth Rate” or “kinetic model*” OR “growth model*” OR
“bacterial decrease” OR “Inactivation rate” OR “inactivation model*” OR
“nonthermal inactivation” OR “nonthermal reduction” OR “non-thermal inactivation”
OR “non-thermal reduction” or “bacterial injury” or “bacterial injuries”)
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Set
number

Search

No of records

#3

TOPIC: (Refrigerat* OR (Cold NEAR/3 (Storage OR adaptation)) OR Cooling OR
((low OR lower) NEAR/3 temperature*) OR ice OR chill* OR psychrotroph* OR
fridge NOT “ice cream”)

1,033,160(a)

#4

24,202(a)

#5

TOPIC: (superchill* OR super-chill* OR “super chill*” OR “partial* freez*” OR
“partial* frozen” OR deepchill* OR deep-chill* OR “deep chill*” OR subchill* OR
sub-chill* OR “sub chill*” OR supercool* OR super-cool* OR “super cool*”)
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Aeromonas

#6
#7

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Bacillus
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Clostridium

10
11

#8
#9

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Enterobacter
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND (Escherichia coli OR “E. coli” OR “E
coli” OR STEC OR EHEC)

7
17

#10
#11

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Hafnia
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Klebsiella

#12
#13

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Listeria
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Morganella

93
5

#14
#15

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Photobacterium
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Plesiomonas

19
1

#16
#17

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Raoultella
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Shigella

#18
#19

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Serratia
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Staphylococcus

3
21

#20
#21

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Vibrio
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Salmonella

35
77

#22

0

#23

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND (Norovirus OR (hepatitis NEAR/1
virus) OR HAV OR (enteric NEAR/1 virus)
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Giardia

#24
#25

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Cryptosporidium
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND Toxoplasma

0
1

#26

0

#27

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND (trematode* OR opistorchis OR
chlonorchis OR paragonimus)
TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND (Cestodes OR Diphyllobothrium)

#28

TOPIC: #1 AND #2 AND (#3 OR #4) AND (Anisaki* OR Pseudoterranova)

6

27

2
0

1
0

0

0

(a): DocType = All document types; Language = All languages; Timespan = All years.
(b): DocType = All document types; Language = English; Timespan = All years.

Screening at title level:
Question: does the record report on growth or survival of the selected hazard in (sea)food
products at low temperatures (e.g. below 10°C)
Reply:
• Yes: go to abstract screening
• No: exclude
• Unclear: go to abstract screening
Screening at abstract level:
Question 1: does the record report on the selected hazard?
Reply to question 1:
• Yes: go to next question
• No (*): exclude
• Unclear: go to next question
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(*) Includes records reporting ‘no detection’ of the hazard.
Question 2: does the record report (either in the test samples or in the experimental controls) on
growth or survival of the hazard in a temperature range encompassing 3°C to 7°C
Reply to question 2:
• Yes: go to full text screening
• No: exclude
• Unclear: go to full text screening
Screening at full text level:
Question 1: does the record report on the selected hazard?
Reply to question 1:
• Yes: go to next question
• No: exclude
Question 2: does the record report on growth or survival of the hazard in raw (fresh or defrosted)
ﬁsh, ﬁsh ﬁllets or other ﬁshery products (i.e. not smoked, salted, marinated, cooked, etc.)
Reply to question 2:
• Yes: go to next question
• No: exclude
Question 3: does the record report on growth or survival of the hazard under aerobic conditions?
Reply to question 3:
• Yes: go to question 5
• No: go to question 4
Question 4: does the record report on growth or survival of the hazard under anaerobic
conditions (e.g. vacuum packaging)?
Reply to question 4:
• Yes: go to question 5
• No: exclude
Question 5: does the record report on growth or survival of the hazard in a temperature range
encompassing 3°C to 7°C?
Reply to question 5:
• Yes: retain
• No: exclude
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Table A.3:

Long list of bacteria, viruses and parasites as biological hazards and the result of the selection based on the two criteria: (1) evidence of
causing human illness and being associated with fresh ﬁshery products and (2) evidence of survival and/or growth within the range of 3°C
to 7°C. Those included in the assessment are shown in bold

Group of
hazards

Hazard

Evidence of
human illness(a)

Reference

Evidence of
G or S

BACTERIA

Aeromonas spp.

Y

Morinaga et al. (2011)

G

B. cereus

Y

Hernando et al. (2007), Iwamoto et al.
(2010), Domenech-Sanchez et al. (2011)
Badhey et al. (1986), Telzak et al.
(1990), Weber et al. (1993), Sobel et al.
2007), Horowitz (2010), Leclair et al.
(2013), Walton et al. (2014)

N

Cl. botulinum (non Y
proteolytic)

G (evidence
of toxin
production)

Davies and Slade (1995), Carrascosa et al. (2014,
2016), Zhang et al. (2015c), Hoel et al. (2018)

Riedo et al. (1994), Betts and Gaze (1995), Farber
et al. (2000), Miya et al. (2010), Lopez-Valladares
et al. (2014), Nakari et al. (2014), Lassen et al.
(2016), Liu et al. (2016), Costa et al. (2019)

Cl. perfringens

Y

L. monocytogenes

Y

Pathogenic E. coli
Plesiomonas
shigelloides

Y
Y

EFSA BIOHAZ Panel, (2013)
Reilly and Kaferstein (1997), Stock
(2004), Janda et al. (2016)

S
N

Masniyom et al. (2006), Jalali et al. (2016)

Salmonella spp.

Y

Iwamoto et al. (2010), Barrett et al.
(2017), Hassan et al. (2018), Venkat
et al. (2018)
Kumar et al. (2019)

S

Tassou et al. (2004), Norhana et al. (2010),
Provincial et al. (2013b), Liu et al. (2016), Li et al.
(2018), Pattanayaiying et al. (2019)

Shigella spp

Y (weak)

St. aureus

Y

Thermophilic
Campylobacter spp.

N

Vibrio spp.

Y

Y. enterocolitica

N
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Hewitt et al. (1986), Ciarrone et al.
N
(1997)
Riedo et al. (1994), Farber et al. (2000), G
Tham et al. (2000), Nakari et al. (2014)

Reference

Wieneke et al. (1993), Gallina et al.
(2013)

Eom et al. (2009), Lorentzen et al. (2010), Liu
et al. (2016), Boulares et al. (2017)

N
S

Poli et al. (2006), Binsi et al. (2015), Du et al.
(2017)

–
Finelli et al. (1992), Vandy et al. (2012), S(b)
Martinez-Urtaza et al. (2016), Jung
(2018), Kim et al. (2018)

Reily and Hackney (1985), Corrales et al. (1994),
Wong et al. (1995), Magalhaes et al. (2000),
Johnston and Brown (2002), Vasudevan et al.
(2002), Januario and Dykes (2005), Vasudevan
and Venkitanarayanan (2006), Provincial et al.
(2013a), Gui et al. (2014), Wang et al. (2014),
Zhang et al. (2015d), Pattanayaiying et al. (2019),
Telli and Dogruer (2019)

–
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Group of
hazards

Hazard

Evidence of
human illness(a)

VIRUSES

NoV

Y

PARASITES

Evidence of
G or S

Reference

HAV

Y

Barrett et al. (2017), Elbashir et al.
(2018), Hardstaff et al. (2018)
Elbashir et al. (2018)

HEV
Cestodes

Y (weak)
Y

Sridhar et al. (2017)
Iwamoto et al. (2010)

N
N

Nematodes
Trematodes

Y
Y

Iwamoto et al. (2010)
Iwamoto et al. (2010)

S(c)
N

Giardia
Cryptosporidium

Y
N

Iwamoto et al. (2010)

N
–

Toxoplasma

N

Reference

N
N

Pascual et al. (2010)

–

G: growth; S: survival.
(a): The note ‘weak’ (evidence) was included for cases in which: a) the hazard was detected in outbreaks/cases-related food together with other microorganisms, or b) mixed food that included
seafood components where reported as a possible outbreak/case source, or c) contamination was reported as probably associated with food manipulation or cross-contamination from other
foods.
(b): Predominant condition according to literature review.
(c): Data related to Anisakis spp.
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Table A.4:

Long list of histamine-producing bacteria as biological hazards and the result of the assessment against the two criteria: (1) evidence of
causing human illness associated with fresh ﬁshery products and (2) evidence of biogenic amines production within the range of 3°C to 7°C.
Those included in the assessment are shown in bold

Hazard

Evidence of
Reference
human illness(a)

Evidence of biogenic
amine production

Aeromonas spp.

N

–

Citrobacter spp.
Cl. perfringens

N
N

–
–

Enterobacter spp.(a)
Hafnia alvei

Y
Y (weak)

Lee et al. (2013)
Lee et al. (2016)

Y
N

Klebsiella spp

Y

N

Morganella spp.

Y

Taylor et al. (1979), Chen et al. (2008),
Velut et al. (2019)
Dalgaard et al. (2008), Lee et al. (2013)

Y

Aytac et al. (2000), Emborg and Dalgaard (2008)

Photobacterium spp.
Proteus spp.

Y
N

Kanki et al. (2004), Dalgaard et al. (2008)

Y
–

Torido et al. (2012)

Providencia spp.
Pseudomonas spp.

N
N

–
–

Raoultella spp.

Y

Serratia spp.

Y (weak)

Tsai et al. (2007), Lee et al. (2013, 2016), N
Lam and Salit (2014)
Tsai et al. (2007), Chen et al. (2008),
N
Lee et al. (2016)

Staphylococcus spp.

Y (weak)

Vibrio spp.

N

Chang et al. (2008)

Reference

Tsai et al. (2005)

N
–

(a): The note ‘weak’ (evidence) was included for cases in which: a) the hazard was detected in outbreaks/cases-related food together with other microorganisms, or b) mixed food that included
seafood components where reported as a possible outbreak/case source, or c) contamination was reported as probably associated with food manipulation or cross-contamination from other
foods.
(b): For consistency among information sources, Enterobacter spp. where considered according to the standing classiﬁcation at the time of publishing of the screened articles.
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Background information on selected hazards
Aeromonas
Aeromonas are Gram-negative, facultative anaerobic bacteria that are ubiquitous and widely occurring
in aquatic environments (Janda and Abbott, 2010), whose ﬁrst report of association with gastroenteritis
dates back to the 1960s (Rosner, 1964). While the role of Aeromonas spp. as food-borne pathogens has
been controversial for a long time, four species are clearly associated with human disease: A. hydrophila,
A. cavie, A. veronii and A. dhakensis, the latter a reclassiﬁcation of A. hydrophila subsp. Dhakensis and
A. aquariorum (Beaz-Hidalgo et al., 2013). Clinical manifestations of Aeromonas infection include mainly
gastroenteritis, but wound and soft tissues infections, bacteraemia, septicaemia, respiratory and urinary
tract infections have also been documented (reviewed in Janda and Abbott (2010)). The Aeromonas
genus includes both mesophilic and psychrotrophic species, with optimum growth temperatures of 35–
37°C and 22–28°C, respectively (Isonhood and Drake, 2002), and an extended temperature range for
certain strains of 0–45°C (ICMSF, 1996). Growth at refrigeration temperature, indeed, has been reported
for several strains, including A. hydrophila (Palumbo et al., 1985; Davies and Slade, 1995; De Silvestri
et al., 2018), making aeromonads signiﬁcant microorganisms in refrigerated foods. Detection of
Aeromonas species in seafood is a common occurrence, its presence being reported in 71% of retail sushi
boxes from Norwegian supermarkets (Hoel et al., 2015), 65%, 77%, 25% and 25% of fresh ﬁsh from
commercial outlets in France, UK, Portugal and Greece (Davies et al., 2001), and 40%, 93%, 20% and
72% of seafood in studies at retail conducted in Spain, Finland, Germany and Belgium, respectively (Pin
€nninen et al., 1997; Neyts et al., 2000; Ullmann et al., 2005; Carrascosa et al., 2014).
et al., 1994; Ha
Clostridium botulinum
Botulism is a paralytic disease derived by the action of botulinum neurotoxins (BoNTs), either as a
result of the growth of Cl. botulinum in food (food-borne botulism, involving preformed toxins) or from
bacterial germination within the human organism (wound and infant botulism). Symptoms typically
include descending ﬂaccid paralysis, aphasia, diplopia and difﬁculties in swallowing. Botulism occurs
rarely in the EU, with ~ 100 cases reported to ECDC annually, largely from Italy, Romania and Poland
(ECDC website20). Seven BoNTs serotypes are recognised (A, B, C1, D, E, F and G), with type A, B, E
and F involved in human botulism, and type C and D mostly affecting animals. BoNTs are recognised
as the most acutely toxic substances known for humans and vertebrate animals (Gill, 1982). The
spores of Cl. botulinum are ubiquitous in the environment, though types A and B are generally found
on land, while type E is the most common type in water environments, including marine waters, and is
often isolated from ﬁshery products and aquatic animals. Three surveys on ﬁsh from farms in Nordic
countries, for instance, detected type E Cl. botulinum in 0%, 15% and 10–40% of samples,
€-Trees et al., 1999), while the prevalence was 30% in a
respectively (Hielm et al., 1996, 1998; Hyytia
€-Trees et al., 1999) and 0% in a EU study conducted in France, UK, Greece and
Bavarian study (Hyytia
Portugal (Davies et al., 2001). Further to toxin type, Cl. botulinum is divided according to its
phenotypic and metabolic properties in four groups. Group I comprises the proteolytic strains of types
A, B and F, that use amino acids as carbon and energy sources during growth, and group II includes
non-proteolytic strains of type B and F, and type E strains, whose growth is supported through
carbohydrates. Proteolytic and non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum differ substantially in their growth
properties; proteolytic strains being more heat resistant and showing growth in the temperature range
between 10°C and 48°C, and non-proteolytic strains having higher cold tolerance, with a minimum
growth temperature of 3.3°C (ICMSF, 1996). At this temperature growth and BoNTs formation take
place slowly and several weeks may be required before reaching concentrations that are lethal in
mouse bioassay (Betts and Gaze, 1995); however, due to this potential for growth, a combination of
growth barriers should be applied together with refrigeration to ensure safety. Several botulism
episodes are reported following seafood consumption, particularly in association with traditional dishes,
including Norwegian ‘rakﬁsh’ (Sk
ara et al., 2015), the ‘stinky heads’ and ‘stinky eggs’ of the Canadian
Arctic region (Horowitz, 2010; Leclair et al., 2013) or recipes using uneviscerated ﬁsh as ‘kapchunka’
(Badhey et al., 1986; Telzak et al., 1990) and ‘fasheik’ (Weber et al., 1993; Sobel et al., 2007; Walton
et al., 2014), in which the incorrect preparation may lead to the development of anaerobic conditions
supporting Cl. botulinum growth.

20

https://atlas.ecdc.europa.eu/public/index.aspx?Dataset=27&HealthTopic=7
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Listeria monocytogenes
Listeria monocytogens are Gram-positive, facultative anaerobic bacteria, that are geographically
widespread and ubiquitous in the environment. Soil and water are the primary sources for transmission
of L. monocytogenes to raw materials from primary production, animals and to the food chain (Linke
et al., 2014). Human listeriosis cases prevalently occur in speciﬁc high-risk groups (elderly, children,
pregnant women and immunocompromised) and include clinical manifestations such as bacteriaemia,
septicaemia and meningitis and, in pregnancy, severe consequence for the fetus (granulomatous
lesions, stillbirth and abortion). In 2018, a total of 2,549 conﬁrmed cases of listeriosis were reported in
EU, with a case fatality of 15.6% (EFSA and ECDC, 2019). RTE foods play an important role in human
listeriosis, given the ability of some of these products to support the growth of L. monocytogenes and
the potential for growth of this microorganism also under refrigerated conditions (minimum growth
temperature: 0.4°C; (ICMSF, 1996)). As regard to seafood products, the occurrence of
L. monocytogenes is well documented in both seawater (Bou-m’handi and Marrakchi, 2003; Elrez et al., 2006; Beleneva, 2011) and fresh water (Stea
Shenawy and El-Shenawy, 2006; Rodas-Sua
et al., 2015; Linke et al., 2014; Wilkes et al., 2009; Lyautey et al., 2007; Arvanitidou et al., 1997),
including aquatic environments for ﬁsh farming (Hansen et al., 2006). As a consequence, the presence
of L. monocytogenes in FFP has been reported, with large variations, in several studies worldwide.
Occurrence in ﬁnﬁsh, for instance, ranged from null to 43.3% (reviewed in Jami et al. (2014)) being,
in earlier as in more recent studies, predominantly in the interval between 0% and 10% (Yan et al.,
_ IZ
_ et al.,
2010; Das et al., 2013; Jami et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015, 2018; Jamali et al., 2015; IK
2016; Tao et al., 2017; Pyz-Łukasik and Paszkiewicz, 2018; Rezai et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). Similar
occurrence of L. monocytogenes was reported also in crustacean and cephalopods, in which
prevalence varies between zero and 28.8%, with values often below 5% (Wang et al., 2011; Pagadala
et al., 2012; Momtaz and Yadollahi, 2013; Jami et al., 2014).
Pathogenic E. coli
Escherichia coli is a facultative anaerobic, Gram-negative, non-spore forming bacterium of the
Enterobacteriaceae family. It is part of the normal gastrointestinal ﬂora of humans and of many warmblooded animals, often as a harmless commensal. Pathogenic E. coli, on the other hand, include
variants causing enteric or extra-intestinal infections. Among the ﬁrst group, different pathogenicity
mechanisms are recognised, on the basis of which seven E. coli pathotypes are deﬁned: Shiga toxinproducing E. coli (STEC), Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC),
Enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC), Diffusely Adherent E. coli (DAEC) and
Adherent Invasive E. coli (AIEC). A description of STEC is provided in EFSA BIOHAZ Panel (2020).
Pathogenic E. coli may be present in aquatic environments following the release in water bodies of
faecal material from the natural hosts. Survival of pathogenic E. coli in the open environment depends
on several factors, including temperature, pH, osmotic stress, solar radiation, nutrients availability,
predation by other microorganisms, etc.; however, survival of E. coli O157:H7 after 5 days at 10°C and
15 days at 27°C was reported in seawater (Miyagi et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2007) and detection
after 30 days at 10°C was described in lake and river waters (Avery et al., 2008). Fishery and ﬁshery
products contamination may arise from faecal contamination of the farming or catching areas and
pathogenic E. coli (mainly STEC, but also ETEC and EPEC) have been detected in fresh ﬁsh at landing
or at market in Brazil, India, South Korea, Algeria and Egypt (Sanath Kumar et al., 2001; Teophilo
et al., 2002; Cardozo et al., 2012; Koo et al., 2012; Murugadas, 2016; Dib et al., 2018; Hussein et al.,
2018) as well as in ﬁsh in aquaculture settings (Alagarsamy et al., 2010; Siddhnath et al., 2018),
ﬁshing ponds (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and ﬁsh droppings in aquaponic systems (Wang et al., 2020).
Refrigeration temperatures are non-permissive for pathogenic E. coli, the minimum growth
temperature being 7–8°C (ICMSF, 1996); however, outbreaks associated with ﬁsh or crustacean
consumption are occasionally reported (EFSA BIOHAZ Panel, 2013, 2020).
Salmonella
Salmonella are Gram-negative bacteria responsible for acute gastroenteritis in humans. Salmonella
are the most frequently reported agents of food-borne outbreaks in EU and ﬁsh and ﬁshery products
are involved in Salmonella transmission in a minority of cases (26 strong evidence outbreaks out of
2,306 reported between 2010 and 2018 (EFSA and ECDC, 2019)). Salmonella are shed in the faeces of
infected humans or in those of the wide range of animals that may host this microorganism, and may
therefore reach aquatic environments through sewage discharges and land run-offs. Survival of
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Salmonella in water environments largely depends on solar irradiation, temperature and salinity
ﬂuctuations, as the decimal reduction time increases at lower temperatures (i.e. 16.7 days at 6°C vs.
3.8 days at 20°C; (Wait and Sobsey, 2001)) and at lower salinity (i.e. 80 h in brackish waters vs. 54 in
marine ones; (Gabutti et al., 2000)). In relation to Salmonella presence in their production
environments or as a consequence of contamination during handling and processing, Salmonella
detection in ﬁsh and ﬁshery products (excluding bivalve shellﬁsh) is not uncommon. In surveys
performed in the United States, contamination was absent in crabs and ﬁllets, but was 1.3% in ﬁsh,
1.6% in shrimps and 3.9% in crustacea (Reinhard et al., 1996; Heinitz et al., 2000; Koonse et al.,
2005; Pao et al., 2008). In South-East Asian countries and in China, Salmonella prevalence in marketed
products ranges from 4.6% to 75% in shrimps, and from 3.5% to 36.6% for ﬁsh (Kamalika et al.,
2008; Kumar et al., 2009; Minami et al., 2010; Banerjee et al., 2012; Woodring et al., 2012; Budiati
et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015a; Nguyen et al., 2016; Sing et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2019; Yen et al., 2020), though a higher prevalence can be reached depending on aquaculture
systems (Budiati et al., 2013). In EU countries, the prevalence of Salmonella in raw ﬁsh and ﬁshery
products is presumably very low, this pathogen having been detected in ﬁsh and crustacea only in a
large survey from Italy (10/2,965 samples, 0.3%; (Busani et al., 2005)), while prevalence has been
zero in other studies conducted in France, UK, Portugal, Spain, Greece, Croatia, Poland and Latvia
(Davies et al., 2001; Herrera et al., 2006; Popovic et al., 2010; Terentjeva et al., 2015; Pyz-Łukasik and
Paszkiewicz, 2018). One serovar, S. enterica Weltevreden, seems to display a stronger association with
ﬁsh and ﬁshery products, particularly in South-East Asia and North America, while in Europe,
S. Typhimurium and S. Senftenberg are more often reported in association with this food category
(Ferrari et al., 2019). In the event of Salmonella contamination, temperature control is crucial to avoid
their proliferation. Salmonella are mesophilic microorganisms and their growth rate is substantially
reduced below 15°C. Further to this, the majority of isolates are not able to grow at temperatures
below 7°C (ICMSF, 1996) and, in seafood matrices, either no change or a slight reduction of viable
microorganisms has been reported in the temperature range between 0°C and 7°C (Tassou et al.,
2004; Norhana et al., 2010; Provincial et al., 2013b; Kumar et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2018; Pattanayaiying et al., 2019).
Staphylococcus aureus
Staphylococcus is a genus including small, spherical Gram-positive bacteria that are commensal
and opportunistic pathogens for humans, which colonise skin, mucosae and the nasal cavity. Beside
humans, a wide range of warm-blooded animals, including both wild animals and those of
zootechnical interest, may host St. aureus. Staphylococcus aureus is environmentally resistant,
surviving drying and freezing, and is salt-tolerant, growing at an aw as low as 0.85 (ICMSF, 1996).
Given its ecological distribution, seafood contamination mostly occurs as a result of crosscontamination from carriers, particularly food-handlers (Vazquez-Sanchez et al., 2012), but association
with quality of the rearing waters cannot be ruled out (Huss, 1994; Ismail et al., 2016). Occurrence of
St. aureus in fresh ﬁsh and ﬁshery products has been reported with variable prevalence, ranging from
zero in two studies on samples taken in Croatian markets and Spanish restaurants (Popovic et al.,
2010; Sospedra et al., 2015), to 1.0% in jacopevers and plaice in Korean restaurants (Yoon et al.,
2016), and to 2.2% and 5% in seafood marketed in India and Iran, respectively (Singh and
Kulshreshtha, 1994; Zarei et al., 2012). Detection frequency, on the other hand, reached 17–25% in
other seafood types, as frozen ﬁshery products or farmed shrimp (Simon and Sanjeev, 2007; Zarei
et al., 2012; Arfatahery et al., 2015), and was 43% in FFP from Galician markets (Vazquez-Sanchez
et al., 2012). St. aureus exhibits a minimum growth temperature of 7°C (ICMSF, 1996), but higher
temperatures (> 10°C) are required for the production of its pathogenicity determinants, the
staphylococcal enterotoxins.
Vibrio
Vibrios are microorganisms autochthonous of marine and estuarine waters and in their evolutive
history have adapted to the ﬂuctuating conditions of these environments, developing strategies to
respond to temperature, osmotic and pH shifts and to starvation (Conner et al., 2016). While several
Vibrio species have been reported as pathogenic, three of them, V. cholerae, V. parahaemolyticus and
V. vulniﬁcus, play a major role in human infections. In industrialised countries, Vibrio infections are
either food-borne or consequence of recreational or professional exposure to marine waters. In the
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case of food-borne transmission, the implicated vehicle is almost exclusively seafood, with a
predominant involvement of bivalve shellﬁsh. Vibrios account for an estimated 80,000 illnesses in the
United States every year,21 but vibriosis are seldom detected in the EU, where less than 170 foodborne cases were reported between 2016 and 2018 (EFSA and ECDC, 2017, 2018, 2019). Within each
Vibrio species, pathogenicity is restricted to strains expressing speciﬁc virulence traits that are present
in a minority of the environmental isolates, as cholera toxin (associated with serogroups O1 and O139
of V. cholerae) or thermostable and thermostable-related haemolysins (TDH and TRH) of
V. parahaemolyticus. In aquatic environments, Vibrios prefer temperate waters, and their concentration
remains low when temperatures drop below 16°C. As temperature represents a primary driver in the
ecology of pathogenic Vibrio, climate change deeply affects the distribution of this genus, as indicated by
the rise of vibriosis cases in Northern Europe (Baker-Austin et al., 2013, 2016). Overall, V. cholerae and
V. vulniﬁcus growth is not reported at temperatures below 10°C and 8°C, respectively (ICMSF, 1996),
while growth of V. parahaemolyticus at refrigeration temperature has been occasionally reported
(Provincial et al., 2013a). With regard to water salinity, pathogenic species display different behaviours.
V. cholerae prefers the low salinity of freshwaters, brackish and estuarine waters and grows in the
salinity range 0.1–4.0%. V. vulniﬁcus and V. parahaemolyticus instead require a minimum concentration
of sodium of 0.5% and grow in the presence of NaCl concentrations up to 5.0% and 10.0%, respectively
(ICMSF, 1996), therefore spreading predominantly in coastal waters and off-shore. Vibrio presence in
farming or catching waters is reﬂected in ﬁshery products. Excluding bivalve shellﬁsh, V. cholerae is
reported at low but signiﬁcant prevalence in many countries: in Europe has been detected in 0.6% of
seafood samples in France and 2.9% in Switzerland (Scharer et al., 2011; Robert-Pillot et al., 2014), but
was not present in two studies conducted in Spain and Italy on ﬁsh and crustacean, respectively (Herrera
et al., 2006; Caburlotto et al., 2016). A prevalence ranging from 0% to 6% was also reported in surveys
carried on fresh ﬁsh, shrimps or prawns in South Africa, Iran, Brazil, Senegal, China, Turkey, Morocco,
Egypt and Burkina Faso (Hosseini et al., 2004; Da Silva et al., 2010; Coly et al., 2013; Mus et al., 2014;
Traore et al., 2014; Kriem et al., 2015; Fri et al., 2017; Ahmed et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019), while higher
values, 36% and 81%, were reported in ﬁsh sampled in Mexico and in Bangladesh, respectively (TorresVitela et al., 1997; Hossain et al., 2018). In all these studies, however, isolates carrying genes associated
with cholera toxin production represented a minority. Similar to V. cholerae, V. vulniﬁcus has been
detected in surveys on ﬁshery products worldwide. V. vulniﬁcus presence was not detected for instance
in crustacea and seafood in Switzerland and Italy (Scharer et al., 2011; Caburlotto et al., 2016), but
prevalence was 6.8% in ﬁsh from Croatian coasts and 12.6% in seafood distributed in France (Jaksic
et al., 2002; Robert-Pillot et al., 2014). Other studies from Iran, South-East Asian countries and China
reported prevalence values between 0% and 58.6%, with a slightly lower occurrence in ﬁsh than in
crustacean (e.g. shrimps and prawns) (Elhadi et al., 2004; Yano et al., 2004; Gopal et al., 2005; Ji et al.,
2011; Koralage et al., 2012; Raissy et al., 2012; Pan et al., 2013; Paydar and Thong, 2013; Tey et al.,
2015; Wong et al., 2015; Tra et al., 2016; Amalina et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2019), while high detection
rates were reported for ﬁsh from Mexico Gulf (37–51%) and for crabs from the Atlantic coast of USA
(Tao et al., 2012; Baumeister et al., 2014; Rodgers et al., 2014). As for V. parahaemolyticus, according
to a recent meta-analysis of available studies, the prevalence of this species in seafood amounts to
48.3% (95% CI: 0.454–0.512) in crustaceans and to 51.0% (95% CI: 0.476–0.544) in ﬁsh and
cephalopod (Odeyemi, 2016).
Nematodes
Fish-borne Nematode diseases are most commonly associated with the Anisakidae family (EFSA
BIOHAZ Panel, 2010), which includes Anisakis spp., Pseudoterranova, Phocascaris and Contracaecum.
The species more frequently responsible of human infection are A. simplex, A. pegrefﬁi and
Pseudoterranova decipiens. Anisakids typical deﬁnitive hosts are marine mammals and birds, while ﬁsh
and cephalopod molluscs (squids) act as transport hosts for third-stage larvae and as food vehicles for
human infection. Worldwide over 200 ﬁsh and 25 cephalopods species have been reported to host the
larval stage of A. simplex (Abollo et al., 2001), with species as herring, anchovy, sardine and cod
frequently involved in anisakiasis in European countries (Audicana et al., 1995; Guardone et al., 2018).
Overall, a few thousands anisakiasis cases are diagnosed every year, 90% of which from Japan
(2,000–3,000 cases reported annually), the remaining from countries (Spain, the Netherlands, Korea,
Germany, Italy) where consumption of raw or marinated ﬁsh is common (Bao et al., 2017). Salting and
marinating are effective for Anisakis larvae inactivation only under speciﬁc conditions (ICMSF, 1996;
21
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EFSA BIOHAZ Panel, 2010), therefore European legislation requires freezing (at 20°C for not less
than 24 h or 35°C for not less than 15 h) of products intended to be consumed raw or marinated/
salted if the treatment is insufﬁcient to kill the viable parasites (Regulation (EC) No 853/20041).
Refrigerated temperatures display no evident activity on Anisakis larvae viability (Pascual et al., 2010).
Histamine-producing bacteria
Histamine is a heat-stable biogenic amine naturally occurring in the human body, where it is involved
in neurotransmission and in immune response, including allergic reactions. Beside its endogenous
production, histamine may also be introduced in the human organism from food sources containing high
concentrations of this compound, overcoming the physiological detoxiﬁcation processes. This may lead
to an allergy type of food poisoning with a rapid onset (usually within 1 h, (Dalgaard et al., 2006))
characterised by skin ﬂushing, rash, headache, gastrointestinal symptoms, itchiness and tingling ﬁngers.
Each year several hundred cases of histamine intoxication are reported in the EU (EFSA and ECDC, 2018,
2019), with outbreaks usually associated with ﬁsh and ﬁshery products (Huss et al., 2000). The species
most often involved in outbreaks include ﬁshes of the Scombridae family (i.e. tuna, mackerel, bonito),
whose muscle tissue is particularly rich in histidine, but also other species which have a high content of
naturally occurring histidine as sardine, anchovy, swordﬁsh, herring, amberjack, mahi mahi, blueﬁsh,
marlin. Histamine production in ﬁsh and ﬁshery products results from decarboxylation of free histidine by
the bacterial enzyme histidine decarboxylase, which is produced by a wide range of bacteria including
Morganella morganii and psychrotolerans, Photobacterium phosphoreum, psychrotolerans and
damselae, Hafnia alvei, Citrobacter koseri, Cl. perfringens, Aeromonas hydrophila, as well as some
species of the Enterobacter, Klebsiella, Proteus, Pseudomonas, Raoultella, Serratia, Staphylococcus and
Vibrio genuses (Kanki et al., 2004; Emborg et al., 2006; Ozogul and Ozogul, 2006; Tsai et al., 2007;
Chang et al., 2008; Dalgaard et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2016). Most of these species are mesophilic;
however, growth in ﬁsh at refrigeration temperatures and histamine production was reported, at various
levels, for psychrotolerant or psychrotrophic M. morganii (Aytac et al., 2000), M. psychrotolerans
(Emborg and Dalgaard, 2008), Photobacterium phosphoreum and iliopiscarium (Torido et al., 2012) and
Enterobacter (currently Klebsiella) aerogens (Tsai et al., 2005). Further to this, while the production of
histidine decarboxylase is affected by bacterial growth and therefore by storage temperature, the
enzyme activity is retained at low temperatures (Fuji et al., 1994) and histidine decarboxylase formed in
the event of temperature abuse remains active even after correct storage conditions are restored.
Enterobacter
Different species of the Enterobacter genus22 have been reported to produce histamine, including
Enterobacter aerogenes (Yoshinaga and Frank, 1982), agglomerans (Garcia-Tapia et al., 2013), cloacae
pez-Sabater et al., 1996), pyrinus (McCarthy et al., 2015) and
(Allen et al., 2005), intermedium (Lo
kobei (Ohshima et al., 2019). In a survey on 235 scombrotoxin-forming ﬁsh from the Gulf of Mexico,
Enterobacter (Klebsiella) aerogenes represented 4% of histamine-producing bacteria, being the third
most common species after Photobacterium damselae and Morganella morganii (Bjornsdottir-Butler
et al., 2015), while the Enterobacter cloacae complex was the most frequently isolated histamineproducing species in a study on mackerels and sardines in Egypt (Sabry et al., 2019). Further to this,
Enterobacter (Klebsiella) aerogenes, together with other histamine-producing species, was also
isolated from suspected foods during investigations following three histamine intoxication outbreaks in
Taiwan in 2011 (67 cases) and in 2014 (37 and 7 cases, respectively) (Lee et al., 2013, 2016; Hwang
et al., 2019).
Morganella
The genus Morganella was established in 1978 through reassignment of the species previously
known as Proteus morganii (Brenner et al., 1978) and its role in histamine production in ﬁsh and ﬁsh
products was already clearly deﬁned in the early 1990s (Lopez-Sabater et al., 1994; Lopez-Sabater et
al., 1996; Rodriguez-Jerez et al., 1994). Subsequent characterisation studies showed that, in tuna ﬁsh
infusion at 25°C, histamine production by M. morganii could reach up to 5000 ppm in 48 h (Kim et al.,
22

For consistency among information sources, Enterobacter spp. where considered according to the standing classiﬁcation at the
time of publishing of the screened articles. Over time, the classiﬁcation of certain histamine-producing Enterobacter spp. such
as E. aerogenes, E. agglomerans, E. cloacae, E. intermedium, E. pyrinus has been revised [Klebsiella aerogenes (Tindall et al.,
2017), Pantoea agglomerans (Gavini et al., 1989), E. cloacae complex (Hoffmann and Roggenkamp, 2003), Kluyvera
intermedia (Pavan et al., 2005), Pluralibacter pyrinus (Brady et al., 2013)], with the former names considered as homotypic
synonyms.
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2000). Between 2005 and 2006, the isolation of psychrotolerant M. morganii-like bacteria from ﬁsh
products implicated in histamine poisoning events led to the identiﬁcation of a second species within
the genus, M. psychrotolerans (Emborg et al., 2006). M. morganii and M. psychrotolerans are
considered, together with Photobacterium spp., the most relevant histamine-producing species in ﬁsh.
While both Morganella species are reported to grow at refrigeration temperatures, signiﬁcant
differences were reported with regard to their optimal and maximum growth temperatures, as well as
the for minimum growth temperature, that ranges from 8.3 to 5.9°C and from 0.3 to 2.8°C for
M. psychrotolerans and for M. morganii, respectively (Emborg and Dalgaard, 2008).
Photobacterium
Similar to Morganella, histamine production by Photobacterium spp. was reported three decades
ago, in studies conducted on P. phosphoreum and P. damselae subsp. damselae strains isolated from
the marine environment and from ﬁsh sources (Fuji et al., 1994). More recent studies provided
evidence that histamine production is a feature common to several Photobacterium species, including
P. iliopiscarium (Torido et al., 2012), P. kishitanii, P. angustum (Bjornsdottir-Butler et al., 2016b), and
P. aquimaris (Bjornsdottir-Butler et al., 2016a), therefore being present in at least three of the
Photobacterium clades: Phosphoreum, Damselae and the recently proposed Leiognathi clade (Labella
et al., 2018). Signiﬁcant histamine production (> 200 ppm) is reported for P. angustum, P. aquimaris,
P. kishitanii, P. damselae and P. phosphoreum (Bjornsdottir-Butler, 2018), with isolates of the latter
species showing a histamine production variable from 2,080 to 4,490 ppm at 5°C (Dalgaard et al.,
2006). Investigations of histamine intoxication events also pointed out P. phosphoreum involvement in
outbreaks following tuna and sardine consumption (Kanki et al., 2004; Emborg and Dalgaard, 2006).
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Appendix B – Supporting information for modelling temperatures inside
tubs and boxes
The heat transfer model, named the Temperature Simulator of Fish Stored in Tubs and Boxes
(FishT-TaB Simulator), has been made available through the Knowledge Junction under the https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.3725616

Simulation of temperature dynamics in tubs and iced boxes
The general heat transfer in ﬂuids follows the following standard convection–diffusion equation:
qCp

oT
þ qCp l  5T þ 5  k 5 T ¼ Q þ Qp þ Qvd ;
ot

where T is the temperature, q the density, Cp the speciﬁc heat capacity and k the conductivity. Certain
terms are zero in the model due to the approximations of no ﬂuid movement (velocity vector u) and
heat sources (Q, Qp and Qvd). Therefore, the equation of interest reads:
qCp

oT
þ 5  k 5 T ¼ 0:
ot

When using the porous medium approximation and the ‘apparent heat capacity method’, the
thermal parameters are functions of the different materials parameters (see Comsol help for details).
For water and air, thermodynamic parameters are also function of the temperature, for the rest are
considered constant.
This heat transfer by conduction is completed with initial conditions (as described in the main text)
and the following boundary conditions:
n  k 5 T ¼ hðText  TÞ;
where h is the heat transfer coefﬁcient and Text the outside temperature.
The model is implemented and solved using Comsol software. Comsol is based on the Finite
Element Method to solve the previous Partial Derivative Equation. The procedure for all the case
studies and validation is similar. To add a context, in the following, the procedure is described in
general but with references, when necessary for clariﬁcation, to the model validated with the
‘Qualitubﬁsh’ data. For the case studies, only minor changes, such as the size and type of the ﬁsh or
the initial and outside temperatures, are changed.
The steps are as following
• Deﬁne the critical parameters (see Table B.1 for the model used for the validation) and the
proﬁle of the outside temperature. Other parameters are functions of these critical
parameters, such as for example the volume of air in tubs, that is the space left on top of the
container without ﬁsh, ice or water.
• Deﬁne the different spatial domains, i.e. the geometry, its position and material for each
domain. For example, for tubs, there are the following domains: the container wall made of
Polyethylene foam, two ellipsoids made of lean ﬁsh, a matrix (rectangle inside the container)
made of a mixture of ﬁsh and liquid water, a rectangle on the top of this matrix made of ice
that can change phase to water and another rectangle on the top of the ice with air. See
Figure 5 for illustration and Table B.2 for the value of the thermodynamic parameters of each
material used.
• Mesh the domains. The discretisation used by default was the ‘normal’ discretisation in
Comsol, selecting ‘ﬁner’ discretisation for the ice domain and the ﬁsh ellipsoids. Ice domain
needed more discretisation due to the approximation used for the change of phase. Fish
ellipsoids are discretised with ﬁner meshes as are the domains where temperature is reported
and are too thin compared with other geometries when simulating small ﬁsh. It was checked
that results do not change with further discretisations in space.
• Select the options of the time integrator. The default option is used with a few exceptions. For
example, the integrator maximum step is lowed to force considering all the ﬂuctuations with
low frequency on the outside temperature proﬁle obtained from loggers in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
project.
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• After testing different time integrator and space discretisations (see previous points), the
model is simulated for ﬁnal results. Different so-called ‘probes’ in Comsol are used to extract
the interesting temperatures, such as the maximum temperature on the ﬁsh surface or the
maximum temperature in the ﬁsh matrix for the ‘abusive’ scenarios. For the validation, the
probe used for comparison with the experimental data was set to the mean temperature in
(inside and surface) the ﬁsh ellipsoids.
• Results were compared with data from the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project. Parameters that were not
known with precision (such as the temperature of the non-manipulated ﬁsh) were set to a
reasonable value determined by expert knowledge. We could not use the data to estimate
those parameters due to identiﬁability problems common of these type of systems.
Table B.1:

Parameters in the simple box/tub model based on the experiment of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’
project

Name

Value

FISH_W

(29/2) cm

0.145 m

Width ﬁsh radius of ellipsoid

FISH_D
FISH_H

(15.5/2) cm
(0.85/2) cm

0.0775 m
0.00425 m

Depth ﬁsh radius of ellipsoid
Height ﬁsh radius of ellipsoid

DT
TTRANS

1K
0°C

1K
273.15 K

Transition Interval (DT)
Transition temperature (Tt)

LM
HH

333.5 kJ/kg
5 W/(m2 K)

3.335E5 J/kg
5 W/(m2K)

Latent heat of fusion (k)
Heat transfer coefﬁcient

THETA
VFISH

(Vﬁsh)/(Vﬁsh+Vwater)
440 kg/1,054 kg/m3

0.80675
0.41746 m3

Volume fraction
Fish volume (function of ﬁsh density)

VWATER
FISH_T0

100 L
1.5°C

0.1 m3
274.65 K

Tub-water volume
Initial temperature ﬁsh

FOAM_T0
AIR_T0

1.5°C
2.7°C

274.65 K
275.85 K

Initial temperature foam
Initial temperature air inside box/tub

T_FISHSMALL_T0
B_FISHSMALL_T0

5.5°C
2.5°C

278.65 K
275.65 K

Tub – Initial temperature manipulated ﬁsh
Box – Initial temperature manipulated ﬁsh

T_WATER_T0

2.7°C

275.85 K

Tub – Initial water temperature

ICE_T0

0.5°C

273.85 K

Initial ice temperature
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Table B.2:

Table of basic thermodynamic parameters for different insulators and ﬁsh, water, ice and air
Thermal conductivity
(k; in W/m °C)

Speciﬁc heat capacity (Cp, in kJ/kg°C)

Density (q, in kg/m3)

Reference

Fat ﬁsh

0.41

3.50

1,025

Rahman (2009),
Tolstorebrov et al.
(2019) and
Radhakrishnan
(1997)

Lean ﬁsh

0.43

3.73

1,054

Margeirsson et al.
(2012)

Tubs(a)

0.05

2.3

70

Non-insulated
boxes(b)

0.44

1.64

930

Water

0:869083936 þ 0:00894880345 
T  1:58366345  105  T2
þ 7:97543259  109  T3

Air

pA 9 0.02897/Rcons[K 9 mol/J]/T
with
Rconst[K 9 mol/J] = 8.3145
and
pA ¼ 1½atm
2.31

Ice


12010:1471  80:4072879  T þ 0:309866854  T2
5:38186884  104  T3 þ 3:62536437  107  T4 Þ=1; 000

0:000063092789034  T3  0:060367639882855 Comsol default
 T2 þ 18:922938247066  T
function of
9:50:704055329848
temperature (T)

 T2  6:02409443  107  T3 þ 1:2858961  1010  T4 Þ=1; 000

0:00227583562 þ 1:15480022  104
 T  7:90252856  108  T2 þ 4:11702505
 1011  T3  7:43864331  1015  T 4

Comsol default
function of
temperature (T)

2.052

918

Comsol (example of
‘Phase change’ in
library)

ð1047:63657  0:372589265  T þ 9:45304214  104

(a): Polyethylene foam of the core of the container.
(b): High-density polyethylene (HDPE).
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Simpliﬁcations and assumptions of the heat transfer model
The model relies on the following simpliﬁcations and assumptions as shown in Table B.3.
Table B.3:

Simpliﬁcations and assumptions used in the heat transfer modelling

Simpliﬁcations

Assumptions

The model simulates heat transfer by conduction,
disregarding any other type of heat transfer phenomena

Forced convection due to aeration (forced water mixing) was not considered as it helps to homogenise the
temperature distributions, avoiding the emergence of hot/warm spots (especially in tubs). Natural convection and
radiation have a minor contribution compared with conduction and forced convection and were not modelled. In
boxes, movement of melting water due to gravity was neither considered

The model simulates the change of phase from ice to
water using the ‘Apparent Heat Capacity method’ where
the latent heat is included as an additional term in the
heat capacity (Bonacina et al., 1973)
Only two ﬁsh, assuming an ellipsoid geometry, were
explicitly modelled in each container. Instead, for the
contribution of the other ﬁsh in the same container, the
model considered a matrix inspired by the approximation
used for porous materials

The following parameters were used: transition temperature (Tt) 0°C, transition interval (DT) 1°C and latent heat
of fusion (k) 333.5 kJ/kg. Therefore, the so-called ‘ice domain’ is a perfect mixture of 50% water with 50% ice at
the transition temperature (Tt = 0°C), where all is ice at temperatures below 0.5°C (Tt–(1/2) DT) and all is
water above 0.5°C (Tt + (1/2) DT)
Certain approximations were required to model the temperature of the surface of the tens of ﬁsh in both types of
containers. Only two ﬁsh, assuming an ellipsoid geometry, were explicitly modelled in each container. The
contribution of the other ﬁsh could not be modelled using the same approach as tens of ellipsoids requires ﬁne
meshes, and therefore, many equations that could not be dealt with by standard computing in terms of memory
required and computational times. Instead, for the contribution of the other ﬁsh in the same container, the model
considered a matrix inspired by the approximation used for porous materials made of a mixture of
• air/ﬁsh for boxes with layers of ice on top and bottom; and
• water/ﬁsh for tubs with one layer of ice on the top.
In this matrix, the effective thermal parameters are a linear combination of the thermal parameters of the
surrounding media (i.e. air for boxes and water for tubs) and the ﬁsh in a proportion given by the volume fraction
parameter. From the fraction of ﬁsh/water used on the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project (Bekaert et al., 2016a), this ratio was
set around 0.8

Among all the modelled ﬁsh surface temperatures
distributed in space (which changed from one location to
another), three t/T proﬁles were retrieved and reported
for each container. Thus, from the large number of
temperatures simulated at each time in each mesh
point), the following highest temperatures were selected

• For boxes, the maximum temperatures (Tmax) are expected in the centre (in the vertical and horizontal axis),
i.e. the furthest location from both ice layers on the top and bottom. Therefore, see Figure 3 for illustration,
the selection was:
i) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the centre of the box;
ii) Tmax on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the centre, but close to the box wall; and
iii) Tmax obtained for each time within the whole food/air matrix.
• For tubs, from the thermodynamic principles, Tmax is expected on the bottom (i.e. the furthest vertical
location from the top ice layer); selected temperatures were:
iv)
v)
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Simpliﬁcations

Assumptions
vi)

Tmax obtained for each time within the whole food/water matrix.

For the validation of the heat transfer model, the temperature locations are selected based on the position of the
hardware sensors in the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project experiments (Bekaert et al., 2016a) with some adjustments due to
modelling only two ice layers, whereas the experiments were carried out with three layers (see Section 2.3.2.2 for
details). The ﬁsh temperatures modelled for the validation consisted of the average temperature of the whole
ﬁsh, as data loggers were inserted into the ﬁsh through the gutting cut
Convective heat ﬂux was considered without air ﬂow

As boundary condition (heat transfer between the outside surface of the container and the air of the storage/
transport chamber) convective heat ﬂux was considered with the usual heat transfer coefﬁcient (5 W/(m2 °C))
without air ﬂow

Initial conditions were assumed homogenous in space

This means that the initial conditions were assumed homogenous in space, i.e. same temperatures for all the
points in the same domain. Therefore, the initial spatial distribution of temperatures of, for example, ﬁsh, water
or container material was not considered

Assumed values, such as the container-speciﬁc characteristics of the tubs and boxes, are described in Table 1.
Whenever a parameter, initial condition or boundary
condition may be case dependent, the usual practice was The ﬁsh-speciﬁc characteristics are provided in Table 2
considered
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Appendix C – Behaviour of relevant hazards
Table C.1:

Predicted log10 decrease of Vibrio parahaemolyticus by the predictive model developed
by Yang et al. (2009) in different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and
the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air) of the case studies of
the ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes of fresh ﬁshery products with different fat
content and size
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Fish
Case
Fat
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
dimen- study
BOX
TUB
content
(day) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
sion
#
Max(a) Max(b)
centre centre
corner
corner
1

‘Coolingkeeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

‘Keeping’ Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

1c

2c

3c

4c

1k

2k

3k

4k

2

3

4

5

6

Centre

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

2

0.018

0.014

0.018

0.015 0.017 0.014

0.004

0.003

0.003

3

0.027

0.022

0.027

0.022 0.025 0.022

0.005

0.004

0.003

5

0.044

0.039

0.043

0.039 0.041 0.038

0.005

0.005

0.003

2

0.018

0.014

0.018

0.014 0.017 0.014

0.004

0.003

0.003

3

0.028

0.022

0.027

0.022 0.025 0.022

0.005

0.005

0.003

5

0.046

0.039

0.045

0.039 0.042 0.038

0.007

0.006

0.004

2

0.018

0.014

0.018

0.014 0.017 0.014

0.004

0.003

0.003

3

0.027

0.022

0.026

0.022 0.025 0.022

0.005

0.004

0.003

5

0.044

0.039

0.043

0.038 0.041 0.038

0.005

0.005

0.003

2

0.018

0.014

0.018

0.014 0.017 0.014

0.004

0.004

0.003

3

0.027

0.022

0.027

0.022 0.025 0.022

0.005

0.005

0.003

5

0.046

0.039

0.045

0.038 0.041 0.038

0.007

0.006

0.004

2

0.019

0.017

0.018

0.017 0.017 0.016

0.001

0.002

0.001
0.001

3

0.028

0.026

0.027

0.025 0.025 0.024

0.002

0.002

5

0.046

0.042

0.044

0.041 0.041 0.040

0.003

0.004

0.001

2

0.019

0.017

0.018

0.017 0.017 0.016

0.001

0.002

0.001

3

0.028

0.026

0.027

0.025 0.025 0.024

0.002

0.003

0.001

5

0.046

0.042

0.045

0.041 0.041 0.040

0.004

0.004

0.001

2

0.018

0.017

0.018

0.017 0.017 0.016

0.001

0.002

0.001

3

0.027

0.026

0.027

0.024 0.025 0.024

0.002

0.002

0.001

5

0.045

0.042

0.044

0.041 0.041 0.040

0.003

0.004

0.001

2

0.019

0.017

0.018

0.017 0.017 0.016

0.001

0.002

0.001

3

0.028

0.026

0.027

0.025 0.025 0.024

0.002

0.003

0.001

5

0.046

0.042

0.045

0.041 0.041 0.040

0.004

0.004

0.001

(a): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the middle of the box, close to the wall.
(b): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located at the bottom corner of the tub.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 decrease in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 decrease
in the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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Table C.2:

Predicted log10 increase of Listeria monocytogenes in different spots inside tubs and
boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or
ﬁsh/air) of the case studies of the ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes of fresh
ﬁshery products with different fat content and size
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Fish
Case
Fat
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
Dimen- study
TUB
BOX
content
(day) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
sion
#
Max(a) Max(b)
centre centre
corner
corner
1

‘Coolingkeeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

‘Keeping’ Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

1c

2c

3c

4c

1k

2k

3k

4k

2

3

4

5

6

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

2

0.13

0.45

0.16

0.43

0.25

0.48

0.32

0.27

0.24

3

0.20

0.58

0.25

0.58

0.39

0.65

0.38

0.33

0.26

5

0.37

0.79

0.46

0.83

0.66

0.91

0.42

0.37

0.25

2

0.12

0.46

0.15

0.44

0.24

0.48

0.33

0.29

0.24

3

0.18

0.58

0.22

0.58

0.37

0.64

0.41

0.36

0.27

5

0.28

0.80

0.35

0.83

0.59

0.91

0.52

0.47

0.32

2

0.14

0.46

0.16

0.44

0.25

0.49

0.32

0.28

0.24

3

0.21

0.59

0.25

0.59

0.39

0.65

0.38

0.34

0.26

5

0.37

0.80

0.46

0.84

0.67

0.92

0.43

0.38

0.25

2

0.12

0.47

0.16

0.45

0.25

0.49

0.34

0.29

0.24

3

0.18

0.60

0.23

0.59

0.37

0.65

0.42

0.37

0.28

5

0.29

0.81

0.36

0.84

0.60

0.92

0.53

0.48

0.32

2

0.11

0.18

0.14

0.23

0.23

0.28

0.08

0.10

0.05

3

0.16

0.29

0.21

0.37

0.36

0.43

0.12

0.16

0.07

5

0.29

0.49

0.37

0.62

0.60

0.70

0.20

0.25

0.10

2

0.10

0.19

0.13

0.24

0.23

0.27

0.09

0.11

0.05

3

0.15

0.29

0.20

0.37

0.35

0.42

0.14

0.17

0.07

5

0.27

0.50

0.35

0.62

0.60

0.69

0.23

0.27

0.09

2

0.11

0.19

0.14

0.24

0.23

0.27

0.07

0.10

0.04

3

0.17

0.29

0.21

0.38

0.36

0.43

0.12

0.16

0.07

5

0.30

0.50

0.37

0.63

0.61

0.70

0.20

0.25

0.09

2

0.10

0.19

0.13

0.24

0.23

0.27

0.09

0.11

0.03

3

0.15

0.30

0.20

0.38

0.36

0.43

0.14

0.17

0.07

5

0.27

0.51

0.35

0.63

0.61

0.70

0.28

0.06

0.09

(a): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the middle of the box, close to the wall.
(b): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located at the bottom corner of the tub.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 increase in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 increase in
the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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Table C.3:

Predicted log10 increase of Aeromonas hydrophila in different spots inside tubs and
boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or
ﬁsh/air) of the case studies of the ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes of fresh
ﬁshery products with different fat content and size
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Fish
Case
Fat
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
Dimen- study
BOX TUB
content
(days) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
sion
#
Max(a) Max(b)
centre centre corner
corner
1

‘Coolingkeeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

‘Keeping’ Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

1c

2c

3c

4c

1k

2k

3k

4k

2

3

4

5

6

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

2

0.00

0.91

0.02

0.87

0.27

1.17

0.91

0.85

0.89

3

0.00

0.92

0.03

0.94

0.41

1.31

0.92

0.91

0.90

5

0.01

0.92

0.09

0.98

0.65

1.44

0.91

0.89

0.79

2

0.00

0.95

0.02

0.88

0.28

1.14

0.95

0.86

0.86

3

0.00

0.96

0.02

0.93

0.37

1.28

0.96

0.91

0.90

5

0.00

0.96

0.02

0.97

0.49

1.40

0.96

0.96

0.91

2

0.00

0.95

0.03

0.88

0.29

1.19

0.94

0.86

0.90

3

0.00

0.96

0.03

0.95

0.43

1.34

0.96

0.92

0.91

5

0.01

0.96

0.09

1.00

0.68

1.47

0.95

0.91

0.79

2

0.00

0.99

0.02

0.90

0.29

1.19

0.99

0.88

0.90

3

0.00

1.00

0.02

0.97

0.40

1.34

1.00

0.94

0.94

5

0.00

1.00

0.02

1.01

0.52

1.47

1.00

0.99

0.95

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.24

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.04

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.34

0.32

0.00

0.07

0.02

5

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.13

0.51

0.45

0.00

0.11

0.06

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.24

0.19

0.00

0.03

0.05

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.34

0.31

0.00

0.07

0.03

5

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.12

0.51

0.43

0.00

0.12

0.07

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.26

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.06

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.37

0.32

0.00

0.08

0.05

5

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.13

0.54

0.45

0.00

0.12

0.09

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.04

0.26

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.06

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.37

0.32

0.00

0.08

0.05

5

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.13

0.54

0.45

0.00

0.12

0.09

(a): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the middle of the box, close to the wall.
(b): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located at the bottom corner of the tub.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 increase in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 increase in
the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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μref

Tmin

Days of storage

Use of ‘tubs’ for transporting and storing fresh ﬁshery products

max
mean

Temperature

Different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/
water or ﬁsh/air) are considered and as calculated from the time/Temperature proﬁle of the case study ‘coolingkeeping’ process of lean medium ﬁsh (CLM; #2c) under the ‘abusive’ scenarios.

Figure C.1: Difference in log10 increase of Aeromonas hydrophila between boxes and tubs for a
Tref = 4°C and different values of Tmin as well as maximum growth rate at 4°C for
different durations of storage
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Table C.4:

Predicted log10 increase of Clostridium botulinum in different spots inside tubs and
boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and the maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or
ﬁsh/air) of the case studies of the ‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes of fresh
ﬁshery products with different fat content and size
Difference between
boxes and tubs (c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

Fish
Case
Fat
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
Dimen- study
TUB
BOX
content
(days) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
sion
#
Max(a) Max(b)
centre
centre
corner corner
1

‘Coolingkeeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

‘Keeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

1c

2c

3c

4c

1k

2k

3k

4k

2

3

4

5

6

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

2

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.41

0.11

0.53

0.45

0.39

0.42

3

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.46

0.19

0.62

0.45

0.44

0.43

5

0.01

0.46

0.07

0.48

0.32

0.70

0.45

0.41

0.38

2

0.01

0.47

0.02

0.42

0.11

0.53

0.46

0.40

0.42

3

0.01

0.47

0.02

0.45

0.18

0.62

0.46

0.43

0.44

5

0.01

0.47

0.02

0.48

0.26

0.69

0.46

0.46

0.43

2

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.42

0.11

0.55

0.45

0.40

0.44

3

0.01

0.46

0.02

0.47

0.20

0.64

0.45

0.45

0.44

5

0.01

0.46

0.07

0.49

0.33

0.71

0.45

0.42

0.38

2

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.42

0.22

0.53

0.48

0.40

0.31

3

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.47

0.30

0.61

0.48

0.45

0.31

5

0.01

0.49

0.02

0.49

0.37

0.69

0.48

0.47

0.32

2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.09

0.09

0.00

0.03

0.00

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.16

0.17

0.00

0.06

0.01

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.25

0.26

0.00

0.09

0.01

2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.09

0.10

0.00

0.04

0.01

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.16

0.17

0.00

0.06

0.01

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.25

0.24

0.00

0.09

0.01

2

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.10

0.00

0.04

0.00

3

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.08

0.18

0.18

0.00

0.07

0.00

5

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.11

0.28

0.25

0.00

0.10

0.03

2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.21

0.02

0.00

0.06

0.19

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.29

0.03

0.00

0.09

0.26

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.12

0.39

0.04

0.00

0.12

0.35

(a): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the middle of the box, close to the wall.
(b): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located at the bottom corner of the tub.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the log10 increase in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding log10 increase in
the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater growth potential (log10
increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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Table C.5:

Predicted levels (ppm) of histamine accumulation due to growth of Morganella
psychrotolerans in different spots inside tubs and boxes (on the ﬁsh surface and the
maximum temperature in the matrix of ﬁsh/water or ﬁsh/air) of the case studies of the
‘cooling-keeping’ and ‘keeping’ processes of fresh ﬁshery products with different fat
content and size
Difference between
boxes and tubs(c)

Location of ﬁsh in box or tub
Process

‘Coolingkeeping’

Fish
Case
Fat
Time
BOX
TUB
BOX
TUB
Dimen- study
BOX TUB
content
(days) Middle – Bottom – Middle – Bottom –
Centre
sion
#
Max(a) Max(b)
centre centre corner
corner

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

‘Keeping’

Lean

Small

Medium

Fat

Small

Medium

1c

2c

3c

4c

1k

2k

3k

4k

3

4

5

6

Corner

Max

(2) – (1) (4) – (3) (6) – (5)

1

2

2

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

3

0.2

1.7

0.2

1.7

0.6

2.3

1.5

1.5

1.8

5

1.3

14.4

2.2

18.1

7.0

27.2

13.1

15.9

20.2

2

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.4

3

0.1

1.4

0.2

1.5

0.4

1.9

1.3

1.3

1.5

5

0.7

11.8

1.0

14.2

3.8

20.6

11.1

13.2

16.7

2

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.4

3

0.2

1.5

0.2

1.5

0.5

2.0

1.3

1.3

1.5

5

1.2

12.4

2.0

15.0

5.9

22.3

11.2

13.0

16.4

2

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.4

3

0.1

1.5

0.2

1.5

0.5

2.0

1.4

1.3

1.6

5

0.7

12.8

1.1

15.1

4.0

22.2

12.1

14.0

18.2

2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.3

5

0.8

2.9

1.3

6.1

5.0

9.0

2.1

4.8

3.9

2

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.3

0.2

5

0.6

2.5

1.0

4.9

4.1

7.1

1.9

3.9

3.0

2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.3

0.2

5

0.8

2.6

1.2

5.1

4.3

7.3

1.8

4.0

3.0

2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.3

0.2

5

0.6

2.6

1.0

5.0

4.3

7.3

2.0

4.0

3.0

(a): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located in the middle of the box, close to the wall.
(b): Maximum temperature on the surface of a ﬁsh located at the bottom corner of the tub.
(c): Calculated by subtracting the histamine levels (ppm) in tubs of the speciﬁed column number from the corresponding
histamine levels (ppm) in the box, also indicated by the appropriate column number. A positive value indicates a greater
histamine accumulation (ppm increase) in tubs compared to boxes, while the opposite is true for the negative values.
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Experiment 1 Non transported containers

Experiment 1 transported containers

Experiment 2

Figure C.2: Predicted growth of Listeria monocytogenes (plots in the left) and Aeromonas hydrophila
(plots in the right) based on the ‘observed’ scenarios based on the time/Temperature
proﬁle recorded in experiment 1 (Bekaert et al., 2016a) and experiment 2 (Bekaert et al.,
2016b) of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project
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Experiment 1 Non-transported containers

Experiment 1 transported containers

Experiment 2

Figure C.3: Growth of Morganella psychrotolerans (plots on the right) and the consequent histamine
formation (ppm, plots on the left) predicted by food spoilage and safety predictor based
on the time/Temperature proﬁle recorded in experiment 1 (Bekaert et al., 2016a) and
experiment 2 (Bekaert et al., 2016b) of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project
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Appendix D – Tables of uncertainty assessment
Table D.1:

Sources of uncertainty identiﬁed in the hazard identiﬁcation and qualitative assessment
of the impact that these uncertainties could have on the conclusions

Source or
location of the
uncertainty
Hazard
identiﬁcation
(literature search
and screening)

Hazard
identiﬁcation
(data extraction)

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
Evidence on (1) hazards relevance for human
illness associated with FFP or on (2) survival
(no change or reduction) or growth of the
hazard in FFP within the range 3°C to 7°C
may have been missed or may be absent due
to:
• underreporting, cases or outbreaks not
being published or not being associated
with FFP as a causative vehicle; and
• unavailability of experimental data for the
combination hazard/FFP within the
relevant temperature range.

Uncertainty in the description of the growth/
survival behaviour of the hazards due to
inter-strain variability, heterogeneous
distribution of the microorganisms on the FFP
and variability of the performance of the
enumeration methods

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
Potential underestimation of the relevance of a
hazard. However, given the use of extensive
literature reviews, uncertainty associated with
missing evidence in this step has been reduced
as much as possible
In particular, in consideration of the search
extent, exclusion of a relevant hazard due to
protracted non-reporting of human disease
was considered unlikely
For hazards excluded from the assessment due
to absence of evidence of growth or histamine
production within the range 3°C to 7°C, other
available information based on microbial
ecology principles was considered as a
scientiﬁc support for exclusion
Potential over- or underestimation of the
relevance of a hazard
The adoption of a criterion for the assessment
of relevant growth/survival (threshold of 0.5
log10 in the increase/decrease of
microorganisms) limited the uncertainty in the
interpretation of the hazards’ behaviour

A systematic appraisal analysis for quality of
the studies, particularly with regard to
To avoid overestimation of growth/survival,
survival or growth of the selected hazards at
particularly of mesophilic microorganisms,
temperatures relevant for the assessment,
critical appraisal and exclusion of results was
was not performed
applied for publications in which
inconsistencies in the experimental design or
the analytical methods were detected
FFP: fresh ﬁshery products.

Table D.2:

Potential sources of uncertainty identiﬁed in the assessment of the ﬁsh temperature in
boxes or tubs and assessment of the impact that these uncertainties could have on the
conclusion (i.e. over/underestimation of the ﬁsh surface temperature in boxes or tubs
and the extent of the over/underestimation)

Source or
location of the
uncertainty
t/T proﬁles of
ﬁsh under
‘observed’
conditions

Heat transfer
model
assumption

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
Only three sets of data from two experiments
and on one ﬁsh type (i.e. plaice,
representative of lean small ﬁsh) are
available comparing transport/storage of FFP
in water and ice (tub) vs. in ice (boxes)
(‘Qualitubﬁsh’ project). Temperatures were
recorded inside the ﬁsh but considering the
thickness of the ﬁsh this would not be so
different compared to ﬁsh surface
temperatures
The model focuses on conduction and
disregards other heat transfer phenomena,
such as:
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Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
Reasonably foreseeable temperature conditions
for storage/transport of FFP are expected to be
within the ‘ideal’ and ‘abusive’ scenario
included in the assessment, which addressed
the ﬁsh surface temperature
However, the real t/T proﬁles may deviate from
this one set of experimental conditions

Assuming that ﬁsh are covered with ice
(proper practice as considered in the
assessment), and, the model tends to
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty
1: Model
focuses on
conduction

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
• forced convection in tubs when there is
aeration and/or mixing that will tend to
homogenise the temperatures, thus
reducing the temperatures in the
warmest spots;
• natural convection in tubs will move
water with larger densities (maximum at
4°C) to the bottom; and
• radiation.

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
overestimate temperatures in tubs (mainly due
to disregarding forced convection) and in
boxes (mainly due to disregarding the effect of
the movement of water). Radiation has lower
impact compared with conduction. It is
unknown whether the extent of these
overestimations is the same for boxes and
tubs, and it depends on the location of the ﬁsh
in the container

The model disregards any other liquid or
solid movement:
• the movement of water from melted ice
due to gravity in boxes; and
• the ﬁsh movements in tubs, which could
result in ﬁsh on the top of the container
not fully covered by ice.
Heat transfer
model
assumption 2:
ice melting
using the
‘Apparent Heat
Capacity
method’

The model includes the latent heat in the
heat capacity and does not respond to a
proper phase change with moving
boundaries. For the considered parameters,
the so-called ice domain is a perfect mixture
of 50% water with 50% ice at the transition
temperature (Tt = 0°C), while all is ice at
temperatures below 0.5°C and water above
0.5°C

The ﬁsh surface temperatures held in tubs and
boxes may be either underestimated or
overestimated the temperature. The impact
would mostly affect temperatures in the range
of –0.5 to 0.5°C in the ice-water layer, but in
any case towards the same direction and to
the same extent in both containers, making
the impact in the difference irrelevant

Heat transfer
model
assumption 3:
Approximation
to
simpliﬁcation
of ﬁsh
modelling and
avoiding
explicitly
modelling the
tens of ﬁsh in
the containers

Fish of interest (where temperatures are
reported) are considered ellipsoids of two
different dimensions and the ﬁsh surface
temperature was used as input for modelling
survival and growth of hazards in the worstcase ‘abusive’ scenarios

The ﬁsh surface temperatures held in tubs and
boxes may be either underestimated or
overestimated, being unknown the impact on
the difference between containers

Heat transfer
model
assumption 4:
location of the
ﬁsh where
temperatures
are reported

Heat transfer
model
assumption 5:

Around the ﬁsh of interest, the model
assumes a matrix mixture consisting of ﬁsh/
water for tubs and ﬁsh/air for boxes. It uses
the standard mathematics for porous
materials, where the volume fraction of ﬁsh
is calculated based on ratios ﬁsh/water in
tubs
Three locations are considered for each case
study and container: the overall maximum
temperature in the interior of the container
at each time and the ﬁsh surface
temperatures located in the warmest zone
within the containers (except for validation of
the heat transfer modelling, for which
locations similar to the experimental ones
were selected)

Boundary conditions determine the heat ﬂux
between the container and the environment.
The model assumes the standard parameter
without air ﬂow (no wind). However, this
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The ﬁsh surface temperatures FFP held in tubs
and boxes are expected to be overestimated
as worst-case locations are considered, or
directly the maximum temperature in the
container. However, as this maximum
temperature does not constantly occur on the
same spot of either container, it does not
represent a complete t/T proﬁle on the surface
of a ﬁsh. Instead, it is an evidence of the high
likelihood of markedly higher temperatures
occurring overall in tubs than in boxes
regardless of the modelled process. Therefore,
this value is an overestimated t/T proﬁle
Over/underestimation of the ﬁsh surface
temperatures with low impact for containers
made of insulating materials (such as tubs).
Heat ﬂux increases when the heat transfer
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty
Boundary
conditions

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
may change depending on the air movement
around the container, for instance being
limited when containers are in direct contact
with the ﬂoor, walls or other containers

Initial conditions are kept constant for each
domain. As such, the initial temperature
distributions of, for example, the ﬁsh, the
water and the container material were not
considered. Some of the initial temperatures,
such as the initial temperature of the water
in tubs, had to be assumed
• Factors which may affect the cooling
Heat transfer
speed include the ratios of different
model
materials (e.g. water, ﬁsh), the type of
assumption 7:
material considered (e.g. PE skin and PE
variability and
foam for insulators or fat lean ﬁsh), the
uncertainty in
considered geometries, the initial
model
temperatures of ﬁsh to ice, the
parameters and
completeness of cavity icing, the
geometry
dimensions and type of the ﬁsh, the
temperature of the ice, the initial
temperature of the ﬁsh and, on longer
ﬁshing trips, the frequency of re-icing.
• Initial ﬁsh temperature, initial water
temperature, outside temperature,
thermal properties of ﬁsh, insulating
material
• Fat composition (fat content < 1% to
> 20%), size/dimensions and number of
ﬁsh
• For boxes: number of ice layers and
weight of each
• For tubs: proportion of ice/water/ﬁsh
Models of partial differential equations may
Numerical
errors
not be sufﬁciently precise for coarse
discretisation in space and stiff dynamics.
The model was discretised sufﬁciently to see
no effect on the discretisation and right
integrator methods were selected
Heat transfer
model
assumption 6:
homogeneous
initial
conditions

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
coefﬁcient increases, particularly in noninsulating materials (such as boxes)
Depending on the difference of temperatures
between the container and the outside, the
ﬂux goes in one or other direction and to the
same or different extent in boxes and tubs
Overestimation of ﬁsh temperatures during
cooling, as 7°C is assumed for the whole ﬁsh
matrix
Over/underestimation with uncertain impact for
the other temperatures
The model parameters were carefully selected
to represent reasonably foreseeable conditions,
tending to be conservative. When the real
conditions involve parameter values outside
the range considered in the model, the
simulation could both underestimate or
overestimate the ﬁsh surface temperature
From the multiple tests conducted with the
model, the results are especially sensitive to
the ratios of water/ﬁsh/ice for tubs and ﬁsh/ice
for boxes, particularly affecting the time when
re-icing is needed to replace melted ice
However, according to the current regulation,
re-icing is a practice that must be carried out
to ensure that enough ice remains in the
container. If properly done, the impact of the
initial amount of ice would be minimised
Bad practices in this respect were out of the
scope of the present assessment

The numerics were tested to reduce this effect,
expecting to be minimal.

Predictive
performance of
the heat
transfer model

The model was validated by the comparison of Small discrepancies (slight underestimation)
observed and predicted t/T proﬁles associated were recorded, its impact on the microbial
behaviour was minimal
with one experiment. Some of the
assumptions were adjusted to make a more
realistic comparison of the model and data.
For example, ﬁsh location is not in the
warmest zone but in a location similar to that
of the ﬁsh bearing the logger in the
experiment and instead of calculating the
maximum temperature on the ﬁsh surface, the
comparisons are carried out with the mean
temperature in the ﬁsh (as the logger was
inserted into the ﬁsh through the gutting cut)

Fish
temperature:

The distribution of initial ﬁsh temperatures
was not available and various options have
been considered in the assessment. First, it
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The ‘abusive’ scenario overestimates the initial
temperature, and thus, the temperatures of
FFP held in tubs and boxes, but in any case
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty

Nature or cause of the uncertainty

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)

towards the same direction and to the same
was assumed to be 0°C (‘ideal’ scenario)
without differences between the type of ﬁsh, extent in both containers, making the impact in
the difference minimal
as it equals the temperature inside the tubs
upon arrival at the ﬁrst on-land establishment.
A better scenario could be that temperature of
lean ﬁsh is 1 to 0.5°C and the temperature
of fat ﬁsh is 2°C to 1°C. Second, it was
assumed to be 7°C (‘abusive’ scenario). The
‘observed’ scenario showed that ﬁsh
temperature ranges from 0 to 2°C but in this
case the ﬁsh were not handled (e.g. gutted) at
an on-land establishment

surface and
internal parts

FFP: fresh ﬁshery products; PE: poly-ethylene.

Table D.3:

Potential sources of uncertainty identiﬁed in relation to the impact of storage conditions
and the water uptake and its inﬂuence on critical factors for microbial growth

Source or
location of the
uncertainty

Nature or cause of the uncertainty

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)

Factors affecting
water uptake

Over/underestimation of the water uptake and
There are many factors affecting the water
uptake of ﬁsh such as salinity of water used the quantitative effects of the inﬂuencing
to ﬁll the tub, storage temperature, season, factors
exhaustion state of the ﬁsh, ﬁsh size, ﬁsh
species, storage time, integrity of the skin. It
is impossible to consider all these
combinations. Evidence from experiments
that changed the relevant factor (e.g.
storage in ice vs. water) was used, keeping
the other factors unchanged

Water uptake
before landing

Fish stored in tubs with water (freshwater or
seawater) and ice on-board will uptake water
to a variable extend depending on
exhaustion state of ﬁsh, ﬁsh size, ﬁsh species
as well as the time on board

Determination of
median WPS of
ﬁsh

Overestimation of the water uptake and its
impact on the physico-chemical characteristics
determining microbial growth and survival as
the assessment assumed that all water uptake
occur during the transport and storage onland
Scarce availability in literature on WPS values Over/underestimation of the median WPS
because values could be missed in literature
of fresh ﬁsh and uptake dynamics of salt
during storage in ice or water systems to
calculate WPS

Internalisation of
microorganisms

The mechanisms of internalisation of
microorganisms and its extent is unknown.
Internalisation would lead to slightly different
environmental conditions for the hazards

Underestimation of internalisation of
microorganisms, which will be associated with
an overestimation of the growth of aerobic
hazards due to the lower oxygen availability in
the internal parts of ﬁsh compared to the
aerobic surface

Anaerobic
conditions in
water storage

The anaerobic conditions found in water
systems seem to limit growth of spoilage
bacteria. Though no evidence has been
found for pathogenic bacteria, the more
anaerobic environment may reduce the
growth potential of aerobic pathogens and
increase the growth potential of anaerobic
pathogens

Overestimation of the growth of aerobic/
facultative anaerobic pathogenic growth in
water system (in tubs) as the growth has been
assessed assuming aerobic environment
The growth of anaerobic pathogens (such as
non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum) may have also
been overestimated if the water system (in
tubs) is not strictly anaerobic

WPS: water phase salt.
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Table D.4:

Potential sources of uncertainty identiﬁed in the assessment of the behaviour of relevant
biological hazards and estimation of the impact that these uncertainties could have on
the conclusion (i.e. over/underestimation extent of the survival, growth or histamine
accumulation)

Source or
location of the
uncertainty
Temperature as
the critical factor
distinguishing
boxes and tubs

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
Temperature was considered the only
quantitative factor affecting the behaviour of
the hazards on the ﬁsh surface. Thus, the
assessment was based on differences on the
t/T proﬁles observed or predicted in boxes
(in ice) compared to tubs (in ice and water).
The predicted t/T proﬁles correspond to
‘reasonably foreseeable abusive’ case studies
applying an overall conservative approach to
get the results

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
Overestimation of the growth potential of the
hazards, including histamine accumulation due
to the overestimation of the FFP temperatures
is expected in both tubs and boxes. Thus, the
difference in the log10 increase between tubs
and boxes will also be overestimated

Other factors associated with the presence of
water in tub and not in boxes may have an
impact on the behaviour of the hazards (see
next uncertainty sources)
Presence of water In tubs with water and ice, a more
in tubs
planktonic-like mode of growth could occur,
which in theory is known to be faster than
colonial/sessile type of growth occurring in
the surface of ﬁsh in a box. However, the
results of the ‘Qualitubﬁsh’ experiment do
not conﬁrm this hypothesis. On the contrary,
the growth of the different microbial groups
monitored were similar between ﬁsh stored
in tubs and in boxes, despite the
temperatures recorded in tubs were overall
higher than in boxes

Overestimation for the assessed (simulated)
pathogens, the effect of water in tubs (e.g.
dilution, elution, lowering oxygen availability)
could reduce the growth of the hazards in tub
and as a consequence also reduce the
differences in the log10 increase between tubs
and boxes as compared with the growth
potential quantiﬁed with the predictive models
as a result of the different t/T proﬁles

Possible eluting/disorbing effect of the water
present in tubs but not in boxes (e.g. rinsing,
dilution, of nutrients and metabolites, or
dilution and planktonic dispersion of
background microbiota and hazards) were
not considered in the assessment
Dispersion/dissemination of nutrients, also
due to tissue injury by ice crystals, was not
considered either
Oxygen availability is expected be lower
when ﬁsh is stored in water and ice (in tubs)
than in ice without water (in box). However,
the growth of A. hydrophila,
L. monocytogenes and M. psychrotolerans
were simulated in aerobic (non limiting
oxygen availability) conditions. On the other
hand, non-proteolytic Cl. botulinum growth
was simulated in totally anaerobic conditions,
despite dissolved oxygen will be present in
the water (in tubs)
t/T proﬁles
The temperatures used as input parameter for
predicted by heat the predictive microbial models have been
transfer modelling derived from heat transfer modelling and
represent the output of a modelling exercise,
subjected to error and uncertainty (Table D.2)
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Underestimation (slight) of the growth of the
hazards and histamine accumulation when t/T
proﬁles come from the heat transfer modelling
compared to the actual observations. Limited
extent of underestimation in tubs and even
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty

Predictive
performance of
predictive models
used for
assessing the
behaviour of
pathogens and
histamine
formation

Nature or cause of the uncertainty

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)

The impact of the heat transfer model
performance results were assessed by
comparing the growth potential of
L. monocytogenes and the histamine
accumulation provided by predictive models in
response to the predicted t/T proﬁles vs. the
observed temperature records. A slightly
lower log10 increase of L. monocytogenes
(0.12 or lower) and histamine accumulation
(40 ppm) were estimated from the heat
transfer modelling t/T proﬁle (for a total of
168 h, Figure 9) in tubs compared with the
observed t/T proﬁle. Smaller discrepancies
between observations and predictions of the
heat transfer model were detected in boxes

lower in boxes. As a consequence, the
difference in log10 increase of the hazards
between boxes and tubs is expected to be
slightly underestimated

The predictive models used for the
assessment of the behaviour of the relevant
pathogens are, as any model, dependent on
the validity of its inputs, based on several
important assumptions and subject to error
and uncertainty associated with model ﬁtting,
experimental (e.g. plating) error of data used
to ﬁt the models and possible overestimation
of microbial responses in laboratory
(especially liquid, i.e. broth) media, used for
collection of modelling data, as compared to
the actual microbial growth on FFP

Over/underestimation (slight) of the
temperature-dependent survival or growth
behaviour of V. parahaemolyticus and
L. monocytogenes, associated with the
accuracy of the predictive model.
Consequently, it is expected that the difference
between tubs and boxes regarding the log10
decrease (V. parahaemolyticus) and log10
increase (L. monocytogenes) can be under/
overestimated to a limited extend

The slight fail-safe predictions associated with
the histamine formation model is expected to
The performance of the predictive models
cause a slight overestimation of the
used were assessed (validated) by the model temperature-dependent histamine
developers as discussed in Sections 2.5.1 (for accumulation both in boxes and tubs.
survival) and 2.5.2 (for growth)
Consequently, an overestimation of the
difference of the growth potential between
Even though the approach undertaken for
boxes and tubs can be expected
simulating A. hydrophila growth is not
validated against independent experimental A considerable overestimation of the nondata, the gamma (growth) model used is
proteolytic Cl. botulinum growth is expected as
taking into account (through the parameter the model was built from laboratory broth data
lref ) the impact of the factors affecting the
and also due to the fact that growth rate
within the temperature interval from 3.3 to
growth of the pathogen on ﬁsh surface.
Uncertainty around this model is associated 4°C, was assumed to be equal to the growth
with the above correction factor lref and the rate at 4°C. However, the predicted absolute
selected value for the minimum temperature growth is very low in both boxes and tup and
thus, the impact of this uncertainty source on
allowing growth of A. hydrophila. These
model parameters are also strain dependent the actual log10 differences between tubs and
(see next uncertainty source)
boxes is very limited

Lag time duration Pathogens in ﬁsh coming from on-board
were assumed to be adapted to cold
temperatures and ﬁsh characteristics upon
arrival at the ﬁrst establishment on-land.
Therefore, simulations were performed
without lag
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Over/underestimation (slight) of the
temperature-dependent A. hydrophila growth
depending on the actual value of the model
parameters (Tmin and lref ). As a consequence,
the difference in the log10 increase between
boxes and tubs is expected to be slightly over/
underestimated
When no lag time is included, an
overestimation of the growth potential and
histamine formation may occur and
consequently causing an overestimation of the
differences in the log10 increase. Including lag
time, in terms of different potential
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty

Strain variability

Susceptibility of
ﬁsh to microbial
growth

Nature or cause of the uncertainty

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)

More details on how lag time was to be
addressed are provided in Section 2.5.2

physiological states of cells on ﬁsh (but
common in the two types of containers),
reduces the differences in log10 increase
between tubs and boxes

Different strains of each type of hazard could
contaminate the FFP, the behaviour of other
strains could be different from the ones with
available scientiﬁc data and predictive models

Over/underestimation. The impact of strain
variability may be high on absolute log10
increase, but it will be rather similar on both
types of containers. The difference in the log10
increase between boxes and tubs will also be
over/underestimated to an unknown extend

Strain variability is reﬂected on variability in
the minimum temperature allowing growth
and in the reference growth rate (lref ) or the
optimal growth rate (lopt, also used in similar
approaches in the same context) of the
hazards on the ﬁsh. As such, it may impact
the overall temperature dependence of the
growth of hazards
Over/underestimation
Variability in the texture, roughness and
softness of the ﬁsh surface and underneath
The impact of mechanical (texture) properties
tissues
of the ﬁsh surface may be high on absolute
Intestinal leakage is expected to deliver more log10 increase, but it will be rather similar on
nutrients thus, favouring growth of hazards, both types of containers. The difference in the
and reduce the growth of anaerobes, but
log10 increase between boxes and tubs will
both situations can be counteracted by the
also be over/underestimated to an unknown
simultaneous release of high populations of
extend
commensal gut microbiota on ﬁsh surface
(where hazards reside) that may outcompete
the hazards. Differences between whole ﬁsh
with skin vs. gutted ﬁsh vs. ﬁlleted ﬁsh (ﬂesh
totally exposed) were not considered
Fish structure damage due to ice (in boxes)
could be lower when stored in water with ice
(in tubs)

Internalisation/
intestine habitat
(oxygen
availability,
temperature,
pH. . .)

Background
microbiota

Oxygen availability decreases to some extent,
in the direction from the surface to the
interior. More microaerophilic or anaerobic
conditions are expected in the intestines)

Overestimation of the growth of aerobic
biological hazards, as the growth was
simulated under aerobic conditions. The
difference in the log10 increase between boxes
and tubs will also be overestimated to an
unknown extend

Intestines provide a rather different
environment (physico-chemical
characteristics, microbial competition, etc.)
than the one described by the input values
used for the simulation of the growth
behaviour. The growth of strict anaerobes
such as Cl. botulinum was simulated
assuming no oxygen dissolved in the water
or in the internal parts of the ﬁsh
Overestimation of the pathogen growth
The assessment assumed a high
microbiological quality of the ﬁsh to minimise potential equally in tubs and boxes (though to
the impact of background microbiota due to a variable and perhaps different extend).
microbial interaction mechanisms
Underestimation of the L. monocytogenes
growth. The underestimation would equally
Some spoilage (mainly aerobic) organisms,
affect both boxes and tubs, with limited impact
such as Pseudomonas spp. have also been
as the scenario is not foreseeable, due to the
reported to favour growth of some
pathogens, such as L. monocytogenes when short time period of the assessment and the
reaching counts of > 5 log10 CFU/g (Marshall low temperatures, that (when considered in
combination) do not allow pseudomonads to
et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 2015b)
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Source or
location of the
uncertainty

Nature or cause of the uncertainty
Initial levels of histamine-producing bacteria
could be lower (as discussed in
Section 3.4.3)
A variable (in quality and quantity)
composition of background microbiota can
compete with pathogens and limit pathogen
growth, to an uncertain variable extend
Speciﬁc spoilage organism may cause
product spoilage before the hazardous
concentration of pathogen could be reached

Impact of the uncertainty on the
conclusions (e.g. over/underestimation)
reach high levels required to stimulate
L. monocytogenes. Thus, the underestimation
of the ﬁnal output (difference in the log10
decrease between tubs and boxes) is expected
to be very low
Overestimation of the predicted histamine
accumulation, and thus the differences
between tubs and boxes
Overestimation of the impact of the growth of
pathogen
This is not reasonably foreseen, due to the
short time period of the assessment

Storage time
(assessment
time)

The duration of the storage and transport in
the tub/box on-land would be constrained by
the time of on-board transport and in the
ﬁrst on-land establishment. It was considered
that the total duration of the storage/
transport on-land would be exceptionally
maximum 5 days, though 3, 2 and 1 day
were considered reasonable (e.g. 97% of the
cases from 61 surveyed ﬁsh transport in
Belgium, 3% remaining consist of 4 days of
storage)
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Overestimation of the impact of the growth of
pathogen and the difference in the growth
potential between the storage in boxes or tubs
associated with the longest storage times,
rarely occurring
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